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Lord Jesus, as

We behold it everywhere,
On the earth and in the air,
But it never comes again.
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THE BAPTIST OUTLOOK.
BY-B. F. H.

While revivals are causing joy in so
many parts of Christ's kingdom, and the
energies of Christifns are demanded both
to overcome the indifference of materialsecularism, and

to

allure doubting souls to a life of trust
and love, many Baptist journals and
pastors find. their spirits harassed and
their vigilance much engrossed by perils
to the dogma of restricted communion.
The thunders of defense, if not of affack,

are reverberating all around the sky. One
would think, from the rallying of forces
and the cries of alarm, that the very citadel
itself was endangered.
But where is the citadel, and what

are

the legitimate grounds to be occupied by
the defense? Not a few maintain that it
is the position known in the South and
West as Landmarkism.
The Tennessee
and Pendleton

for leaders, has been trying, for twenty
years, to rally the Baptist hosts on this
position, with the watchword, *‘ Non-intercourse and non-recognition,” to all socalled Christians, not regularly admitted

to strict communion churches. It is not
strange that lips that have learned, in a
accents

of a larger

love and fraternity, refuse to pronounce
the strange Shibboleth which admits to
this inner sanctuary of the faithful. Those
already within it bewail the inconsistency
and disloyalty of certain journals and
churches, because they favor exchange of
pulpits and union in Christian work, with
ministers of Pedo-baptist churches; a
disloyalty which, as is charged, * Has
opened the doors for tens of thousands to
enter Pedo-baptist denominations.”
To this charge, the Religious Herald, of
Va.,

one

of the

oldest

much

his

and

most ably edited of Baptist journals,
replies that Baptists are weakest, and the
obstacles to their progress are found to
be most formidable, where the practice of
non-intercourse has been most rigid. It
also explains that, in exchanging pulpits
with other denominations, Baptists do not

recognize the ministers of such denominations ** in. their official capacity.”
We

accord them,” says the Herald, * full
credit for their piety, evangelical knowl-

edge and authority to preach and adminin their respective
ister ordinances
churches (!), but do not acknowledge
that they are regularly and scriptur ally
inducted into the Christian ministry!”
A right to administer the ordinances, yet
not to be regarded as Christian ministers!
The Landmarkers contend, and it seems
to us with good reason, that here is an in-

consistency. If they can thus exchange
pulpits and fraternize with ministers who
are not strict Baptists without recognizing

their ¢ official capacity,” and of course
without recognizing at all the churches
that have pretended to give them official
capacity, they may also commune with
such * pious and useful teachers,” without at all recognizing that they are ** regularly or scripturally inducted ? into the
Christian church To such reasoning, the
Herald replies that inconsistency is equally chargeable upon the Landmarkers,
since they welcome the books of Pedobaptists into their libraries, read their
sermons, and adopt their hymns.
It

claims, however, that the. Scriptures do

not require baptism as a prerequisite to
preaching.
Some Baptist journals and
pastors are understood to be tacitly inclined to the view of the Landmarkers—
as was implied in the admigsion of Dr.
Armitage in the late discussion occasioned

by Dr. Jeffery’s acceptance of the junior
editorship of the Baptist Union. But they
regard exchange of pulpits as a point
already
captured
and irrecov erable.

nessee Baptist, rejoices at it because

less

believed

claim

we

know

was

on

is es-

the

case

with some who had received John’sshaptism, it was of course long after they had
partaken with Christ of the supper.
Is it not true also that the belief that
Christ now requires that baptism should
invariably precede the communion, rests
upon no command of Christ, but upon inference only? Upon an inference, too,
which declares that Christ will not accept
the intention to obey, when there is an
error in the form of obedience? To many
Baptists who have weighed these questions impartially and answered them in
accordance with what they regard as the
tenor and spirit of Scripture, it appears
tlear that the right of any pérson to receive the communion depends solely on
his relation to Christ, and the right to
commune with-him on the fact that: he
may be presumed to have given himself,
by conscious purpose and -intention,.to
Christ, to be saved by him and to serve
him. There may be satisfactory evidence
of such surrender of a soul to Christ, notwithstanding a mistake about the nature
or importance ofan ordinance, which
seems to have been originally received
immediately subsequent to believing.
Circumstances may make membership in
a church a necessary evidence of a right
attitude towards Christ. But the organizations of the visible church, as they now
exist,

are

of man’s

institution;

and

is not in

the

direction

a

Christian's privilege of communion does
not necessarily depend upon his relation
to one of them. In the present abnormal
and transitional state of the church—in
transition from the reign of popish tradition and superstition to unity,not of form,
but of Spirit, in Christ,—a failure to re-

baptism is a necessary quali-

fication for the supper.”

If Christ had

ever intimated, either when

the supper,’or when

he

he instituted

gave the com-

mandment to baptize, that the ordinance,
first instituted must never be first receiv-

ed or if any intimation to that effect were
to be found

in the New

what

that these ministers

need

Testament, then

should

80 often *‘ resolve ” and *‘ insist”?

Witheut at all comparing the characters of the earnest men who express their
convictions in these resolutions to those
to

whom

our

Saviour

said, ‘“ Ye

make

void the law of God through your tradition,” yet more fitting words can hardly
be found by which to designate their
action. When a Christian stranger that
is within their gates would come with
them, not to the table of the

church, but

to the Lord's table, the Master has commanded, ‘* Eat ye and drink ye all in remembrance of me,” they say to him
‘Stand aside, you may have satisfied
your conscience with a belief that you
have been baptized, but I believe it not,
and I ‘insist’ that you ‘be judged by
another man’s conscience,’
We

have

no

exultation

over
a distur-

bance of the peace in any
the family of God; we have
at exhibitions of passion
strife among brethren. But
yet won all her

victories,

household of
only sorrow
or partizan
truth has not

and

we

must

acquiesce in the certainty that she
wins them not yet without conflict.

God still

lets light flash on the

path

THE ADVISORY

al councilto consider its own and Mrs.
Moulton’s case, it now assumes to call a
council of its own, to act virtually on the

very questions that were to come
the other.

That is, the church, or, which

er, refused to come before a council

that

it could not have the entire selection of,
and before which it proposes to state its
own case, and furnish its own

testimony

in thé premises.
The whole affair looks
suscipious, and we have yet seen no
adequate defense of its course.
We would heartily like to be able to
understand the case as the

church

does,

and as Mr. Beecher says he does, through
the Christian Union, and by such speech.
es and letters as he has been quite freely
indulging in during the last week ar two.
The speeches themselves too forcibly re-

mind one of a person

whistling in the

dark to keep up his courage, and the let-’

at the

York]

What
paper?
Wheré

do they get their fiction? = What pictures

do they look at?

Do you know?

ever considered?”

Have

Children, dnd es-

ecially those at school, whether in the

i

e agents of these vile publications

are

everywhere, in the city and country, and
have even been discovered introducing
their wares into our public and boarding
schools.
Says a correspondent of the
Congregationalist: ** What hosts of it!

Like the frogs of Egypt, it crawls into all
our homes. Ittrails its slime everywhere.
It is poison. It is cast into the very fountains of social

of

life.

Fathers,

our youth! look

their reading.

mothers,

sharply

to

Search out the secret cor-

ners of their rooms. Be sure the imagery and seed of moral death are not in
:
pmes and schgols. Vigilance, viglance, should be your watchword.”

ters are too self-contradictory to be easily

They dined at

Mr. Johnson
its and

about 5, Pp. mM.

At dinner,

appeared in exceltent spir-

usual health.

After the meal, he

suddenly asked the Governor to take him
into the parlor, where, in accordance with
while,

request, he was
his

son-in-law,

left alone for a
Charles G. Kerr,

their host that it was the habit

of Mr. Johnson

to take a nap after din-

ner.. Not long after, a servant announced
that Mr. Johnson was lying in the yard
on the cobble-stone carriage-way. "Gov.

It has nearly 8,000 claims before it to
consider, yet it only meets once a week,
and has as yet reported only one bill.
The southern claims report, involving
nearly 2,000 cases,has not yet been touched, and the papers in the cases reported

on have just been sent for by the commit-

Caswell

could keep our opinions quiet, but they
have already received too wide an utterance, in the columps of almost

every

re-

ances.

to have invited those utter-

For, in

the words of the

Boston

Advertiser (Mr. Beecher having openly
stated that the object of the council is to
save the church from the annoyance of
having so many mutual councils as they
would otherwise be troubled by),

¢ such

amode of dealing with troublesome church
members was never before heard of. It
is

competent,

of

course,

for

Plymouth

church to deal with its own members as
it pleases without summoning any council

at

all; then,

if those members

feel

any public that cares above all things to
see fair play and no packing of juries.
If the council attains “to the dignity of
a solemn farce” in its conduct, or gets
more than a courteous consideration of its

themselv es aggrieved, it is their right to
ask for a mutual council, and, if refused,
to summon an ez-parte council. But that
the church should summon an advisory
¢ouncil before acting, for the purpose of
cutting off from the other parties all opportunity to be heard, is a refinement of
injustice.” Professor S. C. Bartlett, D.D.,
in the Congregationalist, after saying that
there is in the denomination ‘a unanimous and eager desire” to have Mr. Beech-

findings, it may be said to have

er cleared, and that

sided,

and

unworthy

the

confidence

of

achieved

a triumph.
It the council were not so plainly
thrust as a gag into the mouth of the
public to stifle its call for facts of a ¢ffferent nature from those that it is likgly to
get from it, it would be entirely a
fhatter
of its own, for the church and its
d§nomination to dispose of as they saw fifg* But,
instead, it is just this that the public—we
mean the Christian and moral public—
cares about:
Mr, Beecher is either,

guilty or innocent of the main

charge

made against him. Evidence that points
painfully to his guilt has accumulated
since his trial, so that a new one is fairly

required.

If he is innocent, both he and

the Christian church certainly ought to
welcome an investigation and have his
innocence established as soon as possible.
If he is guilty, then Christianity, whatever

he may desire, just as strongly and rightfully demands that that be known and he
put where he belongs. It is love of public decency that prompts to this desire.
For the thing will not stop festering in
sdciety, until the matter is thus disposed

‘‘ Mr. Beecher’s own

tee.

' SAMUEL G. HOWE.

lanthropist’s life were detailed and eulogies delivered on his character by ex-Governors Bullock and Gaston,

of Brown

ex-President

University, the Rev.

Edward Everett Hale, the Rev. F. H.
Hedge, Francis W. Bird, Dr. E. M. Gallaudet and Colonel T. W. Higginson.

Original

poems

were

read

by

Oliver

Wendell Holmes and the Rev. Charles T.
Brooks, of Newport, R. I.

THE RECORDS OF THE CONFEDERACY.
The secretary of the Southern Historical Society, replying to Secretary Belknap’s letter to him, says: ¢ The people of the South are not only willing but
anxious that the whole of their official
records should ‘be given to the world,
and that the future historian should have
the opportunity of judging them in the
light of these records.

Be assured, then,

of our hearty co-operation in supplying
your department with missing Confederate documents.
We will have furnished
you properly authenticated copiesof such
as are in our possession, and’ will assist
in procuring others, it being understood,
of course, that your

department

will af-

writings, his speeches, and the course of ford us similar facilities in the prosecuPlymouth church, have done, and are do [Aion of our work.”
ing, more to raise and to deepen suspicion
THE BRITISH PARLIAMENT.
‘in yegard to the fundamental facts of his
The British Parliament was opened on
case, than, perhaps,all other influences,” Tuesday by the Queen in person, the adproceeds to say of the council that it must dress from the throne being read by the
be “liable to no suspicion of being pack- Lord Chancellor.
Among the subjects
ed. An individual or two supposed to mentioned is the merchant shipping bill,
look favorably, and one or two supposed
a bill extending a new system of judicato look adversely, on Mr.

Beecher’s side,

would help rather than hinder a right result; but there are plenty of men to be

had who are above all suspicion of partisanship,

to constitute

council, and

such

the

body

of the

should be selected, as

far as possible.” But that the council is so
clearly open to the charge of being *‘packed” is one of the most serious and common charges that is brought against ite
As the New York Observer says of the
members,

‘all

have

been

selected

by

Plymouth church and Mr. Beecher. Only
two are named from ‘the vicinage,’ and
these are avowed advocates of Mr. Beech-

ture in Ireland, and

a royal

commission

is promised to inquire into the fugitive
slave law. The happy end of the Malay
war

is announced,

and

England's

to

which some of those who did go manifested to have the whole truth investigated,

|.

:

a

15,000; for

‘paving ground: and providing cannon guncarriages, for fuses, gunpowder, and other
ordnance materials and stores, $25,000; for
torpedoes, $50,000.
Total ‘amountta be
appropriated, $315,000.
This is a very
heavy reduction.
I forbear comment further than to say, that should the House

pass this bill, the Senate

will very likely

refuse to sanction it at this juncture, inasmuch as we may be threatened with ss.

the

Suppressiof

of Obscene

Literature,

was before the House Postal Committee s
day or two since.
He. advocates more
stringent laws for the suppression of the
transmission of obscene . literature and
other articles of immoral use through: the
mails. The bill which Mr, Comstock,
advocates more definitely defines the punish-

ment

of this class: of

pk,

The

specimens, pictures and appliances for the
induction and cultivation of vicious prac-

tices, which Mr. C. exhibited, almost stag-

in.

Inthe

House

of Lords, Earl

Derby

defended the present policy of the crown.

for president, and Gen. Ord has been
summoned’

to

Washington

in

It may be héPed that Congress will enact
the lays which Mr. Comstock
and his asso-ciates desire.
FINANCIAD..

The Committee of Ways and Méans have
had under consideration for several days
the question of extending the time that the
43% per cent. bonds

relation

have

to

Tum, and

Mr.

Secretary Bristow has addressed a strong
argument to the committee in advocacy ef

.

extending the time for the redemption of
this loan.
The funding act of 1870 author-

izes $200,000,000 5 per cent. 10 year bonds,
$300,000,000 4% per cent. 15 year bonds,
and $100,000,000 4 per cent. 30 year bonds,
to take the place of the like amount of six

per cents then outstanding.
Subsequently,
in January, 1871, an act was passed which.
increased the 5 per cents to $500,000,000,
and reduced the four per cents to $700,000,-

000. These are now on hand and mot
issued, but authorized by certain funding
acts.

The Secretary’s argument

before the

committee was to this effect, that Congress.
authorize the increase
bonds to $500,000,000,

30 years to run.

of the ‘4% per cent.
and that they have

The Secretary thinks that

in the present state of business

he

can not

place with any hope of success any considerable number of 4 per cents upom the
market.
Mr, Bristow gave facts and. presented tables all showing the conclusive

force of his
throughout.

argument,

which

was

able

CUTTING DOWN SALARIES AND FORCE.
Mr. Treasurer New and Mr. Registrar

-

Allison had an interview with the €emmittee on Appropriations in respect to.the.

reduction of salaries

and

the

force in the

several departments.
They opposed both
the reducing the salaries and the number of

clerks in the Bureaus.
They insisted thab.
the salaries were none too high, and. thas
the force was scarcely adequate to tlie de
mands of the speedy settlement
rent business from day to day.
at all posted in the amount
which presses in the different

of the cur
Any persom
of business.
offices wilk/

readily admit that Messrs. New and Allisomv

ar® entirely right in their statements amd
arguments, but the average
can't see it. He is bent on
home consumption.
He must
and, therefore, he must do
show his constituents that he
legislator and looks sharp
people’s money.
And he sees
than in cutting down

-Congressmamn
buncombe fom
be re-elected’
something to.
is a careful
to save the
no safer way

the wages

of a

that can not politically affect him.

rela-

tions to China mentioned. Also in regard to the purchase of the shares of the
Suez Canal which belonged to the Khedive of Egypt.
In the House of Commons the address was discussed at considerable length, Mr. Disraeli defending
the position of the government on the
more important questions mentioned there-

:
MISCELLANEOUS.
er.” The Boston Journal makes the statement, and the Congregationalist says it i§
Speaker Kerr favors the nomination of
true, that ‘“ Mr. Beecher made a visit to Gov. Hendricks as the democratic candiof.
this vicinity recently. for the purpose of date for the presidency.— The friends
BSon
If close communion can not
conferring with certain of the clergy dnd of Gen. Schenk.say that he will soon
stand on
“the platform of liberty, it should fall. It delegates invited. It is a fact of some prove his innocence of all fraud in’ conis not for the chureh to sustain the order significance that several of the most dis- nection with the Emma claim.——The
of the ordinances by atithority ; with afree tinguished persons invited to that confer- revolution in Mexico is rapidly gaining
Bible the ordinances will sustain ‘them- ence declined to go; and it is quite au- strength, especially in the northern States.
selves. He that is in bondage to men, thoritatively stated that the disposition The movement is in favor of Perfirio Diaz
true

They propose:

for, fortifications, preservation and repairs.
of fortileatinge, and other works of de- -

immediately went out and found

light, what course is left?

ly enough

FORTIFICATION BILL.
The fortification appropriation bill, as it.
comes from the Committee, falls far below :
the estimates submitted.
The ‘estimate is $3,000,000.
The Committee recommend.

ger belief.
The ingenuity displayed im.
these inventions to demoralize the youth of
Mr. Johnson dead, - He had probably this country, surpasses the wildest dreams
stepped to the door for fresh air.
| of the most degraded scoundrels and diabolical villians on earth.
The government
WAR CLAIMS.
Fhe House Committee on War Claims should seize with an iron hand these eorevidently do not propose to be disturbed rupters of the youth of the land, and bring
by the amount of business before them. them to a speedy and condign punishment.

Carroll

Memorial services in honor of Samuel
G. Howe were held in Music Hall, Boston; on Tuesday.
Governor Rice presided, and the different phases of the phi-

Of course, we

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Feb. 8, 1876.

dead Thursday evening in the grounds
surrounding Gov, Carroll's mansion, at foreign war,
OBSCENE LITERATURE.
Annapolis, Md.
Mr. Johnson had argued a case in the Court of Appeals, and
Mr. Anthony Comstock, Secretary and’
was invited to dine with Gov. Carroll.” Special Agent of the New York Society for

assuring

For

OF THE WEEK.

guished statesman and jurist, was found

the city or country, can

be too care-

Ae

EVENTS

his own

not

in unsatisfactory re-

THE DEATH OF REVERDY JOHNSON.
The Hon. Reverdy Johnson, the distin-

ordinary public school or at the higher
institutions of learning, and whether in

fully looked after in this particular.

It

orga with
te al a nb

ference, and to end
sults.”

has a circulation greater

lesome, attractive Christian
are your children reading?

friends

been discovered
that :

of the council as soon

reconciled either with the speeches or
It would be unfortunate if the press of
“the country, whether secular or religious,
themselves.
Now we are aware that that is serious should seem to be unfairly arrayed against
language to hold towards a professed Plymouth church. We presume that its
Christian minister and his church. A few utterances with reference to the advisory
months ago we could not have done it. council will be in some quarters interBut if both church and pastor persist in preted in that way, for they are almost
placing themselves in such positions that unanimously against the course of the
one cannot honestly view them in any other church. But the church has seemed fair-

God.— Baptist Union.

pa

before

is the same thing in this case, Mr. Beech-

our fathers obtained

this liberty

“On this ven Illusin Week, y says: “me such
per publishedin this

We wish Plymouth church would stop | ire you doing ? Are you taking a pure,

mufu-

say that three-fourths

bw to be

ligious press of the United States.

cause of breaking off the proposed

should

to assemble with ; 4 simul purpos

n, all the circulation of the re-

somewhere short of self-destruction, but
it does n't seem inclined to do. so. Having been, so far as we can see, the real

called, we

an)

a

has

tion of experienced men.: Of the pastors | the reduction of $2,685,000.

are under forty and half under thirty-five
diffuse a years of age.” The Christian Register

a

BY.R.N.E.

churches.” Whereas the Congregational.
1st shows how far the council of 1874 surpassed it in this respect, and the Independent says of it (the present council),
¢¢It contains a remarkably small propor-

story, of
0 crime

COUNOIL.

directly or indirectly, can not be

Ministers’

yileness.” Our exchanges are comng quite freely on the subject. Says
jew, “All the garb-

that of all the religious weeklies in
4 city put togetller. Two such papers
pearly or quite equal, in their combined

Some other aspects of this subject may
be noticed in a future article.
RECAP Gr

who can say, * We were free-born, though

Yoik

oir

It bids us to expect,

cognize this principle is unfortunate. To
spectable journal that has spoken about
prohibit those who believe it from acting
the matter, to make it worth while to enaccordingly, is contrary to. the spirit and
tertain that policy.
example of the Master, and to his inter-.
It has come to this: that Mr. Beecher
pretation of the Father's words:
I will
seems not only to persist in defying whathave mercy and not sacrifice.”
ever public opinion there may be against
Yet precisely this is done when it is ashim, but to weaken and destroy whatever
sumed that the accidental order of the orconfidence may still have him in its favor.
dinances in churches gathered by the
And his church pursues a similar course.
apostles from among Jews and heathens,
It unites with him in calling this council,
reveals an inflexible Taw to which even
which is not only unnecessary, since it
the law of love must yield the precedence.
excludes discussion of the only question
Upon this assumption, the New York
that the public cares ‘anything about, but
Baptist Ministers’ Conference proceed to
is most emphatically impertinent, oneresolve, ‘That this conference insists
that gospel

the specimens which Mr. Comstock ex-

ibited there as ‘* hellish and appalling in

before the end of the present struggle,a
no less complete recognition for all open
communion Baptists in America, as legit- |
imate members of the great Baptist
family, than i$ accorded to them, as the
result of a similar conflict of opinions
opce rife among Baptists in England. city

the position marked out in the recent res-

New

A correspondentin that city speaks

of exclusiveism..

Hence, the only thing left to do is to hold
of the

greater. ‘help and protection in his ef-

he

The finger of history does not point that
way; her voice encourages a different |

of human duty from the concussion
of - souls
— impelled
by sturdy convictions. As Free Baptists,—as those

olutions

‘“ it may
as in vk Jol
last week to lay the tween 1632 and 1696,” so
almost
be
called
a
council
of
colopial
tter before the authorities there, and to

Dr. Graves, of the Ten-

hope for the future.

coming

Baptists, that baptism in the name of
Christ is the believer's duty after having
believed in him. But if the - disciples
were ever baptized in the name of the

Something beautiful is vanished,
And we sigh for it in vain;

Richmond,

world,

of

nor

validate that other scriptural principle of

Still we feel that something sweet
Followed youth with flying feet,
And will never come again.

the

the purpose

by

Messiah,

sential to the ultra-Baptist theory of the
dependence of communion upon baptism,
is self-destructive. It would go fiir to ip-

We are stronger, and are better,
» Under manhood’s sterner reign;

free air, to utter

the

baptized

the

to Christian baptism, which

And it never comes again.

Baptist, with Drs. Graves

not seen

him as the propitiation for sins? The
claim that John’s baptism was equivalent

But when youth, the dream, departs,
It takes something from our hearts,

istic and unbelieving

had

understood

There are gains for all our losses,
There are balms for all our pain,

ow York,is

ure rouses a conflict that rages all along

“believes it will drive all * true Baptists ”
sion, or could receive, baptism in the to seek security in his inner citadel of
entire non-intercourse with all not in
name of the Trinity, that is, * Christian
baptism?” Is it not true that the belief strict communion Baptist churches.
But we can not think he speaks like a
that they had all received even John's
baptism, or anything like it from each true prophet. The tendency of the times
other, rests only upon inference, and that

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

more than one quarter, though the exposthe Baptist line.

Testament contajns no intimation that the
disciples had received, prior to the ascen-

Madison St., Chiago, nL

its contra- |

diction to justice and charity exposed in

site to communion in any sense different

thereto,——It

| Christian . Union, Mr. Beecher's paper, Bosler, the beef contractor for the Red:
d through the o nf 80ys that “Plymouth church has invited Cloud Indians, has defaulted the govern. ny venerable men of great opi for ment out of $68,000,
om in the science of church life and |
1
order
;” and that there have been invited
Mr. Com
) 0
WASHINGTON OORRESPONDENGE
neteen
churches that date back bestil at work against it, and

proscription is

being called in question, and

the Scriptures make baptism a prerequi-

NO. 7.

16, 1876.

Mr. Beecher's indiguatipn.” The
RITHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES, Favoured
|

will yet pay ;" we rejoice that this policy

abandoned,

any privilege supposed to belong tothe
Christian
life? Is itnottrue that the New
Department. « Rev. A. I.

§" All communications designed
should be addressed to the Editor,

IN

But, with the outer works

CHICAGO, FEBRUARY

same price of conflict, proscription and i
ostracism, which others are paying or |

a pre-

requisite to honest communion.

STAR, BOSTON

THE

RESUMPTION

class

ACT.

It does not yet appear what will be done:
with this act. Whether it will be repealed.
or modified it is difficult to foresee.
The
Banking and Currency Committee mean tes

wait and see what

the

Waays

and

Means.

Committee intend to do.
he latter ecommittee are discussing the question of repeal
or modification, but so far it has been aid.

talk and no definite conclusion. , It is now
apparent that nothing will be done “fox
some time.
It is a question that the majority of this committee fear to grapple with.
CABINET

CHANGES,

As usual, during the sessions of Congress;
there are many rumors of cabinet changes.
The latest canard is that Mr. Bristow is tio
give up the portfolio of the Treasury,

that.

he has quarreled with the President anc
his colleagues, that he left the cabinet.
meeting in an undignified manner a day: or
two since, and/that he will be compelled to
step down

and out.”

Moreover,

it

is

said

that Mr. Bristow has had high words with
Senator Conklin, and that the latter left the
office of the Secretary never to return while
the former holds that important position.
It is sufficient to say that Mr. B. pronounces.
all ‘this a sheer fabrication.
PHAROS.

2
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S. 8 Department,
Sabbath School Lesson.—Feb. 27, *
« QUESTIONS

AND NOTES BY PROF, J. A. HOWE,

(For: Questions

“THE

ARK

see

Lesson

Papers.)

BROUGHT

TO

ZION.

——

2 Samuel

6: 1--13,

GOLDEN Texr: ‘ The Lord hath chosen
Zion ; he hath desiredit for his habetation. Psalms 132313,

Notes and Hints.

sides; * Lymbais? gave forth sounds by

striking them together, and were like hollow plutes of brass. The werd * played”
meuns “danced to music vocal and instrumental.”

In

Chronicles, we

leary.

1,2.
Tue Ark SoveHT.
* And Da- that songs were sung. See passage cited
Every expression of gladness
vid gathered together all the chosen men above.
‘of Israel, thirty thousand.” (1) This was greeted the progress of the company. No
done after consultation with the chief doubt their manoers and their music
men. The suggestion came from the pi- would, to modern ears, seem rude, but it
ous heart of the good king. A strong was, the best expressionof the best relig.
:
and active servant of God, he was yet an ious worship known.
He was
* unassuming and teachable man.
6—8. UzzAm SLAIN FOR SACRILEGE.
sustained in his suggestions for the hon- t« And when they came to Nachon’s
orof God Ly all the congregation, 1 threshing floor.” (¥) In Chronicles call-

Chron. 18:1—4. . (2) The word *‘ again”

The location is not known.
ed Chidon.
Such floors were made of earth beaten

denotes a second assembling of the ‘‘chosen” young men, the strength and glory of down solid, of circuform
and made perlar
the national force. The previous assem- manent for this work.
(2) *‘Uzzuh put
bling of this select body, according to the forth his hand to the ark of God and took
order in Chron., and according to inter- hold of it, for the oxen shook it.” The
nal probability,

was for his

elevation

to’

the throne. Chap. 5:1-=3; 1 Chron. 12:
#8. The army that fought the Philistines
would not need be of *“ chosen” young
men,

the flower of Israel.

One hundred

and twenty thousand ‘‘ men of war that
- could keep rank” participated in the election of David to reign over Israel; the
thirty thousand mertioned here were
chosen from that number, undoubtedly

out of all the tribes, probably

from the

younger men, as the Hebrew word denotes..
(3) The place was « Baale of
- Judah,” in Chronicles

spelt

Baalah;

an-

other and older name for Kirjath-jearim,
Josh. 15:9, 10; 1 Chron.

13:6.

also called Kirjath-Baal.

It

Communications,

panied by music, yoeal apd instrumental.
All known kinds of musical instruments
were introduced by David, and evidently
with the approval of the Scriptural writer, into the praise and. service of God.
How much the Bible owes to the music
of David's soul! See how the passage in
Chronicles compares with this, 1 Chron.
« Psalteries” were stringed instru18:8.
ments.resembling a bass viol; “timbrels”
“" comets” were
resembled tamborines
trumpets or instruments that were to be
shaken, having rings or bells in their

was

Josh. 15:60.

The meaning of Kirjath-jearim is * city
of forests,” supposed to be the same as
- the modern town Kurget-el-Enab * city
of forests,” a place distant from Jerusalem
ten miles to the north-west. (4) The ark
“was sent to this place by the inhabitants
of Beth-shemesh who received it from the
Philistives. 1 Samuel 6.
It had been
at Kirjath-jearim, previous to the death
of Samuel, twenty yeard
1 Sam. 7:2.
After that period when ¢¢ Israel lamented
after the Lord,” until the time of the
events in our lesson, more than forty

years, the duration of Saul’s reign, (Acts
/3:21,) and more than seven years in ad~ ditien, (the time after the death of Saul
«until David was made king of the, nation,
2: Sam. 5:5,) must have elapsed.
At the

acl was done innocently, but in

of the law of God.
oxen

at the

time

violation

Numbers 4:15.
were

The

‘throwing

it

down” this reading, instead of * shook
it,” scholars prefer. Thus the act of Uz-

BY REV. WILLIAM HURLIN,

The name of Dr. Burns

has

for many

years been familiar to the readers of the
Morning Star, and the

news of his death

has been received with keen sorrow.

He

‘was born at Oldham, in Lancashire, Dec.

18th, 1805.

His parents were both pious,

and

members of the Wesleyan

were

preached in London during the last nine
years,” He also wrote considerable for
sprinkle no more babes, and he adhered the papers, both secular and religious.
to his resolution. In 1826, he removed In the London Dial, he published &" temto London, where, after a while, he he- perance story, entitled “Oswald Manse,”
came acquainted with some General Bap- and in the London Morning Star an actists, and having learned ‘‘the way of God count of his travels in Palestine, The
more perfectly,” he, in October, 1829, was readers of this paper twenty-five years
baptized at the Suffolk Street church, by ago will remember his frequent letters,

tried to give this, but was conscious
‘Ihe

REV. JABEZ BURNS, D: D,, LL. D.

failed

to

do

so,

and

he

that

resvlved to

for many years one of the foremost men
of the denomination. The mother of Dr.
Burns died when

he was

four

years old,

but he retained a vivid recollection of the

circumstances.

When he was eight years

of age, Jabez was sent to a boarding’
school at Chester ; but after awhile he returned home, and attended the Grammar
School at Oldham, then under the-charge

of Rev. W. Winter, an Episcopalian

min-

ister, for whom Dr. Burns ever retained
a most tender regard. He was treated
by him as a friend, and for some time before he ‘left school, Mr. W. was.aceustomed to return the quarterly payments,
saying, “Buy books with it, or do with it
what your father desires.”
From a child he was a great reader.
When he was six years old, he could read
the Scriptures,

with

and

volumes

of sermons

facility, and 9§, be grew

older, he

continued to read these, and such books
as Fox's Martyrs, Buffon's Natural His-

Richard Burdsall,who one day said to him

on undenominational principles.

country showed this; and he has been
several times the President Of the Gen.

In this for children, which ave very numerous.
Among these, are “Titles of Jesus i
Verse,” “Titles of the Church of Chris
and “Missionary Pieces in Verse;” while
among his larger works for children, we
from Glasgow to Paisley, that he might find “Youthful Piety,” and “Youthful
preach to a Highland regiment. The Sin.” Many of the small books. for chilconveyance was a newly-invented steam dren are in verse, and the doctor has
carriage which ran on the common high- written a large number of poetical pieces,
way. The boiler exploded, and the pas- some of which are found in his larger
sengers were hurled ‘into the air. Four works. Many of the works of Dr. Burns
of them were killed, and several others have bad a large sale, some of them havwere severely injured for life, bat Jabez ing gone
through
twelve
editions.
Burns escaped witha broken leg, and in Messrs. Appleton & Co., of New_York,
six weeks was uble to return to his flock. had published fourteen of his volumes so
j= In 1835, he received an invitation to be- long ago as 1858, and they sold large
come the pastor of a small General Bap- numbers of them.
While in Scotland,
tist ‘ehurch in Marylebone, London. He Dr. Burns was Editor of the Christian
accepted the invitation, and was ordained Miscellany and the Preacher's Magazine.
pastor on Christmas day, of that year.
He was quite a traveler. The many
Here God gave him success, and he con- calls upon him for occasional sermons and
tinued in this pastorate till his death. addresses, made him well acquainted with
When he became pastor of this church, his own country. In 1847, the General
there were about twenty members; in Baptist Association appointed him and
1842, these had increased to
1868, the membership was 421,

292.
and

In
the

Baptist Hand Book for 1874, shows that
they had then increased to 552. Twice
_| the chapel

has

been

enlarged,

and

still

sickness prevented his doing so

the

thir-

of the Lord come to me?” (1) The ef- ¢¢] say, my dear friend, ‘God intends to ty-sixth time. A number of these sermons
fect of this incident on David was salu- make a preacher of you; live near to were published. In 1860, a gold medal
ond of the twenty years mentioned in 1
tary. The judgments of God ought to God, and then he will employ you to win was presented to him for his labors in the
~ ./Sam. 7:2,-Samnel was comparatively a
In 1843, he laawaken fear, that is, a right reverence souls.” As the result of this; and similar temperance cause.
young man; it was not until he was old
with
the celebrated
Father
If the ark went on,
and awe before him.
exhortations from Burdsall and other bored
that Saul was made king, so that the peMatthew
during
his
stay
in
LonDavid was apprehensive that other laws
friends, he was induced when he was
riod that the ark was at “ Baale” was
might be violated, and other judgnients about sixteen years of age, to preach his don, and’ Dr. Burns and his wife each
more than seventy years.
(5) The readfollow. Mle was at fault in not inquiring first sermon. His text was Matt. 11: 28: received a silver medal from him,in token
«ing, * from Baale of Judah,” is by some
The “Come unto me, all ye that labor and are of his appreciation of their efforts. From
of God how to perform this act.
writers thought to be an error of a scribe
1844 to 1850, Dr. Burns was a member of
laws of Moses were little studied as yet. heavy laden, and I will give Jyou rest.”
the
Committee of the National temperin copying the manuseript; is by others
It was about this time that the’ great de(2) ** ButDavid carried it aside into the
ance Society, and in 1846, when the Zemthought to mean
from the. *¢ rulers,”
house of Obed-edom, the Gittite.” We have sire for the possession of books came upperance News was established, Dr. Burns
“ lords,” or ‘“men” of Judah.
These
a description of him as a Levite, a harper, on him, and he retained this desire
and Mrs. Balfour became editors; but
dast translate the word * baale,” not rea porter, as especidlly appointed in the through life. Twenty-seven years ago,
this paper was published only a short
garding it a proper name; still others
choir that furnished music when the ark he wrote, ‘My inordinate love of reading time. He was present at the ** World's
think the words, *‘ from baale,” should
was brought to Zion. He was by de- often rendered it difficult to be honest to Temperance Convention,”in August,1846,
have a punetuation point before it, and
scent a Merarite ; Numbers 3:17, called a butcher, baker, and bookseller; but’by and when the “United Kingdom Alliance
none after it, denoting . the start from the
God's blessing I contrived to make it so.
place. (6) Instead of ‘“ whose name is « Gittite”, perhaps, begause he once had Domestic frugality had often to be rigidly for the Suppression of the Liquor Traffic”
his home in Gath Rimmon, a city of the
called by the name of the Lord of hosts,”
the litera! translation is, ¢“ upon which is
called the Name, the Name of Jehovah of
. Hosts,
who sits upon the cherubim.”
The

ark is called after the msjestic title of
their God, the Jehovah of Hosts.
See
Deut. 28:10; 1 Kings 8:43, where a like
‘phraseology occurs. The usual name of
the ark was *‘ the ark of the covenant of
Jehovah,” but often,

«wah.

¢ the

Josh. 3:11,13.

ark

of Jeho-

(7) The cherubim

spread out their wings above, and over
the mercy seat, and from between them
came the revelation of God.
Numbers

Kohathites. 1 Chron. 16:38; 15:16,18,21:
The Lord blessed Obed-edom
24:25:15.

and all his household.” He was prospered in allthings; his house was full of
glad, elevating and holy ‘influences;
home was then’ something like Eden.
How wide the difference between households which have, and those which have
We,
not, the presence of Jesus in them.
are now more favored than
dwell
will
whom Jesus
months” only, but ever.

he,—we with
* three
not

12—15. THE ARK BROUGHT TO JErUSALEM.
(1) It was reported to David
that
the
ark
brought
not danger but good
3—5. THE Ark CARRIED AWAY. “And
Hence
_ "they set the ark of God upon a new cart, to those with whom it was left.
and brought it out of the house of Abina- David felt it would be safe to carry out
(2) Hence he went to
dab that was in Gibeah.”
(1) The pro- his first plan.
wision for transporting the ark may have fetch it to his own city. ¢‘ And it was so
“been.made by the king, or may have been when they that bare the ark of the Lord
..furnished by the sons of Abjnadab.
That had gone six paces he sacrificed oxen and
Compare the corresponding
«the latter drove the cart may show that it fatlings.”
was theirs. (2) This mode of carrying passage in 1 Chron.16:26, It is not meant
the ark was contrary to the law requiring that every six paces this offering was
it to be borne on .the shoulders.
Num- made, unless the word for * paces” has a
bers 7:9.
It was, however, thus brought technical meaning denoting a long disby the Philistines to the Israelites; be- tance. The ark brought out of the house
sides, general ignorance of the law now gix paces, they stopped, and the sacrifice
prevailed. That it was a ‘ new” cart was made. That the act was repeated
«(enotes the sanctity which was given to after that is not plain. (8)The same demthe ark, (2) ‘* Gibeah” means hill. In onstrations that attended the first moving
‘David
the Hebrew, proper names are not distio- of the ark were made again.
all his
guished, as in ours language, by capital danced before the' Lord with
letters.
The sense alone determines might.” The words denote violent leapwhether they should be so translated or ing. For freedom of movement his royal
mot. The best commentators read for ** in mantle was cast off. = The dancing was
Gibeah,” *“ on the hill.” (8) There is no done as a religious act, without any dimention of the father of the family as vine direction. The “linen .ephod” was
present. He was undoubtedly dead,since worn by the priests, but not exclusively
the ark was received by bim-into his confined to them.: 1 Sam. 22:18; 2:18.
house more than seventy years before, The *¢ shouting” sometimes denotes the
(4) That house ought to have been a. fa- blast of the trumpet; at other times, the
vored spot for habitation when the ark of voice. Numbers 10:5; 1 Chron. 15:28.
= 4:89.

«Jehovah was there.

The

covenant of

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS.

Three dis-

God, and the symbol of God's holy pres- | tinct traths are plainly tanght us here:
ence, may have been
there during all that reverence for God should govern all
these years, like a Bible

neglected,

a throne

unread,

of grace

a closet

unsought,

those who are his servants; for want of it

Uzzah died ; that the service of God is to
"We only know: what good might have be treated as a delightful service, and
‘been secured for that household by hav- that melancholy” is an element foreign to
ing so sacred a visitant there; but holiest Scriptural piety ; that the household and
«privileges are meaningless and barren, the heart are * blessed ” not wheze the
while the heart’ does not draw near to symbol merely, but where the reality of
God.
(5) The procession was accom- the Divine Presence dwells,

practiced, ov the desired

book

conld

not

have found its way into my library, and
when the choice was between a good dinner and a good volume, the appetite of
the mind always predominated over that
of the body.” And last year he wrote,
“1 do not remember the time when 1
would not cheerfully have sacrificed any
other temporal good for the possession of
books I had not read.” Any one who,
like the writer, has had the opportunity of
visiting the study of Dr. Burns, at Marylebone, and of looking at the thousands
of books on the shelves around the large
room, from floor to ceiling; on the ta-

*‘It has real-

ly beén an earthly paradise of delight,and
my old -worm-eaten folios, and ehubby
quartos, and stately octavos, with lesser
forms and sizes, have been the choicest
companions
the world has afforded.
Their profound silence when I have been

busy, and their ready help when needed,
and their constant association with my
mental

cogitations, have

endeared

them

beyond all power of expression.”
The failure of his employer led him
remove to a similar establishment
Bradford, in Yorkshire, where he

to
at

conlin-

1853,

on

“Drinking

and

Lawlessness,”

from Proverbs 31: 5, ‘‘Lest they drink
and forget the law.” This was published
and had a large circulation. He lived to
see a great advance in the position of the
temperance cause in England, for there
are now a large number of ministers and
church

members

of

all

denominations,

who are total abstaisers from all intoxicating drinks.

eling preachers.

i

Up to this time, the subject of baptism
had never been brought fairly before him,
and in the exercise of his ministry, he
had sprinkled numerous babes as a mat~
ter of course,
But in 1825, afler one of

which was held that year at Sulton, Vt.
They reached Boston August 18th, and
Dr.

Burns

spent

the

interval

between

then and October 6th, in visiting spme of
the principal cities in this country and in
Canada.
In due time, he arrived at Sutton, and was introduced to the Conference, and made a good impression upon
both the members of the Conference and
upon the visitors present. I have heard a
number of the delegates to (hat Conference speak of that fact, and dwing my
residence a few miles from Sutton, several years alter this, I often hedrd him
gpoken of by those who saw and heard
him. His introductory remarks were very
happy, and he preached several times with
acceptance, and spoke on-most of the general topics which were brought before the
Conference. After the Conference closed,
the Doctor visited several places in New
England, some of them for the second
time, and

then, on

Mr. Goadby

November

1,

he and

set out on their return voy-

age, and arrived

home in safety.

He af-

terwards published ‘“ Notes of a Tour iu
the United States and Canada.” In this
work, he states thut during his absence he
traveled ** six thousand miles by sea, and
near three thousand
by lakes, rivers

and Jand; bad preached twenty sermons,
delivered twelve lectures on slavery, peace,

temperance,

&¢.,’ besides a number of

speeches at the Sutton Conference, and in

other places; without
coholic fluid
spirits.”

the use of any al-

in the form of we,

ale, or

Sketch Book,” consistingof doctrinal and
practical

extracts

in

a classified

form,

from the writings of eminent theologians.
This met with suceess, and was followed
by the *Spiritual Cabivet,” and the

“Christian Remembrancer.” Having thus
commenced

writing,

he

continued

it

through life. I have mude out a list of
thirty-five volumes that I know of; besides numerous small books, pamphlets
and tracts for children and others, ' His
works are of various kinds. 1. He has
published many volumes of skeletons of
sermons for the benefit of lay preachers
and others, such as the “Pulpit Cyclope-

“Light for the House of Mourning.”
most original of his works is said

The
to .be

‘No Better than We Should Be,” by Mister Marvell, Jun., in which he describes a

supposed ‘voyager in search of a perfect
realization of Christian fraternity and unfon. Last year he published ‘‘A Retrospect of Forty-five Years’ Christian Minis-,
try;” “Public Work in other Spheres of
Benevolent Labor,” and “Tours in Vari-

these sprinkling services, he was invited
to take tea with a General Baptist neighbor, and this brother courteously inquired
for a Scriptural reason for the ceremony ous Lands, &c.” And also, “Two hunhe had geen performed. Our friend Burns, dred Sketches and Outlines of Sermons,
;
\
;
X

man in his .
selected iy

1847 as one of the deputation

to this

eral Baptist Association, and the preacher at their annual

gathering.

He

forty miles with Rev. C. E. Blake, from
Franconia to Holderness, and of passing
through the Franconia Notch, *“ a narrow

opening between two lofty mountains, in
which Nature appears in its most awfal
grandeur.” It was just at the time when
the trees had assumed their autumn col-

also respected and Lonored in the other
sections of the Baptist denomination, and

by the Chrisiian denominations general
ly. He wasa member of the Board of
Baptist

Ministers

of London, and
a few

years ago was a memberof the Commit.
tee of the Baptist Union of England and
Wales.

We have

already spokéh of his

interest and labors in the temperance
cause, “He was ‘also one cf the fir
members of the Evangelical Alliance
when it was formed in 1846, and was
active in connection with the Peace Society, and other important institutions.
The Wesleyan University in Middletown,
Coun., bestowed on him the degree of
D. D., in 1846, and Bates College, Lewis.

ton, Maine, that of LL.D. in 1872, and
if such honors mean anything, as they
should

do,

they were

certainly

worthi.

ly bestowed iu this case.
The attachment which Dr. Burns form.

ed for the people and institutions of the

United States, slavery excepted, render
ed it for some

time doubtful

would not make

whether he

this country his home,

and when
from the

in "1852, he received a call
Freew:ll Baptist church in

Baffalo, to

become

their

pastor,

it was

difficakt for himto decid» what was his
duty.

I think,however, that uader all the

circumstances of the case,he decided wisely to remain
- where he was. He was in
the niche in which God evidently designed him to remain, and
ed a large influence.

where he exercisHad he removed,

we have no doubt that he would have
found bimself out of his place. He was
the firm friend of the North during the
war of the rebellion, and especially so:
after it was seen that the abolition of
slavery was to be connected with it. On
April 8th, 1863, when the result seemed
uncertaln, he wrote me,
* Tell jour |
friends that the masses here, and especially the non-conformist religious peo"ple, ave with and for the union. With
it in heart and spirit, and earnest prayer
for God to defeat your

foes, deliver your

slaves, and send abiding
your great Republic,”
Dr.

Burns

was

prosperity. to

a self-educated, man,

pever baving had - the advantage “of either college or the theological school;
but he made up for his loss in these respects by hard. preparatory and contin-

uous work.

On

many years

ago,

this

subject, he said

‘‘ Of the value of pre-

[ have the highest
certain

I am,

appreciation,

that

unless we

but yet
have

the

germ of the preacher within, and a resolution to make it the one object of reading, study,and action,no academical preparation will fit a man to be a popular and
useful minister to the masses of our time."

Dr. Burns was an indefatigable worker,
in the pulpit, on the platform, and
litavary services; and work
seemed

in
to

to agree with him. He had a commanding presence, an excellent voice, and
an unlimited flow of language; and was
a popular, an impressive, and a powerful speaker. When I was in London in
1869, his congregation was full, and if
he could have had a larger house, there
is no doubt he might have had a larger
congregation. But there was no spare
ground on which to spread the walls, and
by the erection of galleries, all the avail-

able space on the inside

was used.

ors, and Bro. Blake has told me that when

his

friends, he was

passing

frank and
frivolous,

through

the Notch,

Dr.

Burns

stood up in the carriage, and as he looked

around with surprise and wonder, he exclaimed, ‘“ Am I on earth or in heaven ?”
Many of the readers of the Star will
remember the second visit of Dr. Burns

at Manchester,

he went

overland to San

Francisco, taking Salt Lake City on his
way. He intended to come again during
this Centennial year, but God has seen it
right

to

disappoint

the

expectations

of

those of us who were Boping to see him
once more.
In addition to these two visits to this
country, he traveled on the continent of
Europe, and in 1869, he visited Palestine,

and other countries in the East.
But we come to the closing scenes of
his life. In the spring of last year, he
had an attack of pneumonia, from which
he never fully recovered. Yet, after a
short

time,

—

was

paratory study, to a ministerial course,

in 1872. - On that occasion, after attendsmall, and he needed some addition to it.
ing
the New Hampshire Yearly Meeting
Hence,in 1824,he published his ¢‘Christian

ued to preach, and at the same time he
seems to have grown in grace, and to
have increased in knowledge,
In his dia,” and “‘Sketches of Sermons for Suneighteenth year, he united with the Meth- day Schools and
Village
Worship.”
odist New Connection, their form of 2. Devotional works, as ‘Christian's Daichurch government being more demo- ly Portion,” and “Christian Exercises for
cratic than the older body, and thus more every Sabbath ia the Year.” 8. Narrain accordance with what he déemed the tive bogs, as “Mothers of the Wise and
Scripture pattern. He was first accepted Good,” and**‘Death-Bed Triumphs of emby them as a lay preacher, and soon after inent Christians.” 4. Comforting works,
his marriage, in his nineteenth year, he, as “Light for the Sick Room,” and
in 1824, became one of their regular trav-

Rev. J. Goadby a deputation to attend the
Freewill
Baptist General Conference,

He also says that his *‘ previous high
opinion and strong -attachment to many
things in America were greatly increased.”
I know that he did have a **strong attachment” to America. The people pleased him, and the scenery enchanted him.
1 heard him speak of these things after
his retern home. In his ‘“ Notes,” he says
in one place, * the scenery between Montpelier and Danville surpasses anything I
ever saw. Lofty hills of every size and
shape, and verdant to their very summits,
was formed, he was elected one of the Often I stood to gaze
on the magnificent
Vice-Presidents, and he preached the in- panoramic scenes which
surrounded me.”
augural sermon at Manchester, Oct. 25th,
Further on, he speaks of his journey of

Dr. Burns is§ widely known as an author. He commenced writing books as a
When he gave up
bles, and on the floor, can realize these matter of necessity,
statements, and can also enter into the secular business, and devoted himself to
feelings of the Doctor when he says of preaching the gospel, his income was

this study, in a recent work,

his life.

Dr. Burns was a leading
denomination. His being

signed **A Friendly Britisher.” We have
He now received an invitation % join a already referred to the publication of his
mission in Scotland, which was conducted temperance sermons, and bis small works

tory, Robinson Crusoe,r Voyages and there was not room for the congregation.
Travels, the Methodist Magazines, and
While he was laboring in Scotland, bis
also the Manchester newspapers. From attention was directed to the evils of inpeculiar? (3) -¢ The anger of the Lord his thirteenth year he began to assist his
temperance, and he became a member of
was kindled against Uzzah,and God smote \ father, who was an apothecary, in his
the Temperance Society of Perth. This
him there for his error; and there he died . shop; but'in his fifteenth year he became
involved a pledge to abstain from spiritby the ark of God.” The sin was done an assistant in a large dry goods store in uous liquors. But soon after he went to
before
law,
the
against
law,”
« under the
the city of York, and while there *¢ the London; in May, 1836, he went a step
all Israel, by a Levite. The influence of great change ” in ‘his spiritual character further, and took the pledge of total abhis error was to rob the ark of its sancti- oecurred.
stinence from allintoxicating drinks. He
ty, to lessen the majesty of God's name,
From a child he had had a rezdrd for then began to attend temperance ‘meetto teach men that God did not dwell be- religious things, and delighted in altend- ings, and. his addresses attracted s6 much
tween the cherubim, since Uzzah handled ing religious meetings and in listening to attention that,from then till the time of his
His act’ sermons; and in mature life he remem- death, he has been an acknowledged and
the ark like a common chest.
was sacrilege, the profanation of sacred bered texts and portions of sermons prominent leader in the temperance cause.
things. Probably his death was brought which he heard when he was not more In 1839 he became a member of the ExSome
about through natural means.
than seven years old. Among his childish ecutive Committee of the British and
think the ark fell on him. (4) The event amusements was preaching, and he often Foreign Temperance Society, and before
awakened general fear, and distarbed exercised himself in this way before he the close of that year, he was appointed
David. Griefand anger he felt, not comwas 3ix years old. He abhorred cruelty, editor of The Journal, the weekly organ
prehending the importance of the lesson and was never tempted to profanity. But of the Society. He occupied this posito the nation. *‘ Perez-uzzah” he called at York, he came to a thorough conviction tion till 1846, when the paper ceased to
the spot; Perez means *‘ breach.” * To of his lost and perishing state as a sinner, be published, the society having been disthis day” marks the date of the Chroni- and was led t6 the enjoyment of peace solved in 1842. In December, 1839, he
cler, but we know not when that was.
through believing. Soon after this, he preached a temperance sermon to his
THE ARK LEFT wITH OBED- formed a close acquaintance with a noted, congregation, and continued to do this
9—11.
gpoM. * And David was afraid of the eccentric, but good Methodist minister, annually for thirty-five years. His last
said,how shall the ark

s0. A fow weeks ago, we learned that hp
was “in a critical condition,” and that
“ small hope was entertained of his recovery,” and on February 8, the Boston
Journal announced that he died two days ~
before, on February ‘1. We do' not yet
knowsthe particulars of the last weeks of

Rev, Mr. Farrant.

Methodist Society, his father being a lay service he spent about six years, preachpreacher. The name of Jabez was given ing with much acceptance and considerato their child after a favorite Wesleyan ble success, in Dundee, Perth, and other
Methodist minister, Rev. Jabez Bunting, places. In July, 1834, he was. traveling

zah becowes still more natural, Besides,
the Philistines must have handled the ark.
Why, then, should his act be ‘considered

Lord that day, and

T

he

resumed

‘his

labors, and

during the summer and fall he preached
to his own people, and also preached and
attended meetings in various parts of the
country. On Sabbath day, November 21,
he preached twice, on Tuesday he attended an annual temperance meeting at a
ueighboring chapel, and on Thursday he
left home to attend an important temperance meeting ut Southampton. Immediately after the cars started he was attacked
with congestionof the lungs, As it was
an express train, he could not leave till it
reached Farnborough; when, on stepping
out of the car, he fell on the platform,
unconscious.
His wife was summoned
from” London, and the next day he was
removed home, but with great difficulty.
It was hoped that medical care and entire
rest for a season, would be the means of
his restoration to health, But it was not
’

Sadan

intercourse

with

his

genidl; but

never

light

In
or

There are 193 Baptist pastors in London, and only

same

one of these

occupies the

pastorate as in 1835, when Dr. B.

settled at Marylebone, . That one is Rev.

Charles Stovel, of
Whitechapel,

Commercial

who became

church in 1832. We

Road,

pastor of that

regret the removal

of Dr. Burns, but yet he has lived a long
and useful life. He now rests from his
labors, and his works do follow him.

We

way

wife of his

add

that

Mrs. Burns,

the

youtli, survives her husband.

Their golden wedding was celebrated
July 24th, 1874, so that they have enjoy-

ed more than fifty-one and a half years of
married life, Mrs. B. is a very pleasant
Chistian Jady. May she have that divine
aitl which is necessary for her in her bereavement. Dr. Burns leaves two sous,
one of whom

A.,
the

is Rev.

Dawson Burns, M.

who has for a number of years.been
Metropolitan Superintendent of the

work of the United

Kingdom

Alliance

for the suppression of the liquor traffic;
which is a position of considerable influence and importance.
There is not a father or mother here
but feels thatit would be a crowning

misfortune if oneof their crildren could

not speak for ten years, Did you ever
think how many dumb children God has

got? They can talk about politics, they «
can talk about the weather, but they can
not talk about Cbrist. Ihave got
a ht
tle boy three years old. Suppose he
should not
grow for fifteen years. Don't
ou

Then
there
many
in the

think it

would

break

our ‘hearts?

did you ever think how man dwarfs
in the church of God? Oh, how
half-starved Christians there are
church of God, They don’t work,

and therefote they donk grow.
use the talents God

gives

If they

them-they will

grow. They can’t he‘lp it.=L. D. Moody
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night

be eur light.

pight at his house.

hi owes rat ri
The scanty triumphs grace hath won,fal .
The broken vow, the frequent

|

"
light

Jesus! be our

0 gentle

will
andllysaid, word** edWe and
the
Menta
re Bible,

y

pray:
bave exed,
perpi

ing practical matters, let out the secret of
their disapprobation when they do so, in
much the same style as did “Daft Jockie
Grey, of Peebles,” and, as be did, they
bring the laugh upon themselves.

he went through their usual service, but
without much spiritual enjoyment, and

all our ways
Grant us, dear Lord! (rom
ase ;
True absolution und rele
past days
And bless us more thanrdin peace.
ith purity and inwa
and death’s
Through, Nos long day
night.
0 gentle Jesus! ba our light.

Immedi-

presently their guest retired.

he took up the Bible, and said,
ately
Wife, that worship was not worth any«
thing; let us have prayers over again,”
and have them they did.
We think the case is a model one. Let

dark

us joy,
Do more than pardou--r zive
liberty;
Sweet fear and sobe
,
And loving hearts without alloy

long to be like thee.
That po
and death’s
Through life’s long day
night,

by-and-by

“There

into the mansions of the
eternity; ite charm was

n
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is a large religious paper of eight pages, in its-
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a multitude, as the voice of many waters, as the voice of mighty thnnderings,
singing, Hallelujah, glory, honor and

plain, and were enforced with divers

very

can pray again, and as often as they will,
for the enjoyment.—Presbyterian..

dark

The Morning Star.

those owned

er Scandinavianas well as the more re
fined Greek ; and, according to the Christian doctrines, music will be everlasting!

The minister had been preaching on the
sin and guilt of deceit and falsehood.
Jockie sat bolt upright for a while, gazing
very bravely into the minister's face. But

persons tempted to omit family worship
pray, if only for the sake of duty. The

»

PUBLICATIONS.

ornament,

‘sought in the Eigsiom and Wallhalla, as
well in Odin's
Hall as in Mahommed’s
pel, and it does not feed the soul.”
This gentleman, dnd many like him, Paradise. In the creeds of all nations
who would keep the minister from touch- music has been-eternalized, by the roughSuch

actions,

him

courage, he asked Bis vile and

dar

dng dug and death's

Te

followed bim
blessed, into

is not the gos

preaching

brightest

ods; and when map, passing tarough
the gate of death, ‘haa lo leave behizd |
him all earthly
possessions, music alone sellBoy

Said a gentleman, Whose business operations are not above reproach, “I think
it is about time our pastor stops sbuting
men, impugning their motives and their

strong,
omit eyenivg worship was very
and for a while it seemed as if he woulngd
yield. But summoningup all his faili

hi

the

and in solitude the inseparable companion, the [aithful friend of man. As its
origin was by all nations looked upon
as divine, so its true abode was with the

HOME THRUSTS FROM THE PULPIT.

to

The temptation

al festivitles

appear, ye shall receive a crown of glory

to spend the

bank, not a Christian, came

Trreewill Baptist

divine gift, sublime in the temple and
cheering at the family hearth; of nation-

+ And when the Chief Shepherd shall
that fadeth not away.” 1 Peter 5:4.

tages had mot been many, his religious
knowledge was limited, his habits had in
some respects been such as his own judgUpon his conversion,
ment condemned.
he at once established family prayer...A
few months afier, the president of the

us ere we 203
Sweet Saviour! Bless mind
instill
Thy word into our rm shearts to low :
ewa
luk
our
n
Yan
And
fervent will.
With lowly love und day
and death’s dark
life’s long
Through

0 LL

in Pennsyl-

country town
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All nations have considered music a

day, and not to me only, but unto all
them also that love his appearing.” 2
Tim. 4:7, 8.
;

vania, among others brought to Christ was
His early advanthe cashier of a bank.

EVENING HYMN.

give me at that

righteous Judge, shall
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promise, and a purpose full of hope.

yet there has not been found a trace of
any mortgage of the Temple which Solomon built to the : Lord. So far: as : is

eep the box full of seeds, but only a few

what you

as

but

and of every-y How many persons there
A
5
everymisery
for yoursell, an
passion-vine climbing in
and
wu; vou will never have anytheir dwelling, simply beabout
“~ thing which God, gends
beauty
on earth
* beas wretched as you ch
cause they have no grace of continuingto
into hell. It did turn heavturnintoheaven
hell forthe great devil himself. |
en
It was by pride, by seeking bis own glory, so at least wise men say, he fell from
content to

not

was

He

give up his own will and do God's will
like the other angels. He was not conand rejoice in God's
tent to serve God
glory. He would be a master hims: If, and
set up for himself, and rejuice in his own
glory, and so when he wanted to make
a private heaven of his own,

When

hell.

madea

had

himself, he

god

be a little

he found

he

wanted Lo

he

the life

lost

of the true ea, to lose which is eternal
death. And why? Because his heart was
not pure, clean, honest, simple, unselfish.
Therefore he saw God no more, and
learned to hate him whose name is love.
May God keep our hearts pure from
that selfishness which is the root of all
sin: from selfishness, out of which alone
living, drunkineuspring adultery, g,foul lying,
slander
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DURING this stormy
‘quite enough to do to keep our own walks
and steps clean. If ever ‘body did that,
there would be a woke)
improvement in the general aspect of our homes.
| Now Jook in the moral world. The air
is foul with sin. Satan is piling up rubbish in everybody's pathway.
Sweep it
away.
Let each person keep the con-

~science, and all the avenues

and sweet.

to

it,

approve.

geon, ‘be more than ever the. aim of believers; but not the boastful holiness
which has deluded some of the excellent
of the earth into vain-glory, and made
their firmest friends shudder for them.”
Better than all boasting is the appeal
which Spurgeon makes to London ministers to gird themselves for fresh conflict
with sin and indifference,and seek to win
the city for Christ.
“We are a long row
of naughts,” he says. ‘Our President is

clean

Whata brightening up there

would thgn
be in the church,—and in the
world, too. How gossip would cease,and
impertinent meddlers lose their business,

and the pointing to sin in other men’s
lives be done away with. For each would
find enough to "do to ‘keep on®s own
ways clean.

up for trial.

a large naught;

Because, if we

acter and a good reputation
have we left? Almost any
© would then be at the mercy
and the blackmailers would
into their paradise. People

throw

te" imagine a vain thing” now as they
were in the days of the Psalmist. Really,

if'there is anything worth holding

is an apparently good character.

to,

it

But let

+ us not be caught holding too tenacious]
y
« todt after it is apparently bad.
It should always be borne in mind that
Opinions may be based on error as well
as on fact,and that it is only the latter that
are sound.
Opinions are not taken as
evidencein a case in court. It is
what
one knows.
One may think so and 80,
but that doesn’t necessarily make
matters as one thinks they are. The knigh
t

Who believed that the shield was silver

had not seen the side of gold. Beside
s,
our prejudices have a good deal
to do
‘with our opinions. And it is notori
ous
what prejudiced mortals we are.
Not to

is

they stand for! And it is the naughts
themselves that are the means of developing the possibilities of the One!
Up,
then, and let not your hands be slack in
the day of battle.”
4
+>

char-

away, what
good person
of villains,
have entered
are as likely

our Vice-President

naught, and I am naught.
But put a One
before all these naughts, and how much

‘

WE still hold character, and an ‘established reputation for truth and purity, to
be worth just as much as they were- before Mr. Winslow, went to Rotterdam or
Rev. Fred Bell and his kind were brought

“Let holiness,” says Mr, Spur-

>

QUIBBLING.
Simple,

childlike

directness

in

one's

character outweighs a deal of worldly
wisdom. It can be bought neither by
gold nor silver. It does not come as a
recompense for the work of our hands, or
the more subtle work of our brains. It
belongs to that class of things for which
we must ask outright, and having faith
w# shall receive outright.
There is no evasion of that direct command of Christ, that unless we become as
little children,we can not enter the king-

dom of heaven. Among the hindrances
to the aftainment of this character is the

tendency to quibble.

It is when

comes

heart

home

to

the

a truth

of a man,

a

truth with which the old man Adam within him does not wish to live, that ‘he
takes refuge in trying to evade it.
Christ is an unwelcome truth to many.
When he was on earth, the lawyers asked
him questions, not in soberness, but with

the intent of outwitting him by some

posited in the banks by the poorer class

of people, and from which the baiiks

de-

rive considerable profit. This class of
deposits deserves to be better protected
than it is, and it should be candidly con-

much better in that line than they do. It
probably being out of the question to get
ideal cashiers, men who will not let

rob-

bers into their vaults whatever may be
the personal consequences, the next
thing for the depositors to do is to insist,
80 long as the banks receive their money
and reap a profit from it, that they shall
give them the utmost possible protection
against loss.
HEDno
AS
OURRENT TOPICS.
AND ANDERSONVILLE.

Jeff Da-

vis has published a letter in reply to Mr.
Blaine's recent Amnesty speech in Congress declaring him responsible for the
suffering of Union . prisoners during the
war, in which he of course denies that he
was responsible for any such

thing,

explicitly ordered

of: chil-

the

tortures

practiced in the Southern prisons.
little to the point whether he did or
He knew of them. He could have
vented them. A good many of his

indicated not only a knowledge

It is
not.
preacts

of them,

but a sufliciently authoritative indorsement of them. We do not believe that

candid and unprejudiced minds can ac-

quit him of such responsibility, or that
he will go into history otherwise, than as
the cruel and heartless agent of the terrible wickedness involved.

day this year. Let all Christians remember these colleges on that day, and pray
for the Holy Spirit to descend upon them.
It should be expected that every Freewill Baptist will prayerfully remember
our own college at Lewiston.
ALE
lu SIN
REGISTERS. Any persons having Reg-

unselfish

purpose.

This

roll, contained

turn them to this

in a beautiful casket, will have a place at ‘We
the

Philadelphia

Exhibition,

and

when

that closes, will be deposited with some
historical society. . Children in various
parts of the country are already forming
“Centennial

Bands,” or

making

use

of

existing organizations, literary and temperance
societies,. Sunday
and day
schools, ete., in furtherance of this patri-

ceptance

of

the

above

conditions,

are

are

office

unable

have been paid

immediately,

to fill orders.
for, wg

money and postage.

will

1s

If they

refund

the

—
———

v

people, that should find eur young men
compelled to seek their theological edy.

cation in the schools of other denqming.

tions on account of any lack of Sympathy

and help in
home.

their own
;

The Education

denominationg)

Society has

taken

holq

of this long neglected work, and nearly
$10,000 have. been raised for the cause in.
little more than a year.
Some of the 7
churches that have always been interest.
ed in the cause have more than doubled
their zeal and gifts.
Others hat have

long neglected it have taken hold nobly .

MmisTERIAL Epvcation.

We

do not

needto call attention to the Education
Society Agent's article on this subject.

It will make itself seen and felt. Neither
do we need to add anything here, for it is
a matter that must sufficiently appeal to
the sympathies and judgment of the most
of our readers. That they may be stirred
to make a fitting’ response to it is our
most earnest wish.

as if to atone for the past.

Others haye

done and are still doing nothing.
Christ, speak to them for the sake of

ministry,
and show them

is for thee!
Brethren

that

this

work

‘
in

the

ministry, ‘I

©

can

not

cease without beseeching again your
hearty, prayerful, active co-operation in
this blessed work. You and I know

IT was given out that the Prince of Wales
had gone to India to study the condition
of

turn postage.

“ke
®

Tue

Ricar

Kiso

meshes of justice seem

or
to

TALK.
be

The

slowly but

surely closing around the polygamous
Mormons at Salt Lake. One‘of the most
gratifying evidences of the determination
on the part of the Government to crush

out this iniquity is seen in the recent

charge to the grand jury of the territory
by Chief Justice White. Referring to
polygamy, the Chief Justice says :
“We had better look it squarely in the
face, distasteful as it may be to some, and
govern ourselves by the light of reason
and manly discretion in dealing with it.
Polygamy must be suppressed in this
Territory. Mormonism may survive it,
relieved

from

it; would

stand

its 240,000,000 people over whom he
may ‘soon
be called to rule, . But it seems that
he really

went to hunt wild hogs, witness fights betwee
n

elephants, rhinoceroses,
and lesser animals,
and to see the degraded nautch-girls dance,
J

THE very number of the Liberal

-

un.

shackled and free as every other creed or
mode of religious worship, shielded and
protected by the Constitution of our common country ; but if Mormonism can not
sever itself from polygamy, it will be to
it the bridal of death.
With such officials in Utah, and a firm
hand at the helm in Washington, we may
reasonably hope to be freed ere long from
our remaining national disgrace.

Christdan

which spoke
of ¢ many of the newspapers of
the day lying on our parlor tables” as
among
* the principal causes” of the moral corrup
tion
now cursing society, also contained
the con:
cluding portion of one. of the coarsest
rlesques on religious revivals that we have
&éen
in any paper.
It is n't often that the selected
portions of a paper so well illustrate its editorial utterances as that.

BY

REV.

E.

N.

FERNALD.

experience?

And then we know

by,ex-

perience, many of us, the discouragements, the struggles, the dark days and

darker nights, the hedged pp ways of a

young man going through a course of
study without money.
And who else
should be as reddy as we to give aid and
sympathy to those who are now in the
conflict? Our churches generally, do not
know the facts in the case. Who shall <=
tell them if not we, who have had them’
burnt into our souls. They can not all be
told. God, an he whose experienné includes them, ean only know them fully.
Butwe can do something in this way. Shall
we not, then, with our knbwledge of the
glory of the work, and as a thanksgiving
to the Lord, exert ourselves to lead into
it the largest possible number of our
brethren svhom God is calling?
And
with our knowledge of the difficulties
with which a young man has to contend
while preparing for the ministry, what

trick of speech, by the sophistry into
THE HILLSDALE
CONY ENTION.
less can we do, in obedience to the inwhich they had grown, and which had
The
call
in
last
week'
s Star for a meet- spired
Hon. W. E. Dodge is chairman, were
alcommand to “bear one smother's
filled them with conceit. They asked,
to pin a text on here: * Prove all thing
ing of *“ the friends of Theological Edumost unprecedented, and large hope is
s: that
burdens,” than to ge to our churches—
they might tempt him and Justify
hold fast that which is good.”
catio
n
in
the Free Baptist Denomination
cherished of the results.
Eight hundred
which will soon need these young men
themselves.
of the West,” is a movement in the
— etd
Christian workers have been selected from
right for pastors—with this cause,
Let us not forget one thing in respect
present it to
direction, and ought to result, as
the city churches to assist in the work,
it donbt- them fully, give to it ourselves,
ENGLISH FLOODS AND REVIVALS,
to quibblers: they are interested in the |
and ask
less
will,
in liberal plans which shall find
all said to be persons of piety and zeal. — INGENUITY WASTED. We are glad to
them to give?
The year 1875 will be memorable
speed
y
execu
in truth, else why should they desire to rid- One of them has
tion.
This
question of the
May the gathering at Hillsdale be full ¥
heen entertaining the see that our Chicago cotemporary, the
England as, among other things, a year icule it? On the ‘outside they
may ap- section of these workers to
Standard, is getting at last most thorough- Theological culture of our ministry is attended and divinely directed,
which
of floods and revivals.
he
beand unThe heavens pear to be among the worst foes of the longs at his
own home, engaging them ly awake to the fact that there is beinz the question of the day for our denomi- der whatever auspices the work shall
have been specially bountiful of rain. truth, but of them there
nation East and West. Earnest, praye
is far more hope in prayer and devoti
rful be done, may
on, preparatory to developed an interest on the communion
the blessing of God
Three times during the year the rivers than of those who are indiffe
atten
tion’to it throughout all our borders rest upon it.
rent, luke- the duties that
questio
n
so
general that it can not be igLet
have over-flowed, and all low-lying
await
the West and the
them.
Thus
it
warm.
lands
seemsas though the work was beginning nored. Last week that paper contained means denominational life and growth. East join hands and prayers in this good
ihre
been submerged in the redundant water
.
s.
in the right spirit, giving one a right to an editorial in which the agitation on this Neglect of it means rapid decline and work of common interest to us all, and
Damage has been done to imme
A NEW COUNCIL PROPOSED.
diate
unitedly push it with vigor until all our
—
expect
.a great outpouring of divine pow- subject was accounted for in a way more speedy death.
farming interests ; but probably 1876
The Congregational church in AnNo Christian denomination whose min- churches are blessed
will
er.
ingenio
The
us
than
work
successf
needs
ul,
with an able ministo
we
succee
fear.
d in that
be all the more fruitful, and its crops
Ac- istry can
all dover Theological Seminary voted last city. Let the prayer
not enlighten as well as edify try of the word.
cording
to
our
neighbo
s
r,
of
all
the
the
Pedo-ba
the more abundant for the tremendo
church
ptist
es
us Wednesday night to invite Plymouth be offered for it.
Journals of the country have made all the the people, has the least right, in this
«-dewn-pouring of the skies in 1875.
church to unite with them in an ecclesiastrouble. Desiring to vantuish the Bap- quarter of the nineteenth century, to live
“Herein may lie a parable. The reviv
a day. And no denomination witho
- tical council for investigation into the actists
because they are the uncompromising
ut
HMinisters and Ghurches.
THE PRESIDENTIAL QUESTION IN Coxnals of the past year have been wonderfu
such
a ministry can live many days. The
l cusations which are made against the
and unprecedented. Never before in liv- purity and integrity of the Rev. Henry GRESS. It isn't well to scold about our advocates of Scriptural baptism as the time when
WE understand that the revival continues
such a thing was possible is
in
‘ing memory, possibly never before in the Ward Beecher.
And egpecially in this only allowable mode, the rest of the past. Our average
the Richmond (Va.) church.
This vote expresses Congressmen.
A number have
laym
an
has
Christi
more
an sects have attacked close comin- started on
matter of who shall be the next President
‘history of religion, have crowds so dense simply the church's sense of the need
the good way
formation and culture now than our
of
aver- ings closed. Over one since the union meetLudicrous as this view may
we ought to allow them a fair amount of munion!
been gathered together, or excitement so examination and of the injurious influe
hundred in all the soage
minis
ter
nce discus
once
had.
We must, as a .cieties have been reclai
sion. To be sure it is none of seem to some, the processes of mind lead- peopl
med and converted it
wide-spread
been
awakened by the of delay, and is supported by those who
e, give our children and youth less is hoped.
preaching of one man. The land has have confidence that the issue of any their official business ; they are not chos- ing to itare natural. Our cotemporary has school, or our
clergy more. The pew, in
easily fallen into the error of supposing
seemed to be flooded with spiritual bless- thorough trial will be vindicative of Mr. en to canvass for candidates; we pay
this matter, is getting ahead of the pulpi
WE learn that Rev. Freeman F. Maxim
that
the
Pedo-ba
ptists
t;
are
cumber
them
ed
for
with
a
differ
ing, avd the fountains of the great deeps Beecher.
is
ent kind of work, and
:
tire same crooked logic as to the ** relation ‘and just as this becomes general will the now supplying the pulpit of the church on
we
have
a
right
of Divine “grace have appeared to be
to
insist
Here we believe is an opportunity for
that, so far as
Blackw
pew
ell
seek
Hill,
Madison, Me., one-half the
a pulpit elsewhere that it can
of the ordinances,” which our’ close combroken up. That some immediate dam- Mr. Beecher and his church to stop the that question is concerned, they give not
time.
look up to.
munion
friends
indulge
in.
It
is
too
of
some
much
time to it. But vital issues are
-age to religious interests has been done, public clamor that is raised against them.
Our denominational Academies and
Tue Canal and
we are not disposed to deny. A craVing The Andover church is the most thorou gh- at stake in the next election. Congress- consequence, however, to know that all Colleges,
to say nothing of the public M., are in want Plum churches, Crawford Q:
Protest
ant
sects,
save
one, hold that the
of a pastor. Any minister
men, being ostensibly in the business of
for stir and emotional excitement has ly representative Congregational organi
school, have for years been training con- wishing to correspond
with reference to the
promoting the country’s welfare, should Lerd’s Supper was instituted for the gregations
shown itself. Sober, thoughtful, steady- zation that we know of. It has among
that demand culture in the pastorate of these churches, can address, D.
its
going ways in God’s service have been membership men of great abilit
be able to discern what. may be good and Lords children. Christian_character is pulpit. Faili
y, inting now to meet that just de- Taylor, Canal, Venango Co., Pa.
- Shrown into the shade. Good poetry, mate with the denominational polity
what bad in the choice of candidates. everywhere substantially recognized as mand which
, imwe have thus deliberately
giving universal right tp a universal orgrand old hymns ‘have for the moment bued with its spirit, loyal to its
KNOXVILLE, N. Y. Rev. Josep
created, we are inconsistent and illogical,
principles Hence it mightbe well to allow them a dinance: Baptism
h
Kittle
is considered as hav- as
been discarded for doggerel verses and and jealous of its fame. Such a Council as fair share of time to show the country
writes: I have been assisting Bros.
well
as
guilt
Joseph and
y
befor
e
God.
.
ing
the
same
relation
to - communion that
John Holenbéck in a meeting at Knoxvi
+ ad captandum strains of song. Earnest, it proposes we believe would be dignif
what they know about it.
lle, for
But if our ministry is to be educa
ied,
ted,
any other important duty, necessary to
two weeks, and God blessed our labors
solid preaching has suffered temporary impartial, sure of the public confidence,
in the
our churches must help do it. Almost salvation of*sou
accepted discipleship, has, and no more.
ls.
Upwards of fifty have been
eclipse, and turgid appeals and stilted and likely tojset the whole matter at rest; ——AN ENGLIS
every
youn
g
man
forwa
who enters our ministry
rd for prayers, most of whom have
H MARKET FOR AMERICAN From this stand-point, it is difficult
been
to see is poor,—ab
+ vhapsodies on the higher life have filled It is Mr. Beecher’s opportunity, for, a PriNts. It
solutely poor,— and it is no hopefully converted. The work is going on
is something new to hear of how the Baptist argument for
the
mode discredit
- the public ear. The taste of the religious the Advance says, “we go for a council Massachusett
with
increa
sed
power and interest, and fresh
to them, either. —St. Paul gives
s exporting print eloths fo of baptism is to be affected by an attack
“world . has been «somewhat vitiated. —one of moderate and manageable size, England, yet it is stated
charity the first place in the golden trio. ones throng the anxious seat every night.
that the Fall on sect communion.
Besides, did the
Moreover, the strange, unwonted Specta- composed of men whose known character
Our Theological students have to push
iver manufacturers have already sent Standard forget that a
denomination dis- Jaith
CALVARY CHURCH, WEST HARRI
cle of men and women, in solemn confer- for wisdom, ability, justice,
to the front.
30,000 pieces of print cloths to the Lon- tinctively and emphati
SBURG,
and imparMany a student, after
cally Baptist and long
PA. We rejoice to be able to give ano
«ence assemblegl, claiming to have lived tiality will command universal respe
ther
hesit
ation
.
don
andc
market
orre
and have made arrangements numbering over 1500 churches, and with
spondence with favorable report of our church this
ct
week,
dives of rare transcendent holiness, has and confidence—invited
The
ths Professors, comes hundreds of miles Lord has greatl
and empowered for the regular sale of their goods in that an increasing membership,
y blessed our labors since the
has a name to
shocked the moral sense of some good to investigate thoroughly
the
schoo
l with barely money enough commencement of our revival meetings, We
the bottom facts country. These manufacturers, instead and place in this country,
and whose
Englishmen, and turned the heads of oth- in this whole sad scand
to pay his fare, and when he gets there baptized nineteen candidates yesterday, Feb,
al ; and till then,
of waiting in idleness, sent an agent to logic and practice make it free
commun- his all
“ers.
>
we go for no other.”
is on his back: and in his trink. 6. Seventeen of these, with three others in
England to see what could be done in ion? How about
thé large number of
addition, united with the church. There have
S-O-0-b
But with all these drawbacks the religore
He
needs
finding a market for their prints. Asa Baptists in Englan
furniture for his room, bedding
been fifty-three additions to the ¢hurch, and
d
of
the
Spurgeo
. ious life of England has unquestionably |
n
type?
THE SAFETY OF SEOURITIES.
for his bed, books for his shelves, clothes others are
result, they find that they can sell at a. Or what of
waiting baptism. All the result of the large membership of the
| received new impulses from the Revival.
‘The extent to which bank robberies are figure which will allow
for
his back and bread for his stomach, the revival. Brethren, pray that
them
a small prof- Disciples in this country, all of whom are
we may con{. One test may be applied which is not to practiced now-a-days shows how
like other men.
vain a it on the cost of production, and ' this is the most baptistic
But his wallet is as flat tinue to labor together for the building up of
of Baptists? Some%e lightly regarded, viz, the number of thing it is to attempt to secure one's
as if an elephant had stepped on it. He the church and denomination, and the salvase- better than they can do at home in the how, the Pedo-baptist
journals do not
additions to the churches. The London curities in an apparently secure
has
no money nor other property under tion of precious souls,
B. F. Fox.
vault present dullness of the times.
This seem to have any pmans of victdbry to
“Baptist Association, at its annual meetin g All at once it turns out to have been
Feb. 7.
certain
the
ly speaks well for American en- sing over the
sun.
He
a:
has
got
to
work
out
his
eduearly surrender of any - of
-@ few days ago, reported an addition of practically insecure place ;—our
cation. My Tuto+ once asked one of my
securi- terprise and the quality of the goods these people to their
views; but they do
~ over two thousand during 1875. In 1874 ties
Mg. W. H. L. Comss writes that the society
have
gone,
classm
and
ates preparing for the ministry,
irrevocably, manufactured.
take occasion to rejoice that so many
of the Navy Hill F, B. church, of Richmond,
the increase was at the rate of 7 1-2 per unless some Souhegan or
—
“What
means have you for prosecuting Va.,
Winthrop
Baptist Christians recognize Presbyterian
are now fitting up their vestry for their
«church, but in 1875 the increase rose.
your studies P”
~——MRg. BowEN SPEAKS. Tae«‘Sphinx” and Methodist and
to bank President opens negotiations with
His answer was the growing Sunday school. Also that the class of
Congregationalist
| +43 per church. The statistics of the vari- the robbers and buys our money
silent extension of his clenched hands!
back.
persons recently received into its membership
of the Brooklyn scandal has at length Christians in the use of emblems
which That
ous religious bodies which the spring
answer nine out of ten of all our augurs well for the future of the church. d
an- |” The New York Post has lately called at- spoken, and to the point, He gives it as speak of a Saviour common
to all. The
miversaries will give, will be closely tentio
Bro. Combs is the general secretary of the
to n
this matter.
‘The truth is,” his “unwavering opinion,” “without even
Standard must needs look further for the Theological students could give truthfull y~ watched, with a view to test the practical it says, “if a
They come to school to study — they have Y. M. C. A, of Richmond, composed of colortitheof the care
and a shadow of doubt,” that Mr. Beecher “js secret of free communion growth.
ed members:
They are now
aesult’of the wave of religious excite- attention given to the
to work to live!
acquiring of guilty of the awful crimes of adultery,
They have brains, library, and they will be pleasetrying to gather a
wera
d to receive aid
~ment that has passed over the land,
monéy was given to the keeping of perjury and hypocrisy.” Of
courage, faith,
But these good things from any who may wish to help
course an ~——PRAYER FOR COLLEGES, The
and encourage
~The -*“ mystery ” about Mr. Pearsall it, losses would be less serious and opinion is
chan
geof
are not negotiable for the necessaries of the cause, Address the secretary at 903, 17th
only an opinion. Its truthful: the day
of
prayer
“Smith has caused the collapse of the less frequent.”
for colleges from the last a student's life.
Shh
The remark applies ness and clzims upon public confidence
The ‘grocer, the tailor, St., Richmond, Va.
Thursday in Feb. to the last Thursday in
““ Higher Life” movement in England. to the practice of placin
the
bookse
ller
g securities in depend altogether
all
admire them, but for
on the grounds of it. It January, while it
is probably better for their meat,
~The Chistian consciousness of English- banks for safe-keeping, which (the banks) must be allowed that
8400, ME.
A communication from this Lcity
and cloth, and books they
it has been beliey- the large majorit
Speaks hopefully of the religious work in our
v js distrusts theology that is divor
y
of
colleges
,
yet
finds
are
not
legall
will
ced
y bound to restore their ed for some time that Mr. Bowen was
accept neither pluck, perseverance church
there, and of the zeal and faithfulness
several, like Dartmouth and Brown, in
Arom ethics. No matter what high en- value if they are stolen,
nor piety, but must have money.
it being shown, capable of giving important testimony in
with whith Bro. Tyrie,the new pastor,is prosevacation, and others, like Bates, with so
_thusiasm and lofty spiritukl experiences moreover,that “the many
All our sister denominations now make cuting it. Brighter days dre clearly dawni
bank robberies this case. This is certainly important many of
ng on
| men may have, if morality be at fault, all of the last
their students absentteaching that liberal
ten years have inflictdd by far enough, and unequivocal enough. It reprovisions of funds to aid young the church, and bth pastor and people are workis felt to be the empty inflation of
the
observ
ance
in
college
of the
- day in men through their studies. into the
ing for the upbuilding of Zion., We will add
fanati- the greatest
pon persons who have mains to be seen how well the ‘opinion
minis. -cism and pride. Mr. Spurgeon regrets placed their loss-u
securities in_ the vaults or ean be sustained before the proper tribu- January is out of the question. These try. We must do the same or our young that our correspondent sends eight new gubhat men should tike to “bragging and safes
'scribers to the Star, with pay in advance,
still adhere to the original last Thurs- men will surely
of banks for protection.”
nal,
forsake our schools. And which is
good evidence that his heart is broad w
day in February, an®t will so observe the dark
ey
indeed wouldbe the day for us as a ly engaged in
an
Christian work.
~

copy the Golden Rule at all, we
would like

a

made in receiving names for enrollment.
something of the preciousness of this
No written pledge is required, but the
ministr
y. We have gone down on our
children are put upon honor to fulfill
knees
together’ in humble thanksgiving
BRIEF NOTES.
their agreements.
Parents, teachers
to God for his gracious call to this most
WE present an extended biographical sketch
and other friends of the children are exglorious service. Our souls have been
pected to advise them in the selection ‘of of the late R§v, Dr. Jabez Burns, of London,
on the second page.
exalted, satisfied with the blessedness of
reading and the choice of some object
THE New York 7vibune, whigh distinguish- the work, and thrilled—almost transp
ort.
(which may be local or general) to which ed itself by its reports of the Evangelical
Al- ed—Dby the promised glory of the eternal
their “centennial offerings” shall be ap- liance meetings in 1873,is publishing entire Mr.
‘reward. We have looked forward with
propriated. Parents are also requested to Moody’s sermons nowy being delivered in that
rapture to our crowns of glory, and then
‘city,
and
during
the continuance of the meetcertify to the acceptance of the above
down
with contempt upon all crowns of
named conditions by those under their ings it will receive subscriptions to its Daily
for: $1 per month. We doubt whether a better gold.
And who, if not we who have recare.
Further particulars, with direc- investment
can be made.
ceived so much from the Lord, should
The meetings are
tions for certifying the names, can be had attended with great power and
promise of sue- lend a helping hand to every one whom
of Cras. W. JENKINS, 57 Bible House,
cess,
the Holy Ghost calls to a like precious
New York, by enclosing a stamp, for re-

and,

——MOoO0DY AND SANKEY IN NEW YORK.
The revival meetings in New York city
began last Monday week. The preparations for the work made by. the city
churches, through a committee of which

: semen
, Fr irasieteeSmmsrt

dren who undertake, during’ the year,
speeial reading of American history or
biography, and who also devote, regular
ly,a part of their earnings or savings as a isters for 1876 on hand, more than they
centennial offeringto some patriotic or will be likely to sell, are requested to re-

and

makes a good deal of purely secession
and treisonable talk. Mr. Davis may
not have

scroll, inscribed with the names

otic project. No restrictions or discrimican not do |
nations whatever, beyond the sincere ac-

sidered whether the banks

——DAVIS

Rr
——CHILDREN'S CENTENNIAL ROLL OF
HoNOR.
An interesting memento of the
centennial year will be the children’s roll
of honor, an illuminated
parchment

—
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And yet the remedy is not apparent.
higher life.” Dr. Bonar says of a promi- Partiés in large cities can avail themnent leader, ‘The plea of ill health selves of depositories designed especially
seems to have been a mere blind to pre- for security; but that meets only a com.
vent public exposure. His friends seem paratively few of the cases in question.
to have tried to keep up the delusion to That banks should employ armded. patrol
the last. Do not such proceedings call guards seems to be the only remaining
for strong reprobation? Must we proph- thing to be done. But that they can
esy smooth things when not only the hardly afford to do, especially for the
trath of God but common morality and security of parties who seek protection of
uprightness are imperiled by those who their papers enly a§ personal favors, and
pay in nothing but thanks,—or anatheprofess to be ‘above all their fellows’? "
The news comes that German churches mas, if the securities be lost.
i
But, leaving out of the question securiare suffering from the ill effects of this
movement,the avowed object of which ev- ties of TIS “class, there still remains a,
ery true Christian man must nevertheless large amount of actual money, often de-
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result at the ¥'. B. church was some
éonverted and reclaimed, sixteen of

thirty
whom

care

of the

have united with the church,. Bro. Mitchell

has been called
church.

direction.

right

in |the
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have been held in the Paige street church for
two weeks, resulting in the quickening of the
Rev. J. Rand and the pastor of the
church.
Mt. Vernon church, were
present
several
days.
Eleven were welcomed to the commun-

ion of the church the first Sunday in January,
forward in baptism.
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REV. A. L. GERrIsH kindly acknowledges
the receipt of a donation from friends in Pittsfield, Me., Jan, 28, consisting of * Chambers
.Eméyclopedia,” in half morocco, and a set of
Prescott’ histories, which, with presents to
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$84.24.
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learn that the revival interest at Ke
Ill., is still in progress.
Bro. Brown
that 13 have already been added to the
and several more are expécted to unite

REV. WARD MrTcueLL writes from Toledo,
Towa, that a revival has been enjoyed at that
place under the labors, in great part, of Rev.
E. A. Howe.
The church was in a low condition, having had no regular preaching for three
years,
The meetin
¢ commenced the first
week in Jan, md a Tifaed amidst considerp«ble opposition through the month.
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The" secret Jewish order known as the
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N. II.

Face Ache, Rheumatism,

Gout,

Frosted Feet, Chilblaihs, Sore Throat, Erysipelas,
Bruiges or Wounds of every kind in man or animal.
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HENRY A. HURLBUT.
LOUIS FITZGERALD.
JAMES M. MORRISON.
GEORGE D. MORSAN.
HENRY B. HYDE.
WILLIAM SLOANE.
;
DANIEL DODD.
GEORGE H. STUART.
HENRY #4. ALEXANDER. WILLIAM 8. LAMBERT.
JOHN J. MCCOOK.
JAMES M. HALSTED,
WILLIAM HENRY SMITH. HENRY G. MARQUAND.
EDMUND A. SMITH.
RICHARD IRVIN, JR.
WILLIAM MILES.
ALANSON TRASK.
B. F. RANDOLPH.
ELBERT B. MONROE.
LOUIS FITZGERALD, PRESIDENT.
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Solfegzios,” ¢* Panseron’s A. B. C.,” Perkins’
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IT SECURES EVERY INVESTMENT BY A
FIRST:MORTCAGE ON IMPROVED REAL
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IT AFFORDS A SAFE AND TRUSTWORTHY
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General

Ague,

Price $1 per bottle.

lustrated, with choice Moss-rose Cross, 10 cents.
J. LATHAM & Co., 419 Washington street, Boston,

Mass.

and

Headache, and Female Diseases.
A REWARD
was, for three years, offered for any case of the
above diseases which could not be cured by Clark’s
;
Anti-Bilious Compound.
It is sold by nearly every druggist in the United

- oney. ofintroducing the
al
or
HOME GUEST carries everything before it. Our
preminms beat the world: Don’t be idle a day.
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It purifies the

primitive health

'

the cure of Dyspepsia, Loss of Appetite, Sourness
of Stomach, Sick Headache, Chronic Diarrhea,
Liver Complaint, Biliousness, Jaundice, Consumption, Scrofulg, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Er sipelas,

United States and
of tue different Railways in the
Canada, and at this Company’s Offices.
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York.
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| Arrive,
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Every family should

is now used everywhere.

to accommodate the largely increasing travel now
passing over this Favogite Route to California.
After crossing into Iowa, the traveler passes
over the finest Agricultural
portion of the State
and tt rough Des
Moines, its Capital.
When purchasing Through Tickets, be sure they
are via the ROCK ISLAND ROUTE.
This Company have now opened their
SOUTH-WESTERN
DIVISION,
or
KANSAS
WILTON

the

besides many new ones—a valuable collection.

With all the modern luxuries edombined, expressly

and running
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WESTERN R. I. MINISTERS! CONFERENCE will meet
with the East Killingly church, Feb. , at 2 o'clock,
by Rev.
P.M. The conference sermon will be preached belongM. Phillips, Tuesday evening, Each minister
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a
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to
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e
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ARE USED MORE THAN ANY OTHERS BY
¥rURCHES AND SUNDAY SCHOOLS
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY.

Catalogues free.
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my 70 kinds of cards, 139 styles in all combined,
sent with each new list. 70 cards,—no two alike,
plovably the nicest assortment in the world,—for
0 cents. W.C. CANNON, 46 Kneeland Street,
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printed for 25 cents. Circulars Free.
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J. MOORE, 11 Paine 8t., Providence, R. IL.
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Ottawa & Streater Passenger, - |* 7.30
Rockford, Dubuque & Sioux City * 9.30 a, m. |* 4.30 p. m
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teenth Street, and Canal and Sixteenth Streets. Tick~
et Offices 59 Clark Street, and at-depots.

If you want good employment and large profits,
gend stamp to H. B. BENNETT & CO., 213 Federal ‘street, Portlan:l, Me., for list of Bennett's
Colored Rug Pattern, and terms to agents. 13t4

lages of Shantung, China, near the chief
«temple in the very stronghold of heathenism: The convert through whom this work
was mainly done, aman of intellectual
great

—
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Chicago. Burlington & Quincy R. R. High School Choir. 455".
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Book
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JOHN OHUROH & 00., Cincinnati, 0;

Rep and D
sk, with your name
beautifully pei ed on them, gent by
return mail, on receipt of 25 cents
and 3 cent stamp; 253 fine white bris
tol cards for 10 cents and 2 cent
stamp; B packs of 35, 5 names, to one address,
for 50 cents. Boys and Girls now is your time!

p.m, |§ 7.30
St. Louis Fast Line, = = = = is
Cairo & New Orleans Express, * 8.50 a. m. * 7.55
7.30
Cairo & New Orleans Express, §8 40 p. m.[§
8.50 a. m.|* 5.45
Springfield and Peoria Express.
p.m.|§7.30
§s40
=
Springfield Night Express,
8.40 p. m./* 7.30
Express, =
Peoria and Keokuk
Dubuque & Sioux City Express, * 9.25 a, m.|* |* 3.40
7 00
Dubuque & Sioux City Express,[* 9.25 p.m
= = =*430p. m.|* 9.35
Gilman Passenger, ==
*E xp ress Sunday, § Daily.
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.genuine

Street, Boston,

Rev. Dr. George Lansing Taylor, (Methodist,) of New Haven, has arranged to
exchange pulpits with Rabbi Wechsler, of
It is said this is
the Jewish Synagogue.
the first instance where a Rabbi has been
invited into an Evangelical pulpit.
Five Congregational churches were recently organized in Hants County, N. 8.

Methodists

None
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St. Louis Express;
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Clergyman Wanted-To
take
charge of a matter requiring a church acquaint.
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of retail
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Of the meatest Visiting Cards
you ever saw, including samples of

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD.
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Incomplete

N.--01d,
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phia, Penn.

Depot foot of Lake Street, and foot of Twenty-second
Street. Ticket Office 121 Randolph St.. near Clark.

Fotices.

It
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It contains a full account of

ages.
8end for

Married

PYLE’S DIETETIC SALERATUS, Universally ac.
knowledged the best in use. Each pound bears

Donations.

Rev. F. A. PALMER and wife would express
thanks to their friends who met at the house of
D. H. Potter, in Charleston, Me., Feb. 1, and
after spending a pleasant evening left a dona-

. WE
wanee,
writes
church
$00n.,

Religious Miscellany.

R-

dozen; bony

on receipt

“Kwake Teachers. Contains anoyel elementa
course, and a GRAND COLLECTION OF MU~SIC. THE CHOICE is the work of experi.
enced men, and fully meets the wants of progres
sive teachers, It is the most successful Convention Book in the fleld. Price, $6.50 per dozen;
single sample copy, 75 cents,

Moth, Tan
8m7

Works are being circulated see that the book yo
bey contains 442 Fine Engravings and 925

In Bowdoin, Me., Feb 9, by Rev. E. Purinton,Mr.
Thoms T. Whitney and Miss Alfretta Wheeler, both
of B.
At the residence of the bride’s mother in Linndale,
Mr.
O., Feb. 3, by Rev. O. D. Patch, of Cleveland,
Owen R. Mason, of Boston, Mass. and Miss J. Eva
MoulK.
A.
Rev.
late
Moulton, eldest danghter of the
ton, of Linndale, O.
In Deerfield, Feb. 6, by Rev. Ira Emery, Mr. John 8.
J. Robinson, both of D.
Cotton and Miss Bessie
At the F. Baptist parsonage, in Bedford, Mich., Feb.
2, by Rev, E. O. Dickinson, Mr. John H. Hayward, of
Whjtatord, Mich., and Miss Emma E. Mason, of Bedford.
In Phoenix,N. Y.. Feb. 3. at the residence of Dea.
J. Chaffee, by Rev, Wm. H. McKie, Mr, Drane Streeter, of Volney, and Miss Emeline M. Chaffee, of P.

advertisement.
”
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published.

Rev. A L Gerish, Olneyville, R. I.

Dover, N. H.

this is

removes

The great interest in the thrilling history of our
touutey Jakes Hie the fastest selling book ever

Addresses.

L A Penney, Unadilla Forks, NY,
Lafayette Q M, Wis. per J Miller,
Miss E L Oliver, Boston, Mass,
Sutton, Vt, per M Atwood,
Norridgewock, Me, per D J Haynes,
J Goodwin, Brownfield, Me,
A fiiend, Dixmont, Me,
Parsonsfield Q M, Me,
per D Calley,
Center Sandwich, N-H,
Lowell,
Danville, N H, per J A
B Stinchfield, Bedford, N H,
G Wilkins, Ea Mansfield, Mass,
Mrs A Grabam, St Albans, IH, per J 8 Dinsmore,
Avery estate for per. fund, 140.00, int,38.46
Estate of Mrs Chesley, Newmarket, N H, per D
Murray .and B F Haley, executors for permanent fund,
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‘tion and the National Treasurer.

May the work ex-

each

Circulars and specimen pages free.

{AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

Rev E Crowell, Cowlesville, N Y.
Meg A A Coburn, Patter Me.
B F Fox, 312 Reiley St, Harrisburg, Pa.
Perry Clark, Lundy’s
Laue, Pa.
G A Marston, Pine Island, Minn.

congregations were large and attentive in hiédrA good number ex ressed a
ing the word.
desire, for the first time, to become “hristians.
Cold-hearted professors were revived and the
hand of fellowship has been extended to new .| church was greatly quickened from the services
communicants at every communion, save two, enjoyed. We were favored with the presence
We desire to know the Post-Office adof Revi M. A. Quimby, of the Sandwich Q.M.,
since tl
zation of the church.
Tlie redress
of Henry Hart, that we may credit
to the interest of the meetmuch
added
which
Jigious interests of this church are in a very
ing.
him
as
requested.
Q.
healthful condition at the present time.
of
session
Any church ‘wishing the next
by writing to the
The church has just completed a new baptisM. will make it known
Single
copies of the LrrTLE STAR and
K. Smith, Clerk.
clerk.
tery, beneath the pulpit platform, and it was
MYRTLE can not hereafter be furnished
consecrated to the service of Christ by an imTama (Towa) Q. M.—Held its -last . session
When the law
short of thirty-five cents.
pressive baptism, admistered in the presence
with the Bovina church, Dec. 17-19, The
«of a very large congregation the first Sunday
us to prepay the postage, the
business meetings were harmonious and the p required
The Iectings were conpreaching profitable.
in this month.
pre- price of the papers in packages was raised
the close of the sess on. A
after
tinued
temperance
movement
®
has
The
reform
Sous work of grace was reported in the York
to twenty-five cents each, but the price of
reached this city, and has already awakened
|. urch since our Sept. Q.
M. Forty-five were
very great interest. Dr: Reynolds, the celeconverted to the Master's cause and seventy-six
Since
single copies remained unchanged.
We pray God that the
added to the church.
brated Bangor reformer, inaugurated the work
and
churches,
other
to
then the tendency has been so strong to
good work may extend
.one month since; and the Lowell club already
that there may be a glorious Sutpouring of
have the papers go to the individual adnumbers more than 1000 men, all reformed
his Spirit throughout the entire &
drinkers. Considerable interest attaches to
Next session with the Toledo church, March
dress, rather tlian in the package, that the
H. H. WITHINGTON, Clerk.
17-19,
the movement from the. fact that it has the
increasing work in the office will not %1sympathy of nearly all the clergymen in the
CUMBERLAND Q. M.—Held its last session
low us to continue the publication
of sincity, the mayor and prominent members of the
The spirit of revival was
Mechanic Falls,
city government, and many other men of great at
already there andit was manifest through the gle copies at former prices.
influence.
The mayor is a member
of the
On account of the bad traveling, the
meeting.
club and has just been chosen its treasurer. churches were not so fully represented as single copies of the LiTTLE STAR and MYRMonster mass meetings are held, frequently at- usual, but revivals were reported in several of TLE will be 85 cENTS each.
the, churches. Among these were Saccarappa,
tendedby three and four thousand people; and
Portland, W. Buxton and
South Gorham,
the enthusiasm at times is intense.
The temCollections for Mame State
Mechanic Falls,
perance revival, meanwhile, is having a very
and Foreign Misgions were some over twentyeight dollars.
;
favorable effect on the religious interests of the
ext session was located at White Rock,
city
; and nearly all the churches are reaping
See Dr. Langley’s
ASTHMA
AND CATARRH.
J. M. BAILEY, Clerk.
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Homais Persian Wash
and Freckles. Never fails.

Mrs C G Hedges, 536 Fifth ave, So Brooklyn, N'Y,

The newly-elected Chief of the Cherokee
Nation, Ouchalatta, is a member of the
Baptist church.
On December 20, he was
ordained as a minister.
He is described as
¢“ a full-blooded native, medium - sized,
about 50 years of age, and distinguished
for his uprightness of life and eloquence as
a speaker.” Three of the Supreme Judges
of the Creek Nation are also Baptists, as
are

y

Musical Services.

AND

Nicholas Border, Nelsonville, O,

cousidered a low estimate.

conference. Quite a number of the churches
reported revival influences among them. ° The

-

Office

of the Gos-

Paul makes a total of $553,700,

its last session with’

Nobles—G

Rev E R Littlefield, New Shereham, R I.
Josiah Chaffee, Phoenix, N Y.
Rev Geo W West, Chestertown, NY.
C W Howe. Union, N H.
L K Clough, Bricksburg NJ.
Rev C Putnam, W Bethany. N Y.
Rev Geo R Holt, Rome, Mich: (2)
R W Colling, Franklin,-Vt,
;
Jabez Robinson, Box 641, Gardiner, Me.

erty, and the property of societies exempted from taxation in all the counties, with

the church at Wilmot Flat. Nearly all the
A good spiri of
churches were represented.
love and harmony pervaded the busiy ness of

W

Jas A Ray, Barnardville, N C.

The Secretary of State of Minnesota is
making up a schedule of the church prop-

and also Rev.

and fifty

price.
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after the baptism of the first Protestant
convert in India, by Carey, the number of
communicants in India and Burmah is

Ira Hooper, also of Athens Q. M. Appointed
Rev. T. E. Peden, Cor. Mess. to Athens, Meigs
and Little Scioto. M's: Wellston; Petrea
and Milton churches reported revivals within
the past quarter.
Next session with Wellston church.
TOMAS E. PEDEN, Clerk pro tem.

both

God,

the number

TOW | pel,

JACKSON (Ohio) Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Milton church, Jan. 22, 23. We were
favored with the labors of Rev. C. V. Bellows,

young men who have professed Christ within
afew weeks.
The church has also received
other candidates for baptism, to whom, with
others, it is expected that the ordinance will
be administered the first of next month.
The

of one

years after the first preaching

Q.

T. F. Maxim, Clerk.

WEARE Q. M.—Held

worship

the marriage laws.

SC

Cor. Mess. from Athens Q. M.,

Soor-

at

Rackley’s

C Oliver—J © Osgood (2) E Purinton=W F Pinkham—
J A Philbrick—W
C Peck—H W Piper—J 8 Potter—A
Parker—C F Penney—Mrs G W
Pratt—F A Palmer
—0 Pitts—E W Porter —J Poole—=M A Quimby—J Runnels—S 8 Robinson—F Reed—Mrs H M Ransom—M A
Randall—=Mrs G W Robbins—Z Scott— N_Spohn—Mrs
John Skinner—dJ F Smith—J Small—J L-Sinclair—Mrs
8 L Sherman—Miss
FB Smith—T
N Seward—S
A
Steere—I Spaunlding—L Sargent—J D Smith—Mrs A G
The mpson—M Tupper—T
Tyrie—W H Thompson—R
M Woodman—D M Wiley:
Wilkins—J E
Wells—0O
Waterman—J Whitten ore—A 8 Whitley -J P Wake-

inded the vote of last year endorsing
rs. Woodhull, and also repudiated the
position taken at the same time abrogating

the 2d New Portland church. The weather was
was well attended.
Jleasant and the meeting
Rev. Bros. Turner and Nelson, from the Exeter Q. M., were present and added much to the
interest of the meeting.
The next session will be held with the Madison Bridge church, March 11, 12, commencing

at 10, A.M.

N

tribes of

of one

held

»

att—J W
Harmon—D A Haskall-L A Harvey—R L
Howard-C A Haines—H M
Harmon—A L Houghton
—B F Jefferson—L A Jordan—F
F Judd—Mary A
Knight—8 Krum—T Kinney— J Kettle—A T Libby—R
8 Latham—Geo Livermore—J J Leavitt—J B
Lawrence—H W Littlefield—G A Lewis—Mrs M Mead—S
Millet—L Malvern—J Mann—8 Merrill—E I Morgan— °

The Stite convention of Spiritualists in

her limits.
Next session with the Warren church.
C. W. NELSON, Clerk.

ANSON Q. M.—Held its

non-Afyan

leadership

‘preaches

be a power for God within | counted about
worth Q. M. shall

full

to

strong

of the

under
He

Mich.,

earnestly

Mesungs wil Fay for us, tha We may

Brethren, pray for.us!

opportunity

and

hope the brethren of our large

(Thurssalvation in Christ. This afternoon
day), two hundred and sixty-four different
* testimonies were offered in the space of one
hour and five minutes.
Many have found the
+ Pearl of great price,” aud still the work goes
on in mighty power.
To God be all the glory!

an

M. We

urday and Sunday of the Q.

some

k—8

A CHURCH MUSIC BOOK ON
TIRELY NEW PLAN,

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

Geddis-C A Hilton—S T Hartford—L Hutchins(2)

J 8 Harrin;

peace and good-will.
His followers take
an oath to abstain from all crimes and offenses, spirituous liquors and causing death
to any living thing.
They bind themselves
to live by the produce of the soil, and to
bathe before eating.

Lebanon, and Bro. L. D.
Bro. Cole, of
raise.
service Sateffers, of Haverhill, did us

five persons,—backsliders and the unconverted,

and others are waiting

Jan. session

To God be all the

growing stronger.

steadily

seventy-

—have come forward to the altar, seeking

jee.

Peon

This was a good preparation for the

{Thursday evening), one hundred and

‘India,

at Wentworth,an d was one of unusual interest.
It was ought best to continhie the meetings,
conducted
y the writer, for seventeen evenings. The protracted effort increased in interest, and the result was glorious. Twenty-one
persons, wanderers and sinners, made a start,
The
and most of them are well on the way.
most of them were men and their wives in
middle life. One man of sixty-seven years, who
the
had never professed religion, is among
n
has
Meetin
Our Q.
strongest ones.
year
blessed with revival for the whole
been
and a large number within its limits have
hopefully converted to God. The Q. M. is

persons have signed the
labor, eighty-five
“ Iron Clad” pledge, and organized themselves
into a Reform Club. In addition to this, two
fwndred and fifty-five signed the ‘ General

pledge.”,

among

Quirterly Sectings.

Smith,

E.

Gheney-1t

C

B George—J

ufitil 1812 were the Scriptures seen. Now
they were printed in the colloquial Arabic,

of meetings-through the labors of the ‘pastor,
Rev. T. H. Drake. Some that have withstood
feyivals have come back to their Father's
many

Chamberlin)

L Farrington—A

and the people of the once powerful. city
thing in it from beginning to end. The whole
were indebtedto America for this, as for
and
exercise evinced thorough preparation,
the kerosene oil. Schools have been estaband we hope and trust that many more
was largely characterized by Seriptural recita- house,
school
everywhere in the province.
lished
Sabbath
Our
in.
brought
yet be
tions. May the Lord rain showers of grace will
, and never was there a
attended
well
gbeen
Sprin
has
Presbyterians have now ten churchin
h
The
churc
the
and
school
upon the 8.
God |
among the young people.
es in Egypt, with an average of more than
vale. The community is greatly moved by the better interest
Com.
is truly blessing us.
forty communicants in each.
remarkable conversion of one of its citizens
BARRETT writes
RD
His
ce.
HIBBA
peran
intem
SELAH
of
Rev.
vietim
a
been
has
who
The Methodists have during the past two
that the church at Middleport, Ohio, is enjoying
earnest testimony in the prayer meeting, Sunbeen engaged in Japan. They have 2
have
years
s
convert
ened
Several
moist
a good revival interest.
day evening, touched all hearts and
es in Yokohama, 1 in Yeddo, 1
missionari
F.
ministe
E.N.
many eyes,
been added to the church. The first
In all of
in Nagasaki, and in Hakodadi.
rial aid was from Prof. Dunn and Rev. W. J.
FOWLER, N. Y. There are in Fowler, two
Fulton. The church at Huntington, Ohio, has these places good locations have been sefeeble Freewill Baptist societies. There are
cured for mission premises and the misbeen wonderfully blessed, under the labors
also two villages having no organized societies, of Rev.I. Z. Hanning. Since the last report sionaries have made considerable progress
e
favorabl
but containing many people who are
in the Star, many have been added to the in acquiring the language.
to F. Baptists. These places are all within a church, making in all more than fifty.
Rev. Thomas K. Beecher’s new church
compass of seven miles, and the field is entirely
REV. CHAS. PAYNE, writes from Wilton, at Elmira has a children’s play-room above
unoccupied by other societies. . Now, it seems to
that
at
Towa, that the union meetings held
the Sunday school room, called the ‘‘ romp
us that here is a good opportunity ‘to build up a
place for the past month have been very profit- room.”
someif
as
feel
we
and
faith,
It has a stage for charades and
our
stronghold in
colthe
in
students
the
of
able and that several
tableaux.
An excellent idea! What church
where there must be a man especially called of
recent
the
lege are among the converted. At
- “God for this purpose. We have been supplied session of the Wapsipinicon Q. M. one new
will follow suit
and provide a ‘‘romp
a part of the time during the past summer,
apt
evangelis
an
room”!
.
and
received,
was
church
but we want a settled pastor. Any one who
pointed to labor within its bounds.
A new religions
movement is reported

with spirited
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is 80 insiduous as a cold or a cough.

* By MOGRANAHAN AND CASE,

For many centuries not a copy of the
Not
Bible was to be found in Palestine.

New LymE, Ohio, has been enjoying a series

hone
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average of about ten for each church.
Three new chapels were opened during the
year, and six new ones were in course of

Free

Nothing

Atwood—Ira Annis—8 Boxen-Mra N Breed—IM
Bedell—JM Brewster—J E Burrell-J -Belknap—A
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Brann—D C Burr—W M
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it is hoped

The Committee

those amongug preparing for the gospel ministry.
DEWITT C. DURGIN,
D8, BATES
>
O,.E. BAKER,
206,
Hillsdale, Mich.. Feb. 1.

~WH

RY. THE

Neglected Conghs and Colds, Few are aware of
the importance of checking a Cough or ** Common
Cold,” in its fivst stage; that which in the beginning
would yleld to “Brown's Bronchial Troches,” if
neglected, often works upon the lungs.

Rev's J. M, Brewster, J, E, Dame

day, Feb, 2,at 2. P,

Baptist

members,

of 700

erease of upwards

large attendance,

of Arrangements are
and D, Boyd,

Union was formed, six years ago, they had
50 churches apd 8,000 members ; now there
are 70 churches and nearly 7,000 members.
During the past year there was a clear in-

tion from his parishioners of over $100.00.

stupid

a

creditable headway.

forward

Avenue

riety and Interest has been arranged, and

that there may be a

ing the many serious difficulties
with
which they have to contend, are making

Baptist church, of Cleveland, O., takes pleasure in expressing the thanks of himself and
family for a pleasant surprise visit, and a dona-

accompanied

hadn’t

came

for prayer, * Godis with us.”
LT pastor of the Scranton

NOTICE,

curates,

Poison does not make a swifter progress in the sysThe friends of theological education Inthe Free
Baptist denomination of the West are hereby invited . tem.
Use promptly the only sure antidote, “Hale's
to meet in convention at Hillsdale , Mich., on
Wednes-

Colebrook, at the close of the morning services

the place of the regular afternoon sermon. It
a
was neither a concert nor an exhibition, but
, ¢ Monthly Review,” rightly so called, conducted with skill by Pastor Blake, participated in
with zest by teachers and scholars, old and
a
young, and heartily enjoyed by all. It was
simple,

laboring

13,300,

ries, 434,
;
hn
The Baptists of Scotland, notwithstand-

Sunday evening,Feb. 6,seventeen were forward
for prayers. Twenty-five persons have come
In
to the front seats as inquirers after Christ.

teresting public service of an hour or more in

Bible exercise, pure and

present

is: at

incumbents,

The Rhode Island and Mass. Yearly Meeting MINISTERS' INSTITUTE will hold its annual meeting in
Pawtucket, March 22 and 28, A programme of great va-

Mecca, Ohio, helping ina protracted meeting.

great
"other Sabbath schools to lind a helping hand

to this worthy cause.
The same school also hell a thoroughly

the” pastoral

172,

5,765, masters in schools, 709, chaplains,
heads of training-schools, etc., 465, unattached, 2,808, clerical fellows of universities, chaplains in India and some missiona-

with the Rutland (W is.) church, in the Rock
1
:
& Dane Q. M.
Bro. R. CLARK writes that he is now in
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THE MORNING STAR, FEBRUARY 16, 1876.
-

For alms of voiceless souls within!
What halo crowns the bliss denied!

doubtless

it

wduld

have

been

would seem harder, and rest not so sweet
without each other,—to ‘them, maybe,

What glory flies from fiands that wifii>

but not to some people.
One night after the house

For eyes sce more than taste and touch—

Poor senses—to the soul can prove;

1
his hill-

on

side farm was finished, a grave man

The longing heart divines too much;

who

wrote after his name two. capital Ds
underlined by a heavy backward penstroke, asked Thomas if he promised
certain things which men are required to
promise before {hey are entitled by law to

¢ Joy mocks her still at one remove.
How passes this wild night of time
‘With songs around the Father’s hearth,
When these slow hours of darkness chime
With but the exile strains of earth!

a housekeeper for life, to

Eye hath not seen, ear hath not heard,
The heart goes wandering up and down;
From fleeting glimpse and broken word
Grows fast and fair her love’s renown.

which

Thomas

answered the stereotyped “I do,” with
less consideration than Le would have

Dear heaven ! no more this heart could bear,
So sweet thou art, so sore she longs;

‘Thy very darkened doors are fair;

Thy silence broods to warm her songs.

And not thine endless years can win

bestowed upon a horse, had he been

re-

quired to warrant it gentle, and safe
a woman to drive,—asked Marion if
promised certain things which women
required to promise before the law

for
she
are
en-

titles them to call

“~

one

man

master,

to

which she nodded a half~frightened assent,because her mother had told her that
was the proper thing to do. So the grave
man with the capital Ds pronounced

Her first high rapture from the Bride,
‘Who still remembereth, safe within,
The years she wept and prayed outside.

—Harper's Magazine.

tem no more two,

HOLD FAST TO THE OAR.

but

henceforth

ove,

and invoked upon their united lives the
blessing of the One Eternal Truth.
After this, people said they were married, and spoke of her as *‘ she that was
Marion Weymouth,” and
of him as
¢¢ Henston,” when they didn't treat him
as.a common noun and apply to him the
convenient appellation equally applicable
to all objects of his class, ** What's

BY H. F. SNOW.

When the wave shall dash in anger,
’Gainst Life’s boat far out at sea,
Let the thought give thy soul courage,—
A kind Father guideth thee.
Do not faint, and do not weary,
Keep toy hand firm on the oar;

In the tempest true ’tis dreary,
But thou hastéth to the shore.

name.”

Their honey-moon ? What should I or
any one know of a light that shines not
in the world’s common sky? Under the
Larvest moon the earth is beautiful ; 4nd,
if the boney-meoon sheds a tenderer glory
for love-anointed eyes, why, clouds do

Sorrows thick around may gather,
Slander burl her poisoned dart;
But *twill not avail a feather,
oo

While the Lord conlains thy heart.
Onward then in holy fervor,
Onward then ’gainst wind and tide;
Victory will crown thee ever,

come between the earth «nd heaven,

For the Saviour will provide,

and

nights that should be fairest are often
heaviest with chill and foz.
At the foot of the stairs he stood with
elevated chin, shouting, ‘Ki! Ki! 1
say. Where's that saltpeter that was
left the last time I dosed the short horned
cow?” when the soft breeze from the
hill-side, that had just fanned her brow
and kissed her cheek and left her with a

= AT REST.
BY MOLLY MYRTLE.

I am so weary, I am willing, fain,
When evening shadows gray begin to creep,
To lay me down to rest from toil and pain
Trusting the Lord my little life to keep.
Then shall I not upon another eve

‘Be glad to fold my hands upon my breast,

little sigh that seemed like wanting not
to go, passed by his open door—passed
by, and did not tell him what the farm

Forgetting cares and all the weary things,

Content only to sleep and be at rest?
I wist if I shall truly willing be
To cast this robe which we call life away!
It is too small, I have full often said—
:
And yet it is my all! I can not say.

boy a few moments later did,that

But every sleep awak’neth to a day!
‘What will.that waking be? No more to weep.

“1 think I can enfold my hands and say,
Lord, the rest—I sleep, I sleep.

Family Circle,

Marion

was among the moss-covered rocks of his
pasture, gathering May-flowers.
Why should it tell him? When it tried
to talk with him he never heard its voice
unless it shouted in his ear; and then it

was only to wrap his worsted comforter
the closer,

and

mutter

the

respectable

man’s oath—his wish ‘that it might be
confounded. So it was used to going by
his house without speaking unless it
found Marion at the door, as sometimes

SHE.

BY ADDIE L. WYMAN.

Weymouth;

he was

Sixteen years of quiet

happened when the feet were
weary to heed the weary heart.

not too
Then if

would tell her that God had not forgotten

knotted cords of words:
*¢ Always the way, you see. Never know
where #0 find a thing when I want it. A
man can’t stop all day,to hunt for every
little thing. When a thing is brought into the house,it’s your business to take care

of it. I looked out to have a place for
everything when the house was built; and
now it’s for you to see that everything's
inits place. ‘1 can't look after the barn

and the house too.

Here I've got to go

;

CHAPTER II.

t

Sabbath morning. Over hill and valley
sounded the deep peal of the church bells
that had said, “Come! Come!” to Marion,
ever since her little feet in dainty moroceo,
had pattered a responce al mother’s side
down the village—the bells that said nothing to Thowas Benston now, because he
had always answered nothing.
Oh! if everything that has no word for
us were dumb because we have not learned
to hear,—if’ everything that is to wus but
sounding brass had a voice as sweet as
the sweet church bells, fewer would be
the tired ores waiting for the night shadows, to creep into the great, pitifal heart

water, in the

nervous

cxcitement

even so reasonable a request

which

cou'd

pro-

duce in the presence of this man

who

owed her closest sympathy.
In the lives of most women

there

is,

I

believe, really but one man. Blessed are
they to whom this one is a savor of life
unto life, and not of death

unto

death,—

or shall I look through tears to a higher
than thal, and say, Blessed are they whose

heaviest cross brings them nearest to
Christ.
Thomas Henston was not "cross this

morning, but he was not kind; and

what

durability without much regard

sands every day. Who but the All-wise
cau estimate the faces that have looked

to grace

and fitnéss,—in a house where there

may

or may not have been a Bible large or
small. Few people knew.
I doubt whether anybody

point of nomenclature

argued

with

the

the

boy’s

mother, and, therefore, whether any defense of her wisdom was necessary; but,

if such were the case, I presume she made
the very reasonable answer that the name
had been curtailed and amputated enough
to take the life out

of most

things, and

tossed about by thousands of rough voices

‘ever sinee the days of Thomas called

word was blessing to her as it is to thouunflinchingly on the barrecness
fime, because of the sometime
beyond?

“ Hm!”

muttered

“Do you know

what's

Thomas

of this
that is

saltpeter, Jim? "Ta’n’t in the barn
where, isit?”?
“ Nots I know on,” answered
farm boy. * Yon told me to carry it
the house last time you used it.”
“Oat the way, then!" growled

any-

farmer with a kick, as the white

that

the
into
the

cat

how

long

had been rubbing her side against his

before, and still it was able to

carry

one

boot, with her back all doubled up into a
loving hump, somehow got her velvet
paw under it and went, hopping away
with a sharp cry. ‘‘ Always under foot I"
Then to the boy again, * Go and tell

or. Leapold or Frederick, which had been
varnished over with soft touches till the

"shine

had over-topped

and

well-nigh

smothered the sense. Then I presume
she said that the matter of grace was

quite a matter of taste ; some finding one
combination of sounds agreeable,
others, another. In short, J presume
said, tastes differ; and, if she said
thing at all about the malter, I think

might very properly have
only he did bis duty

said

Gabriel.

that

saltpeter

right

away,

Come back, Marion, come back! Your

that, if

“ The cowslip startles in meadows green,
The buttercup catches the sun in its chalice,
Andihere’s never a leaf or blade too mean

a

Thomas “or!

If be’ didn’t, it mattered still

less.

he was
was Marion
months afler
existence of

Be quick.”

husband wants you” Back to saltpeter,
and Thomas Henston’s cows. What is it

in the world as
were

want

and
she
anyshe

man and a Christian, it mattered very lit-,
tle whether his name

her I

Jim.

to you that

:

To be some happy creature’s palace ¥”
To Thomas Henston a clod
of more

or less 1mportange

is a

clod,

according

Lo

Thomas Henston, and she its size aud situation, and worth
Weymouth. For .about six as the money needed to own ii,
each became aware of the it ** elithbs to a soul in grass and
the other, they called each or molders with the fertilizing

ed that he needed a wife to supervise the

as much
whether
flowers”
filth in
his barn-yard, To Thomas Henston's
wile, butter may be golden, but not the
sunshine ; bread may be sweet,out not the
lilies ; milk-pans way glisten iv the light,

domestic affairs of his establishment, and
that she would probably do well in that

but tot mica-gemmed oaks. The servant
is not greater than bis lord, nor the wife

other by the most formal halt of their vespective names with their respective

propriate auxiliaries.

ap-

Then he corsider-

to measure

the

lefts in his barn, *he’d been so busy all the
week. The big oxen would bring a higher price for being brashed off and rubbed
upa little; the horse’s fetlocks must be
trimmed, certain sanitary measures must

By

and by

he

wouldn’t have so many ¢ irons in the fire.’

with that’ And in a few moments
his voice was heard

'Didymas, and no one knows

through the world as safely as Augustus

have

He drew a little tight-

be taken for the calves.
Henston.

done

woman

length between?

‘capacity. Her mother thought very like- than her husband,
Marion came, snd asked herself with
ly shé could never do any better.
For about three months after this, they flushed cheeks the question which her
/
fo

among his cattle.
“And by and by I shall be dead I”
thought Marion, passionately. Bat death
is a wayward friend. It shuns those that
long for it, and comes to them that fear it.
Life is God's first gift to man,

and

death

but its jealous follower. When did ever
jealousy yield peaceful fruits? and when

did ever God

willingly

take

from

his

children his first gift, till it bad become
an.outgrown toy because they had grown
to the stature of perfect ones in Christ?
The frost would be white

head before her “by
Toomas Henston—cold

and
must

on

Mr. Lowell

from

the fields Ag admirable as his book was in
many respects,we should be paying too dearly

for it if it had awed into silence our chief of
modern critics, Indeed there was no possibility that it should do that,
Mr. Lowell's
breadth of culture and depth of learning and.
hight of thought, whatever may be now and
then a minor fault in the expression of it, can
not for that reason be made to appear less
choice or valuable, We have always regarded
as, on the whole,

the (best expression

of his

talent the volumes “ Among My Books” (first
series) and ** My Study Windows.”
They illustrated his culture, his critical spirit and his
poetic genius to a high degree.
The volume

PROPH

By

the Rev.

liam M. Taylor, D, | D. New York:

Wi).

Harper

& Brothers, 1876. 12mo. pp. 217. ($1
).
The contents of thi book seem to have been
originally given in the form of lectures or sep.
mons, and such we
believe is the fact, They
form one of the most interesting books on re.
ligious topics that we have read.
There are
thirteen divisions, as follows: * The Startling
Message, By the Brook, The Barrel and
Cruse, Death and Resurrection, Re-a
ance, The Conflict on Curmel, Prayer and its
Answer, Under the Juniper-tree, Abel-meh.

olab, Naboth’s Vineyard, Fire from Heaven,
The Ascension, Elijah on the Mount,”

commences

with

then follows an

a

account of

Eljjal’s life which

Egch

reference to Scripture,
that

is under

portion of !

consideration,

cal sketch of its subject and

How soon but tall and deep voiced men
Will gravely call us * Mother;”
Or we be stretching empty hands

before us is equally meritorious, and for like
reasons,
Indeed, we think it excels, in its in.’
ternal evidences of patient and careful study,

and thoughtful and conscientious

More gently we should chide the noise,
And when night quells the racket,

Stitch in but loving thoughts and prayers, ’
While mending pants and jacket! .
*+0+

about

1872 by Robert’s Brothers.
great ndmirer of Dante,

at 25,

85

inches,

which

was

Mr.

al-

most as tall as he ever became. - He was
taken into the family of a countess, and
often frequented the Prussian court where
he was a favorite. He could play on the

guitar beautifully and was a first-rate
dancer. The ladies were so much pleas-

Lowell

wa

He assigns him rank

next fo Homer in a list comprising such poets
as Homer, Horace, Virgil, Ovid, Lucan, thus
mildly rebuking Dunte’s modesty who,
“ Inferno,” had assigned himself the

in bis
sixth

place. And he sums up the matter by the
tatement that he
can not help thinking that
if Shakespeare be the most comprehensive in.
tellect, so Dante is the highest spiritual nature
that bas expressed itself in rhythmical form.”
He was born and reared at a time when,as
Voltaire says, all parties in Florence were

sented in a style which can not fail to inten

experience of Elijah under the Juniper

The following lesson¥ are drawn:

tree.

* Let us

learn . . . not to mistake the Inssitude

of the

body for the desertion of Jehovah,”
* to cule
tivate some
special
friendship which may

prove a solace to us, in time of trouble,” not to
cherish
“ nin

exaggerated expectation,” not to be
elated by momentary suecess,” (0 be

ware * falling into undue depression when the
favor of the multitude dies down,” and * to
think more of God's glory than of our own.”

THE DEVIL'S CHAIN.

By Edward Jenkins,

_ M. P., author of “ Ginx’s Baby,” ele.
: Jock be Hurper

pp.

&

163.

Brothers.

New

1876.

16mo.

Here is a plain,trenchant and vigorous work
on temperance that can not fail to produce an
effect. The role of a reformér is one which
seems to fit Mr. Jenkins gracefully and well.
He strikes where he sees a blow to be needful, and without fear. That the book,or essay,

“ loving liberty and doing their best to destroy

was written for the English public, and to ex-

her.” ‘But for the banishment
which was
soon decreed to him, as cruel and heartless as
it was, we should never have got this fine

there, takes nothing from its adaptation to our

piece of indignation which Dante

vented

ina

letter in reply to an offer to return from
ile on condition of fine and penance :

ex-

Is this then the glorious return
of Dante
Alighieri to.his country
after nearly three
lustresof suffering
and
exile® Did an inno-

this, the

per-

petusl sweat and toil of study?
Far from a
man, the housemate-of philosophy, be so rash
and earthen-hearted a humility as to allow
himself
to be offered up bound like a school
boy or a criminal! Far from a man.the preach.
er of justice, to pay those who have done him
wrong as for a favor! This is not the way of
returning to my country; but if another can
be found that shall not derogate from the fame
and honor of Dante, that I will enter on with
no lagging steps. For if by none such Florence may be entered, by me then never!
Cun

sun and

Dwarfs.

Many stories are told of small men and
women of ancient times, but as we wish
to deal with facts,we will only state what
is historically true.

estima-

tion not only of his literary work.but of his
place in literature.
In these particulars we
do not know what more one can want to know
of these authors than is here written,
More
than a third of
the volume is devoted to
Dante, and is partly a review,of Miss Rossetti’s “ The Shadow of Dante,” published in.

I not everywhere

Something

a critical

cence, patent to all, merit this

From this world to the other!

behold

stars?

the mirrors of the

speculate

on

sweetest truths

.under any sky without first giving myself up

inglorious, nay, ignominious, to the populace
and city of Florence?
Nor shall I want for
bread.
Mr.

LowellPs

definition

of Dante’s

writing the Divine Comedy, and
of the poem,

must

be

highly

aim in

his analysis
appreciated by

every student of that master-piece.

The

aim,

he believes, was, * if not to justify, at least to
illustrate, for warning and example, the ways

of God to man.”

He adds:

The higher intention of the poem was to set
forth the results of sin, or unwisdom, and of
virtue, or wisdom, in this life,and consequent-

ly in the life to come, which is but the con.
tinuation and fulfillment of this,
The scene
accordingly is the

spiritual

world,

which

own case.

abuses

of the liquor traffie

The traflie, as the author puts it,

is the devil’s own
Blpiness, and in ifs folds his
Majesty has bound. nearly the whole world.
To help break its force is the object of this little volume.

Its facts are

startling,

its

satire

is keen und biting,and its exposures ought certainly lo arouse *“ some men of quiet digestion
out of their apathy.”

Here

is a sample

of its

conténts.

Speaking of an establishment that

turnswout

its great quantities of

lignor

and of

the claim that is weakly put forth of its greatly helping the

revenues

of

the

country, Mr,

Jenkins says:
Were the enthusiast aforesaid, as be

is sure

to do, to follow the thousands of hogshéads, of

the millions of gorgeously bedizened and
sparkling bottles, turned out by this firm, to
their destinations by land

and

sea, and

down

to the ultimate stomach of that notorious insatiable, ‘ the consumer,” he might—might!
nay would return with a demonstration nothing could shake, that this million gained to the

revenue had cost the country

in wasted wag.

numerable,

their

and general demoralization, with

resulting

expenses,

as

as

len or

twenty
millions
sterling.
In truth,
every
year
Messrs, Bighorne & Company, for their
own profit, turned out a product which did as
much damage in the world as many
a plague
or revolution.
I state this as a serious prop-

uiition based

upon

facts,

and

unexaggerat-

GEOLOGICAL SKETCHES, By L, Agassiz.
ond Series.

Boston:

James

R.

Co. 12mo. pp. 229, ($1.75).

Sec-

Osgood

&

ly, by the lamented Agassiz,

Bebe, a favorite dwarf of Ex-King
Stanislas, of Poland, was only 29 inches
high when 15 years old. At one time

so every

were arrayed against his theory that he would

phase of Dante’s life, us student, soldier, patri-

find traces of glaciers in Great Britain, and
this article deals with the facts deduced (rom
his
Alpine research which led him to that
conviction.
:
>
The second sketch is * The Parallel Roads
of Glen Roy, in Scotland,” in which he sums
up the evidence that glaciers have existed in
the British Istes,and shows that these terraces

duced to a giant 8 feet 4 inches high.

Count Borowlaski, the above mentioned
dwarf, paid him a visit. When Bebé saw
how much more intelligent his visitor
was than bimself, he grew jeolous and
tried to throw the little Count into the fire,

but the struggle between the rivals was
ended by the interference of the people in
the house.
Maybewe shall find “something more
to saysabout dwarfs next weex.
Prove IT By CounriNng. In the following figure, the sentence, ** Prove it by
counting ” is read from the middle “P”
toward the four “gs” in the corners, in
several different ways—45,760

it is

said.

If any one doubts tkis statement, why,
they can
they?

prove

it

by

counting;

can’t

are
studied with reference to the utterances of the

poet himself concerning her.

in the book at hand. There is no need to commend it. 1t commends itself.

The papers devoted. to the
persons, while briefer, are
with less care aud faithfulness.

is made
to stand forth clearly,

Counting

nitnuoCyBtByCountin

gtnuoCyBtItByCounti
tnuoCyBtIeItByCount
nuoCyBtlIevelItByC
Coun
uoCyBtlevoveltByCou

tnuoCyBtIeItByCount
itn uoCyBtItBy
Count i
nitnuoCyBtByCountin
gnitnuoCyBy
Counting

Tae TAlLest CHmMyey.

Glasgow,

Scotland, claims to have the tallest

in

chim-

rempining

four

not
prepared
Each author

with

no

stint

of deserved praise or apology for apparent
defects,
Considericg the familiarity that is
shown with all that has been written about

them, and the utmost certainty of knowledge
that Mr. Lowell has arrived at concerning
them, the book may bz accepted as standard
authority by which to s:ttle most points in-

dispute about them,

JESUS OF NAZARETH : His Life for the Young,
By Joseph P. Thompson,D. D.
Illustrated,
Same publishers. pp. 438. ($5.00).

children

read

highest

importance

correct

books

Christ; for it is a saying older

gnitnuoCyByC

And

ot, and poet, is carefully studied and presented

Itis of the

that

on

the

than

our

life of

the

days

of Nupoleon, that he who teaches a child the
first ten years of its life need have little fear
of counter instruction. after that time.
Our
ideas of und belief
- in’ the personages of the
Bible, though not definitely settled, are yet
generally fixedin childhood. More than this,
the person who writeson disputed theological questions, like the divinity of Christ, is

Although

they

will be of the greatest value to the naturalist,
vet their freedom from technicalities aud the
pleasant, easy style of description,
render
them entertaining to the general reader.
The

subject of the first sketch is

The Glacial

Pe-

riod.” In 1840, Agassiz went to England on a
“ glacier-hunt.”
The leading men in science

were a portion of the result,

Six

years later,

this indefatigable naturalist sailed for America, and as soon as the steamer stopped at Halifax, he * sprung on shore and started at a

brisk pace for the

hights

On the first undisturbed

by the familar furrows

above the landing.”
ground

and

he

was met

seratches

of the

glaciers.
His researches in this country are partly
embodied in the third article, ¢ Ice-period im
North America.”
The fourth sketch,' ‘Glacial

Phenomena in Maine,” must be very interesting to those living in that part of the country, since he mentions so distinctly the localities where the traces of glacial action may be
found, that one with the help of the article
can study them by himself. He pays
a pleasant
tribute to the general intelligence of our countrymen in the folowing little anecdote :

I met here [Bass Harbor] with one of those
incidents showing the character of the working-class in America

which

always

strikes a

European with
astonishment,
There was a
blacksmith’s shop near this dike,and being extremely anxious to obtain a specimen from it

doubly responsible in the burdens he assumes.
He is shaping religious belief, and that belief
may resultin the salvation or ruin of his
readers. The masses do not stop to enter into
religious controversy. Some one has said that

gles, the dike being sunk below the surround-

the general ideas of creation have

ing

more from Paradise Lost

been drawn

than the Bible,

A

few great thinkers make theology, . and fashion

the creeds of the multitude.
In view of these facts,
pause a moment before

we were willing to
giving welcome to a

on account of the clearness of its glacial characters, I requested the head workman,
who

bad been watching my observations with a
good deal of interest, to break me off apiece.
t was not an easy task, for there were no an
surface

and

perfectly

smooth,

After a

time, and not without some h.rd work, a
wedge wus driven in, and with the help of a
erow-bur two or three very sutistactory speeimens were pried’out.
| naturally wished te
pay the man for his labor; but’ he refused to
take nnytuing, saying that he saw I was a geologist traveling for the sake of investigation.

ney in the world :
The total hight from foundation to top
of coping is 468 feet, and from ground
line to summit, 454 feet; outside diameter at foundation, 50 feet; at ground surface, 82; and al top of coping, nearly 18.
The number of bricks used in the erection

every family. A Sunday school library is incomplete without it. Its perusal will instinet-

my journey one of these days, und that would
he the best reward for the little help he bad
given,
4
I'he last sketch is on the “Physical History

was 1,000,000, equal
tons,

ively lead the young and old to reverence

love Jesus of Nazareth,

ofthe Valley of the

in

weight

to

7,000

TaE fruit of the date-palm is the most
important article of food in most parts of
Northern Africa.

LAKE TIticacA in South’ America has

an area of asoul 4000 square miles, which
is more than halt the siz: of Lake Erie.

THE Mississippi River has but one pre-

cepetous descentof 17 feet,
rapids.
:

and but

few

OvER 800 warm springs have been described iugfrance.

new interpretation of the inspired story of
the Son of God. But a careful reading has only insured the beartiness of the welcome, It
isa

book

which we

cordially

commend

to

and

He added, that he subscribed for vue
papers and. magazines; perhaps he
meet

period

The simple style of expression, with its
pure Anglo-Saxon words, is easy enough for a
child to comprehend, and also expresses such

with some

of the

published

Amazon.”

or two
should

results of

To the

ice

he thinks one must look for the key to

the Geological history of this valley.
One ean ngt but close the bouk with sadness 18 (he thought comes that the author was

important facts that ar) older mind has ull it can

uble gnly in part to complete the ‘work which

do to master them,
is as beautiful as a
romance,
And yet

with the appropriate mips

At times, the description
poem, and thrilling as a
the account is strikingly

faithful to the Bible. Tt is the
story, told in childlike words,

same oid, old
and nccompa-

nied by descriptions of times and places,
The
middle ofthe book, treating of the Sermon on

the Mount, The Lord’s Prayer, The Parables,
and the Miracles, may perhaps be too abstrase
LJ

-

es, lost means, hankrupteies, shipping disasters, railway accidents, wrecked lives, murders, assaults, crimes unmentionable and in-

This editionis a reprint of geological and
now ag hereafter. |
contributed during
a
-of the human soul in iis glacial sketches,
from error through repentnumber of years to the Atlantic
Month-

‘We are as truly denizens
journey upwards

of

pose and rebuke

ed with him during a year that he spent ance to atonement with God. To make it
apprehensible by those whom it
meant to
in Paris, that at one of the parties to teach, nay, from its very nature aswasa poem,
and
not
a
treatise
of
abstract
morality,
it must set
which he was invited, all the plates,
forth everything by means of sensible types
knives, forks and spoons, were very and images,
small, to correspond with his own size.
The relation which Beatrice sustained to
Once, on a visit to England, he was intro- | Dante, and her influence over his life,

no CyBtlevovelItBy
Cou
nuoCyBtIevelItBy
Coun

favored
companions; and when a spavined steed was led from his stable, the bill
of sale in the purchaser's pocket bad reference to ‘one horse warranted not
sound.”
»
There are enough to say that no man
has a right to marry withoutof
this worlds
Jucre and of vhis world’s wisdom to purchase

“ free lance” has not driven

ELIJAH THE

unquestionable, from his fellow-men, clean

by”; and
be the fire

cuarity to hide the jufir.ufiies of their less

By

est the reader, a practical application is made
of the truths deduced. For instance, from the

Mar jon’s

from the hand,
when there is naught
wherewith to make them glow in the
heart.
Business was Thomas Henstons god—
the thing be worshipped. That a man
‘minded his own business,” was the
highest praise he could bestow. And he
was true to his god. He honored in others
and sacredly observed himself, integrity.
He scorned business artifice. No potatoes
ever went from his cellar with ionocentseeming eyes but hollow hearts; no apples
feom bis storehouse among which the large,
rosy specimens strove with well-taughe

Series.

preparation,

oC.yBtIevorovelItByCo
CyBtlevorProveltByC
oCyBtlevorovelItByC
Co

into which irons will not find their way

Second

the first volume with the same title,
It deals
with Dante, Spenser, Wordsworth,Milton and
Keats, each paper including both a biographi-

hight;

you think we can go to-day ?* asked Marion, plunging the coffee cup that she had
just carefally dried back into the pan of

MY BOOKS.

James Russell Lowell, Professor of BellesLettres in Harvard College, Boston : James
R. Osgood & Co. 1876.
12mo.
pp. 827.
($2.00).
:
We are glad to see that Prof. Wilkinson's

shown in the additional light that the New
Testament throws upon it, and substantiated
by facts which research in ancient history re.
veals. After these historical portions, pre.

Alson the revivalist is to be

there,—don’t

AMONG

instead thereof find blessedness.” Shall we
pity Marion because she must? Shall we
pity Thomas Henston because he sought—
the market prices of beefand pork, from
his paper; the reputation of being a man
whese word is as good as his note,and both

was a famous dwarf, and lived to be nearly one hundred years of age(1739—1887).
At ten years of age he was 21 inches in

er the strap of his mud-spattered overalls,
and said that everything was at rights and

‘hand had written her name in the big fami-

“ Man may do without happiness and

heart need to be.
“It is so pleasant this morai ng—so
long since I have been to church, and Mr.

would

woulil lead her lile in green pastures and
beside still waters,—sometime. And that

mother’s

that bask unhindered in its fullest radiance
—l28s bright, but truly not less beautiful.
It was from Calvary that our Christ was
reborn into the bosom of the Father. Over
every cold way, every stony way, every
tangled way, he goes before; and he
knows the way to heaven.

Count Borowlaski, a Polish gentleman,

smaller

ly Bible. Twenty-eight checkered years
had passed since a name was given him
very much as jackets and eaps were—for

elapsed.since

be her kindest,
.
Flowers may twine about the cross and
pale in its shadow, and yet stretch upward toward the light as surely as those

that

of God—infinitgly

rule does

had

that’we get out of it,” fate's cruelest may

to the village to-night, to get the horse linen and the sound sleep that is the
shod ; and over to Duncan’s, to see about reward of industry from his home; and—
a pig; and must wait all night for that pothing from his God?
saltpeter, Can't go anywhere, or do anyMore than a father piticth bis children,
thing till the cow’s seen to. Jim don't
I think the Lord pitiés them that can, ‘but
know enough to dose a chicken, without
will not.
me to look after him. That's it, you see.
EE
EE—
rr.
ure
I have to look after everything, or it’s as
THE BOYS.
good as thrown away. No.réason under the
The
tired
mother,
when night comes,
sun, little as you have to think of,,'why
things can’t be kept up in some kind of can not help drawing a long sigh at the
sights of boys' torn jackets and trowsers;
shape. Nothing else to do.”
and
her aching head may whirl as with
In a corner of a high cupboard, at
gleeful
shouts they come’ trooping into
length the trembling fingers touched the
package from which Thomas Heuston the room in rough-and-tumble fashion.
thought it—no, not necessary, but pru- But with what loving tenderness does she
dent, to dose his cow. O God! thatcows not only endure all their noise, but symshould be so dear and human hearts so pathize in their sports, if she be a true
Some such feelings as these
cheap! Her mother thought perhaps she mother.
which
are
put
into verse she bears in her
never could “ do any better.” It was too |
heart
:
:
late to think of better now. By his name
Boys will be boys—but not for long;
must she be called until she should be
Ah, could we but bear about us
called by the new name which. the Lord,
This thought—how véry soon our hoys
her God, should give her,
Will learn to do without us,

that the earth needed summer sometime,
that God knew it would be too hard to
bear the bitterness of eold forever, and

country life

So

of the field.” She knew the succession of
English monarchs from William the Con-

nishes true family
ing, for while it wil] ate
tract the youngest ‘member, it will give to the
oldest and wisest subject for thought.

ee

. or

foolish for them. to hold each other's
hands at parting, and to say that the
days would be long and lonely and work

- Ah, life! what songs
are sung outside

Sona

Mation”

T¢ fp.

portion of it with intefest and profit,

a

month,

We sit too neap€ograsp the view,
» Or stand too fur to feel the bliss.

Bh

** dear

maryy without enough of Heaven's (veasure and of Heaven's wisdom to purchase
Hedven'’s comforts for her whose more
than earthly food depend on him? I do
not say it, for, since ** the highest importance of any event to us is the discipline

for the children, but we feel sure that in after
k to re-peruss (hat
years they will turn

Literary Bebreto,

-—

-

The poor know well what wealth can do;
The rich their happiest chances miss ;

Thomas Henston.

Doubtless

this world’s comforts for his home. Did
any ever say that no ope has a right to

WEN

;

Scarce can the happy hearts believe

She was Marion

without

¢¢ dear Thomas” wouldn't have made the queror to Victoria. She knew in which
sunshine any brighter, or the birds’ songs | of Shakespeare's plays to fine ‘ Must I
any sweeter, or life any more worth the endure all this?”* “All this? Ay, more !"and
living, as they went together to the house “Do all men kill the things they do not
building on his hill-side farm—bhe, to love?” but she did not know what he exmake sundry little suggestions or objec- pected her know—rwhere was the saltpeter.
tions, as the case might be, to the workShe flew from cupboard t6 pantry and
men ; she, to see if the requisite number shelf, with every sense alert, vainly trying to
of closets was in process of making,—to remember ; while Thomas Henston, who
them, maybe not, but it would to some
would have declared the state's prison too
people. When business called him away, good for a man who would beat his wife,
and they were not to see each other for a Jashed heart and nerve pitilessly with

How sweet the bread of every day,
How glad the fires of every eve.

HE AND

names,

husband put in frowning impatience. She
knew jgst the chapter and the verse in
which Christ says, *‘ Consider the lilies

TE Te

tions.”

For all that cold and famine Dy.

I trust thee,

respective

most, familiar

TT Gy

and light,
about
the night
stands
ithout.

To them their right of earth has comp
One only—oh, how sad her eyes!—
Outside of love and hope und home
Looks in, beholding paradise,

Ty

the

the auxiliaries sometimes deemed appropriate by young people with ‘¢inten-

. OUTSIDE.
Within, the hearth is warm
Yet none of all the group
Knows what a-glory strikes
Where one poor wanderer

by

TTA

half of their

other

SE

Poetry.

called each

he had laid our.
Neir the close he says: “I
hopé dt xome future time to pubash in detail,

and 1lusirations

my observations on our coust changes, und
upon other phenomena
connected with the
close of the glueini eposhiin the United States??

hs failure to do this 1s a loss to the

world ‘winch we ean
accumulated a miss
were, in the words
for careful revision
er came,”

scientifie

not estimate, ter he had
of notes and sketches thay
of the pref cc
¢ waiting
the quiet | our which nev=
/

°

THE
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bad Woe Bl
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80.

always ‘'mo-

pression of a poised

In the matter of adviee,we follow first those

wish to

we

who urge us forward in the path
?

Of sufferings and pains cometh help, for it
"is not possible by any other way to be set free

from iniquity.~—Plato.
Learn to say ** No.”

No necessity oft snap-

ping it dog-fashion, bul say it respectfully,
you ought to.
:
on

as

Have the courage to be ignorant of a great
number of thm, in order to avoid the ca-

lamity of being ignorant of everything.—Sidaey Smith.
:

reason;

but, on the

other

hand, that the brain often runs away with the
heart’s best blood, which gives the world a
few pages of wisdom, or sentiment, or poetry,

instead of making one other heart happy,
have no question.~0., W. Holmes.
:

1

tellect
as

known, of American au-

in administration,

which would bave ruined an ordinary
statesman at the head of so turbulaut a
combination of irascible individuals as
the Democratic party of the United States,
were all condoned by those minor leaders of faction who, yielding to the magic
persuasiveness of his per, assured their
followers that the great man could do no
wrong. Read in connection with the
events of his time, Jefferson's writings
must be considered of periment value
he

was literally a man of letters; and his
letters are masterpieces, if viewed as illustrations of the arts by which political
leadership may be attained, In his private corresponcence he was a model of
urbanity and geniality. The whole imression derived from his works is that
e was a better man than his enemies
would admit him to be, and not so great
hi
as his partisans declared him to
be.
FRANKLIN.

Benjamin Franklin was emphatically
a man of this world. Not that Franklin
lacked religion and homely practical piety, but he bad nofie of Edwards’s intense
depth of religious experience. Simplicity was the fine result of the complexities
_ which entered into his

mind

and charac-

ter. He was a man who “never used
words except to express positive thoughts
or emotions, and was never tempted to
misuse them for the purposes of declamation. He kept bis style always on the
level of his character. In announcing
his scientific discoveries, as in bis most
private letters, he is ever simple. In
breadth of mind he is probably the most
eminent
man that our country
has
préduced ; for while he was the greatest diplomatist, and one of the greatest statesmen and patriots of the Unit«ed States, he was alsoa discoverer in
science, a benignant philanthropist, and a
master in that rave art of so associalin
words with- things that they appeared
identical. The cheerful,
hopeful spirit
which rans through Franklin’s writings,

even when he was tried by obstacles
which might have tasked the proverbial
atience of Job, is not one of the least of
is

claims

upon

the

consideration

of

those who rightfully glory in having such
a genius for their countryman, The spirit which breathes through Franklin's life
.and works is that which “has inspired
every pioneer of our Western wastes,
every poor farmer who has tried to make
both ends meet by the exercise of rigid
economy, every inventor who has at-

tempted to serve men by making

ma-

chines do half the drudgery of their work,
every statesman who hag striven to introduce large principles into our somewhat confused and contradictory legisla.
tion,

every

American

diplomatist

who

has upheld
the character of his country
abroad by sagacity in managing
men,
as well as by integrity in the main purpose of his mission,and every honest man
who has desired to diminish the evil there
sin the world, and to increase every

possible

good

good
‘ sepse.

that is

Franklin

Mr. Worldly Wiseman,

conformable to

is doubtless

our

but his worldly

wisdom ever points to ihe Christian’s
prayer that God's will ‘shall be done on
earth as it is done in heaven.

ALEXANDER HAMILTON.
Alexander © Hamilton

»

was,

~
pext
{

4

the

ex-

and

character,

almost

resulted

in-mak-

partisans look up

an object

of

to him

political

adora-

IAM C. BRYANT,

thors. But in his private correspondence
his literary talent ‘is most displayed, for
by his letters he built up a party which
ruled the Uniled States for nearly half
a century, and which was, perhaps, only
overturned because its opponents cited
the best portions of Jefferson's writings
against conclusions derived from the
worst. In executive capacity he was
relatively weak ; but his mistakes in pol-

BENJAMIN

self-command,

of his manners, the perbis ordinary speech, the

—
to

In his case, as in that

marvel-

all his powers of statement and reasoning,
the

editor

of

the

phenomepolitical

New

In

Dr. Downing has an income that report
has fixed at $30,000 a year, Atkinson
has a business worth $15,000 a year. Dr.
Dwinnell has frequently earned $20,000 a
ear. Dr. Wadsworth charged $3,500
or filling seven teeth last summer, and a
Utica lady paid $800 for similar service,
and it is no uncommon thing for people
of wealth to expend $1000 a year in taking care of their teeth.
Dr. Dwinnell
has probably received higher fees than
any other practitioner. His opulent patients indeed are ready to pay him almost
any price that he may choose to charge.
His terms for filling a tooth are from
$20
paid

$2000

for

BEE
gtd
THE GULF STREAM.
than the eastern coast of America, which

ous skill, and that hie has obtained more
pure gold from his mine than many
others who have sunk shafts here and
there into more promising deposits of
the precious metal. He is, perhaps, unequaled among our American poets in
in his frasp of the elemental life of nature.
s descriptions of natural scenery
always imply that nature, in every aspect
it turns to the poetic eye, is $horoughly
alive. In a criticism of the range of Bryant’s mind it must be remembered that
his poetry is only one expression of it.
His life has been
generally passed in political strnggles which have called forth

As

Medical colleges were

1t is a weli known fact that the northwestern coast of Europeis far warmer

phers at an age when other poets are in
the sensuous Stage of imaginative development. In estimating the claim of Bryant to be ranked as the foremost of American poets, it may be said that he opened
a rich and deep, if somewhat narrow,

life,

the same,

ews.

single bound, and become poetic philoso-

based on a patient study of the
na presented by our social and

York

lies in the same latitude.
For many
years the favorite theory in explanation
of this fact has been that the difference of
temperature is due to the Gulf Stream
carrying a powerful current of warm water from the Gulf of Mexico across the
Atlantic, to those European coasts. Dr.
Carpenter, however, one of the most emi-

nent scientific men in England, who has
large experienee in deep-sea soundings,
says that it is impossible that the Gulf
Stream can contain enough. heat, after
Srosming the ocean, to raise the temperature of England and Norway.
He asserts that

the

Atlantic

RERERR

his

the poem gives an impetus to its incidents
which “‘Hudibras,” with all its wonderful

flashes of wit, comparatively lacks.

A JAPANESE NORMAL SCHOOL.
A correspondent writing to the Cleveland Herald says:
.
A
A few days since the Empress of Japan
was present at the opening of a normal
the

pleasure of witnessing the exercises.
The edifice built for the purpose is a most
imposing and

elegant

structure, and

the

ceremponies attendant upon its dedication
were happily significant of the great
changes that have taken place in Japan.
Nothing will advance civilization more
rapidly and surely in the East than the elevation of the women in the Eastern
country, and this new enterprise in their
behalf bids fair to place them on- the
same footing with the women of Christian countries. The address of the Emperor was appropriate

and

sensible,

and

all of the exercises, although simple and
unostentatious, were significant. Three
little girls read short piece of Japanese
poetry, which were very beautiful, as appeared by the translation.
;

A BOY'S IDEAS OF HEADS.
““Headg..are

of

different

shapes

WL

and

sizes. They are full of notions. Large
heads do not always hold the most.
Some persons can tell just what a man is
by the shape of his head. High heads are
the best kind. Very knowing people are
called long-headed.
A fellow that won't
stop for anything or anybody is called
hot-headed. If he isn’t quite so bright,
they call him soft-headed ; if he won't be
coaxed or turned aside, they call him pigheaded. Animals have very small heads.
The heads of fools slant back. When
your head is cut off, you are beheaded.

necticut and California the alien, if ‘a resident in the State, may purchase, hold,
inherit, and transmit lands in the same

manner as a citizen. The right of forfeiture, it should be observed, is very rarely
exercised by the States; on the contrary,
mak-

ing laws to cure defects of titles arising
out of the alicnage of former holders, and
in releasing in favor of the natural heirs

the right of escheat which

may have

ac-

death of an alien

ancestor in possession of lands.

In

pect to personal property,

may

aliens

resat

common law take hold, and dispose of it,
and make and enforces contracts in respect to it, just as a native citizen may do.
—Appletons’ American Cyclopedia.
0-0-4
"os
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A MARVELOUS

OLOCK.

A marvelous piece of mechanism has
just been exhibited in Paris, It is an
eight-day clock, which chimes the quarters, plays sixieen tunes, playing three
tunes every twelve hours, or at any inter-

vals

required.

The

hands

go round as

follows: one once a minute;
hour;
oné once a week;

one once an
one once a

month; one once a year. It shows the
moon's age, the rising and setting of the
sun, the time of high

and low water, half

ebb and half flood, and there
contrivance

to represent

is a curious

the water,

which

rises and falls, lifting some ships at high
walter tide

as if they were in motion, and,

as it recedes, leaving them high and dry
on the sands. The clock shows the hour
of the day, the day of the week, the day
of the month, the month of the year; and

in the day of the month provision is made

for

the

long

and

the

short months.

It

shows the signs of the addiac; it strikes,

or not, and chimes or not, as may be desired ; and it has an equation table, showing the difference between the clock and

the sun tor every day in the year,

IN THE STREET.
Good taste proscribes
play in the

streets which

all personal disbas

for

its ob-

ject to attract the especial attention of the
public, or acquire notoriety. Enough has
been already said in denunciation of the
practice of making the most frequented
thoroughfares

of a large

city

places

of

barrel heads, heads of sermons—aad
some ministers used to have fifteen heads

quency of presence. Eccentricity of costume and conduct is indecorouns and troublesome anywhere, but doubly unbecom-

to one sermon;

pin heads, heads

of cat-

tle, agthe farmer calls his cows and oxen;

head*Winds, drun: heads, cabbage
at loggerheads, come to a head,

heads;

heads

of

chapters, head of the family,head him off,
and go-ahead-—but first be

right."—Young American.

sure

you

are

most

cess of dress, coquetry of manner, or fre-

ing and
‘here
served
though

of

whom

a moment

of

time is of importance,
.
The monopoly of the whole width of
the sidéwalk by a close phalanx of slowmoving

pedestrians

is not an unfrequent

street annoyance. An entire family paterfamilias, materfamilias, and a progeny of half a dozen or so all clinging to
each other with the strongest ties of domestic effection will thus often form an
impassable. barricade from house to curbstone. All numerous parties should divide themgelves and walk mn successive
pairs, for dur narrow streets ssldom allow, without more or less bustling, a
greater number than the four abreast
which

the

meeting.
There is\a

two

coup'es

general

will

make

modesty

on

of mien

which is becomingin the public street as

elsewhere, and depends especially upon
a decent reserve in the use of the eyes
and the expression of the face. Starin
and

laughing

at

strangers,

we

nee

body satk to rest.

is memory 18 a precious

Jagucy to his family, so dear to him; to his
friends, a circle so Jarge; to the church, of

which he was an honored member and officer.
C. F. PENNEY,

MRs. ELIZA A., wife of Mr. Samuel Fiske,
died in Candia, N, H., of pneumonia; Dec. 24,
aged
68 years and 7 months, Sister F. was
converted at the age of 21, was baptized by
Elder Jesse Meader and united with the F.B.
church at Candia Village. She made home

pleasant and was much attached to her family,
who sustain a great loss in her death,
About
two weeks
before she died she attended
monthly conference with her husband for the
first time for many years. Jt was a joyous occasion, to be followed by a sad parting.
She

died happy, ready

to depart

and

be

with

wus very strongly attached to her children
and other remaining relatives and friends,
yet for several years she has expressed a
willingness and even strong desire to go and
be with him on the other shore... She was the
mother of eleven children, seven of whom
survive her. She wus
a fuitbful wife, a good
mother, a kind neighbor, and endeavored to
be unselfish in all she did. Though she is
dead, the memory of her life is still precious
to all who knew her, and her influence will

ever live to bless the world.

JOPHANEUS H. Davis died in Starks,

uged 46 years,
He experienced
1871; was baptized by 8. Mckeown

with the F,

* @brtnaries,
NOTICE!

Persons

wishing

obituaries published in the Morning Star,
who do not patronize it, must accompany
with cash equal to ten

insertion.
Not more

Me.,

religion in
and united

B. church in Starks,

and remain-

ed a worthy member till deaths The
years of his life he suffered frem ghronic

last
dis-

joicing in the hope of immortality, leaving a
loving wife and two affectionate daughters to
weep.
Com.
DEA. BENYN

C, LANE,

of New

Portland,

died Oct. 6, 1875, aged 67 years and 4 months.

He professed religion more than thirty years
since, was baptized by Rev. Wm. Abbott, and
joined the F. B. church, in Kingfield, wus
subsequently made Dea., which office he filled
to good aceceptance.
He removed to New
Portland where
he died in ho
through
Jesus’ blood, leaving a wife and
family to
mourn their loss, which is his gain.
Com.

Gducatronal.
EBANON

ACADEMY

.—G. F. CHASE,

A. M., Principal, with full board of teach-

cents

a line, to

Brevity is specially
than a single square

inadmissible.

ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

Lebanon.

NORTHWOOD SEMINARY .—NoRTH~ woop,

and

"this Re

EE a

yell sustained Eierary

\

4

i,

are

»

The Col
umes,
ere is also a Theological
0
xcellent,
build rca
i
ment is furnished. E
8s from

for

heist

NE,

HAMPTON

five

.

A
$120 to $150

AA
ry RA
Hillsdale, Mich., June's, 1875. |
y

D.W.

information,

roparng

address

INSTITUTION.~A.

B. MESERV
EY, Principal, with eight as-

sociates.

"

Six regular courses for both sexes.

Four terms

of ten weeks each.

CALENDAR:
Winter Term loses Friday, Jan. 21,1876.

»

*

' Vacation/one
on week .
:
Spring Term begins
Monday,
Jan. 81,1875,
Spring Term closes eday. Apr 7 1876.
Vacation. two weeks.
§
Summer Term begins Monday, April 24, 1876.
Summer Term closes Thursday,
June 2, 1876.
For further particulars, APRN to the Principal,
;
.
E.C. L
, Sec, Trustees.
New Hampton, N. H., July 20, 1875.

AINE

CENTRAL

INSTITUTE.—~

PITTSFIELD, MB.—Courseg
of st
for both sexes, Coll
Preparatory, Normal,
Classical, Scientific.
Terms, ten weeks.
Fail Term begin August
1875.
Winter Term
begins November
&, 1875.
Spring Term begins Feb. 7, 1876,
_ Sammer Term begins April 24, 1876. -

KINuSBURY BaTCHELDER, A. M., Principal

of Latin, Greek and Chemistry.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M.,
ncipal of Normal
Department, German, Didatics, Mental and Moral
Science.

Miss LINDA C.VICKERY, Preceptress, French,

Geometry and Botany.
Miss LOVINA H.
HAYNES,
Miss

ELLA

C. HURD,

Normal classes.

Music.

Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
‘Board for clubs, either for ladies or gentlemen,
from $1.50 to $2.00 per week. Board in families,
incloding Jovms, Sic

or

irom

33.6010 $3540 per week.

er particulars, address

CO

the

Ts

FARWELL, Plitsiod.
Me.

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.—FALL TERM, 1875.

The Fall Term of the aheological School connected with Bates College begins Tuesday, Au.
gues 21th, For further information address the
resident, O. 8. Cheney,
D. D.,or Professor John
Fullonton, Lewiston,

ease, which he boreswith patience and died re-

W.
PARTICULAR

term

H.F.W.

Pupils fitted for business or the best colleges.
Spring Term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 15, 1876.
For particulars, address the principal or

‘ Her children arise up, and call her blessed.”

many others, the alien may take, bold,
and devise lands after declaring his intention to become a citizen in conformity
with the naturalization laws. In Con-

¢rued to the state by the

love for the souls of

of entreatyto the church so dear to his heart;
and then quietly, without a struggle, the tired

REEN

Maine.

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

MOUNTAIN

SEMINARY.—'

WATERBURY CENTER, VERMONT.
MISS LIZZIE COLLEY, Principal, withZtour
assistants.

e

CALENDAR.

Fall Term of 12 weeks opens Aug.
Winter Term of 12 weeks opens

31, 1875,
Nov. 30, 1375,

“ Spring Term of 12 weeks opens Feb. 29, 1876.
Expenses moderate.
For ferther information address Rev. L, Sarfoot.

Waterbury

1,

Center,

Vt.,

or

the

Principal,

USTIN
ACADEMY .-CENTER
STRAFFORD, N, H.
Ah
REV. 8. C. KIMBALL, A, M., Principal, and
Professor of Latin and Greek. Competent teachers assist. Rooms for self-boarding and board in
private families at reasonable rates. Board in
clubs $2. Apply early:
«~~
ul
Free tuition to students who have the minisview.
SRING TERM of 1876 begins February 22.
Two full courses, English and Classical.
The Faculty, by imparting instruction ina thor.
ough and practical manner, by the use of the
best text-books, and by careful attention to the
wants of scholars, hope to deserve the continued
approbation of the patrons.
or further information address the Principal,
or,

WARREN Foss,

Secretary.

Center Strafford, January 26, 1876.

N. H.

F. L. EVANS, A. B,, Principal.
Winter Term of ten weeks, commences Wednesday, December 1.
Pp
Term
of eleven weeks, commences

Wednesday, February 24, 1876.
Gr
For further particulars address the Principal, or
E. Tasker, Secretary.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Nov. 24, 1875.

j

aly DON LITERARY INSTITUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

PROV.31:23.

ed in most of our States; and in some are
entirely removed, as in Massachusetts,
Maryland, Florida,Ohio,
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Dakota and Nevada.
In New York, South Carolina, Texas and

in

His

H

ILTON

COLLEGIATE

INSTI-

TUTE—WILTON, MUSCATINE CO.,

IOWA.
REV. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M.
G. S. BRADLEY,

petent Assistants.

Preceptress,

Principal; Mrs.
with several

com-

;

Fall Term of 12 weeks, begins August 31st, 15875.
Winter Term of 14 weeks, commences Novem-

{

ber.30th, 1875.

hair, ex-

with

cept bald heads. There are other kinds
of heads besides our heads. There are

lation, to

Verses are

promenade for the exhibition to the vulgar eye of either masculine or feminine
personality, made unduly obvious by ex-

Our heads are all covered

each other on the state of the weather, to
delay a large portion of the entire popu-

ean well be afforded to any single obituary.

WW

legisiatures are very liberal

even

few idle persons, with no more important
object than to pass a word, perhaps, to

insure an
important.

theory

The disabilities of aliens in respect to
real property have been materially lessen-

the

produced’ by

depended upon him.

ILLSDALE COLLEGE. ~The

a more earnest,

Sister Fiske leaves a hushand and
the stoppage of a single person. It is, Christ,
N.C. L.
notwithstanding, a frequent, occurrence three sons to mourn her loss. [o
Mrs, MARY RAND, widow of the late Tobias
for whole groups to take their stand in
Rand, died at the residence of her son, Mr.
the midst of a current of people and ob- T.
H.
B. Rand, in Concord, N. H., Nov.
struct or perplex its flow.
Nothing can 7,1875, aged 85 years and 4 months. Her
be more unseemly, and ill-bred than for a bhusbund died in 1858, and although she

them

PROPERTY-HOLDERS.

JOHN TRUMBULL'S ‘‘MC FINGAL,”

|

thoroughfare there is

inconvenience

No pastor ever had

others led bim to seek the good of his fellowmen in éarnest prayer and personal effort.
For many years an invalid, he bore all uncomplaining!y and frustful , going forward in
the way set before him with triumph and joy.
For several months prior to his death he was
confined to his room, Waiting in confident
ace the call to come home,
It came at last’
n the quiet hour of a Sabbath evening.
last whispered words being a loving message

ers.

Europe.
Some careful observers, who
formerly accepted the Gulf Stream theory,
have been led by Dr. Carpenter’s discussion to reject it, and to accept

This poem, written in Hudibrastic
verse, is so full of original wit and humor
that we hardly think of it as an imitation
of Butler's immortal doggerel until we
are reminded that many of the pithy
couplets of ““McFingal” are still quoted as
felicitous bits of the ingenious
mind
of the author of **Hudibras,” The immense popularity of the poem is unprecedented in American literary history.
The first canto rapidly ran through thirty
editions. Longfellow’s “Evangeline” attained about the same circulation when
the population of the country was thirty
millions.
“McFingal”
was published
when our population was only three millions. The poem, indeed, is to be considered as one of the forces of the Revolation,
because, as a satire on the Tories, it pentrated every farm-house and sent the rustic
volunteers laughing wto the ranks of
Washington and Greene. The vigor of
mind and feeling displayed throughout

I had

to the embarStermé conand may not
The Marquisa sort of hurme,” he says,

the same side, too; so

a crowded

eat

Ocean, to

this vast body of water, and not that of
the narrow and shallow Gulf Stream,
which tempers the climate of northern

he can give,

and

and on

the depth of six hundred fathoms, has a
northern movement, and it is the heat. of

the whole of the Iliad and the Odyssey.

school for girls at Tokio,

one

Master.

reliable hejvor in Christian work than he;
always at his post, always ready * to stand up
for Jesus,” he never disaphoin ed those who

hardly say, are indecorous, and young
girls ought not to require to be told of
the impropriety of exchanging conscious
lances and smiles with diring youths,
owever handsome or well-dressed.—
Harper's Bazar.
.

Evening Post, he has shown himself an instead. The fact of the remarkable
able publicist, an intelligent economist, warmth of these countries is certain,
and a resolute party champion. And at a though the theory to account for it may
petiod of life when most men are justi- yet be a matter of doubt.— Youth's Comed in resting from their labors, he under- panion.
took the gigantic task of translating into
blank verse such as few but

but when

** before I saw her ;.80 I gave a spring to
one side to let her pass. She had done

Suryice for ‘two persons.— Boston Daily

of Words-

worked witlr

other,

Ly Dr. Skinner for $500 for dental work

worth, we are puzzled by the old head
suddenly erected on young shoulders.
They leap over the age of passion by a

vein, which he has

of each

the left of the latter.> A disregard of

cleaning and filling a set. He has also
been paid $5000 for performing the same

has been excelled by the many
deep and
beautiful poems which he bis written
since.

right

these rules is sure to lead
rassing situation in which
lesses to have been placed,
always result as happily: **
ina de F—— was coming in
ry. She was almost upon

to $150, and he has been

It is doubtful if Bryant's ‘“ Thanatopsis”

rapturing visions of the spiritual joys of
heaven. It is ubforiunate for his fame
that his hell has obtained for him more
popular recognition thun his heaven.
ike other poets, such as Dante and
Milton, his pictures of the torments of
the damned have cast into the shade that
celestial light which shines so lovingly
over his pictures of the bliss of the redeemed.
THOMAS JEFFERSON,
Jefferson, of all our early statesmen,
was the most efficient master of the pen,
and the most * advanced ” |. olitical thinker. In one sense, as the author of tho
Declaration of Independence, he may
be called the greatest, or, at least, the

leader,

the sources of

tion,

hell, on the other side gave the most én-

political

his

ing his political

ternatural conception of the ‘‘ exceeding

Asa

policy; and one of

the

overtakes another the former ehould go to

son, Dr. E. J. Downing, Dr. Parmly, Dr.
W. H. Dwinnell, Dr: Dunning and others.

and the mingled dignity and ease with
which he met men of all degrees of in-

sinfalness of sin.” His imagination was
filled with ghastly images of the retribution “which awaits on iniquity, and his
reasoned sepmons on eternal torments
were but the outbreak of a sensitive feeiing, a holy passion for goodness, which
made him intolerant of any excellence
which did not approach his Jdeal of godliness. Bat then his spiritoal experience,
though it inflaned one side of his imagination with vivid pictures of the térrors of

interest.

accomplishment.

fascination of his extriondinary speeches,

JONATHAN EDWARDS.
Edwards's large and sabtle understanding was connected with un imagination
of intense realiz’hg power, and both were
based on a soul of singular purity, open,
on many sides to communications from
the divine mind. He had an almost
pre-

and

their

There never was a statesman less cgotistic, less desirous of labelinga policy as

moderation,

/

feebleness

for

quisite courtesy
suasiveness of

the h'story of our country’s literature :

icy and his

cevised

practitioners
is said, bas

the advance of the age in high cost been

most a reproach.

fluential. And Hamilton was so bent on
practical ends that he was indifferent to
the reputation which might have resulted
from a
parade of originality in the means
he

in all countries, we believe,

silent on the subject, and but little was We ran our heads together. She instant
nerally known. The entire number of ly got to the other side. 1 was justas unortunate as she had been; for I had
abr in the country was 100, but in a
sprung
to that side and opposed her pasguatier of a century it had increased to Sige
in. We both flew together to the
, and is now five times that amount. other
There are nearly 450 dentists in New was side, and then back, and so on. It
ridiculous. We both blushed intolYork, of whom not more than one in fif- erably
; so I did at last the thing I should
teen has a first class position. Amon
have
done
before—I stood stock-still, and
the great dentists of the city, Bing an
dead, are such names as Dr. W. A, Atkin- the marquisina had no more difficulty.”

*his influence was the subtle way in which
he insinuated into other minds ideas
which they appeared to originate. His

P. Whipple contributes the first ot tao
art'cles on “American Literhtrre.” We
make tne following extracts from what he
has to say about several noted names in

generally

to regard relations, and

16, 1876.

10 be that on his right band. Two passengers in meeting should thus pass on

done to the pastor's wife. This amount.
is as much as some preachers earn in a
whole yeur. Fifty years ago there was
so much ignorance and fraud in the profession that the name of dentist was al-

fertile enough to devise measures. Indeed, the most Jroctieal of our early
statesmen was also the’ most inventive.
He was as ready with new expedients
to meet unexpected emergencies as he
was wise in subordinating all expedients to clearly defined principles. In intellect he was probably the most creative of our early statesmen, as in senti-

“my”

EMINENT AMERIOANS.
In Harper's for February, Mr. Edwin

most

brond enough

ally agreed

more clearly demonstrated than. in the
profession of dentistry. Among Beecher’s varied litigation is the suit brought

ment Jefferson was tbe most widely in-

1 won't say the more intellect the less capac-

ity for loving; for that would do wrong to the
understanding and

nature whose power

————

his side of the walk, which is conyention-

New York correspondent furnishes some
interesting
information respecting
the

was rarely
obtrusive, because it was half
concealed by the harmcnious adjustment
of its various faculties, It was a mind
deep enough to grasp principles, and

VAAN

fortof its inhabitants. Every street passenger should take care to keep strictly to

Dentisiry is rapidly
attaining
perfection, ds we may fy
ny and a
incomes of the most popular
of Gotham. Inno point, it

—

FEBRUARY

DENTISTRY.

Fraeklin, the most consummate statesman among the band of eminent. men
who-had been active in the Revolution,
and who afterward labored to convert a
loose confederation of States intoa nuTHINGS TO
ER.
tional government.
His mind was as
The less power a mah has, the more he likes
slastic as it wns vigorous and profound.
to use it,
it was the appropriate intellectual ex-

¥iterary Wiscellany. |

Moments of triumph are not
ments of happiness.—Mus. Ellis,

Ye

MO RNING STAR,

‘

«orion seo

Gm

inconvenient in the streets.
are certain regulations to be obin walking the streets, which,
apparently of slight moment in

themselves, are of. essential importance
in preserving the general order of a crowded town, and administering to the com-

Our mother, MRS. RING, was born in Sajisbury, Mass., in 1795, and died in Litchfield,
Maine, Dec. 83,1875, At the early age of ten
years, she gave her heart to God, and for sev-

enty years was

a

bright

and

shining

Faculty :

and call her blessed.”

Mk. SANFORD A. GOSS, Teacher of Penmanship.

‘For circulars, address the Principal.
augll
eare, N. H.

Lewiston, Me.

replied, ¢ Not so; you and I will

live

to see

A. M. JONES, Sec.

IKE SEMINARY
New York.

.—Pike, Wyoming Co.,

CALENDAR.
Spring Term opens March 21, 1876.
General

Examinations, June

19, 20. 21, 1876.

Anniversary Exercises, June 22, 1876.

(Vacation of two weeks.)
Winter Term begins December 5, 1876.

|

This School was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction.
No
primary instruction,
With three carefully
arranged courses ot study.
The Classical, Seminary and English Course.
We are prepared to fit
students for any college in the land, or to givea
thorough English and Sgientific preparation for
the active duties of life. For full catalogue, ad-

dress the Principal,

TRVING

B. SMITH.

APHAM INSTITUTE. —NORTH SCITUATE, R.IL.—This Institution furnishes
College Preparatory, English and Scientific, and
Ladicg’ Collegiate coutse of study.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION,

UNEQUALED
ies. UNAPPROACHED
in capacity and excellence by any others. Awarded

THREE
HIGHEST
MEDALS
ss» DIPLOMA OF HONOR, +=
NTS os LTLOTISRa wikeen ©VER aware, ug Meum
in Europe, or which present such extruordiwil
nary excellence 8s to command a wide sale there. ( 3

ALWAYS

awarded highest premiums at Indus.
trial Expositions, in America as well as

Europe. Putof hundreds there have not been six in
all where any other organs have been preferred.
Declared by Eminent Musicians, in beth
. T hemispheres, to be
unrivaled.
See
TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR, with opinions of more

than One Thousand (sent free).
I
on having a Mason & Hamlin. Do not
MSI
take any other. Dealers get LARGER COM-

MISSIONS for selling inferior organs, and for this
veason often try very hard to sell something else.
NEW
STILES with most important improvements ever made,
ew

W. S. Stockbridge, A. M., Principal.

Solo and
Combination Stops.
Titagere and other Cases of new

A. T. Sally, A. B.,

quisito combination of these instrum
(¢)
EASY
A M
T
Organs sold for cash ; or

Miss Hatgie Arnold,
Fall Term

CALENDAR,
begins Aug, 25, 1875,

«+ for monthly or quarterly
payments; or rented until rent pays for the organ.

N

CATALOGUE

Spring Term begins March 22, 1876.
“Spring Term closes June 17, 1877.
For further particulars address the
North Scituate, R. I.

ENDAR

Principal,
tn23

SEMINARY.—CAL-

for the 36th Academical

Fall Term opens August 23, 1875.

Winter Term opens
December 6, 1875.
Thring Ternfopens March 21,1876.
The Institution is one of the largest

the state.

logue.
x

Terms

moderate.

Send

and Circulars, with full partic-

ulars, free, Address MASON &
HAMLIN ORGAN CO., 154 Tremont Street, BOS.
TON: 25 Union Square, NEW YORK; or 80 & 82
Adaws 8t,, CHICAGO.

Fall Term closes Nov. 23, 1875.
Winter Term begins Dec. 8, 1875,
Winter Term closes March 7, 1876.

HITESTOWN

Superb
designs,

PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN --

MigsAbbie E, Jenness, Preceptress.
ASSISTANTS,

in

CABINET ORGANS.
}

VIENNA. 1873; PARIS, 1867

(Summer Vacation of eight weeks.)

Fall Term begins August 22, 1876.

example of this mother muy be an inspiration

in Litchfield,"Me., and came to Augusta at the

MERUIT 3 F ERAT)

School

I. W. SANBORN,

Send for a catalogue.

complete! But with God,
* all things are
ossible.” Believing
this,
what
faithful,
Christian mother need despair? God grant the

nge of 17 years, where he resided, with the
exception. of four 3 imets he spent in the
South, till his decea§é.
Atthe-age of twentysix years, during the great revival that swept
over the State at that-time, he was converted
and united with the Baptist church.
Not long
after, the church becoming divided on the
slavery question, he identified himself with the
anti-slavery wing, and soon after joined the
Free Baptist church, where he labored faithfully till called to bis reward,
The consecra=
tion of Dea. Clifford’s life to the service of his
Master, was a thorough identity with every
cause, moral and religious, whose promotion
he felt would honor
his Saviour.
Rejoicing
in the liberty of the Gospel, he was intensely
antagonistic to every form of oppression, and
wus a conspicuous advocate of the freedom of
the slave,
He wus one of the pioneers of the
Free-soil party; aod proud ol the then
reyroachful name ot ** abolitionist.”
It was reated on ome occasion, when reproved by a
leading
democratic citizen f6r * throwing
away his vote on a free-soil , candidate,” he

to the

The location of this school, near the college
and theological school, affords many advantages
which are very important to students during their
preparatory course.
The special work of the
school is to prepare students for college, and
every effort is made to do this in as thorough a
manner as possible. Expenses are moderate.

dence given to believe a whole family will be
gathered in heaven, not one missing link—all

MARY ABBEY.

regard

three Assistants.

to a follower, of

DEA. JOHN N. CLIFFORD died in Augusta,
Me., August 22, 1875, aged 59 years and 6
months.
The subject of this notice was born :

in

ICHOLS
LATIN SCHOOL.—FRITZ
W. BALDWIN, A. M.,, Principal, with

Christ, especially to a young
disciple, than to
contemplate the life of one who has tested the
divine reality and power of the religion of
Jesus; and who has exemplified its pure spirit,
by a long life of consecration to the service of
od. But inthis world, how rarely is evi-

their heads.”

SUI GENERIS.

Sec’y. Board of Trustees.
Lyndonville, Vt.. 1875.
31

pain and feebleness extreme, he is in blissful

to others,—a beacon light to give hope und
cheer.
May it incite them to double their
diligence, to believe, labor, and pray, till they,
too, prove the promise of God * is to you, and
your children ;” and * shall return, and come
to Zion with songs and everlasting joy upon

particulars

send for catalogue.

anticipation of a ** home in heaven,” ‘“ where
parted hearts again shall meet, in union holy,
calm, and sweet,”
Such a life deserves more
than
a passing notice. There is nothing, this

side of heaven, more inspiring

Sdvertisgments.

at reduced tuition.
j
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; in clubs
at the lower rates, and rooms furnished for selfboarding.

tull

March

Winter Term peghus Tuesday, Decemter 5, 875.
H.S. COWELL, A.B. Principal.

She reared a family of mm every particular. Library and Reading Room
tree to students. School Building new and comtwelve children * in the nurture and admonimodious.
tion of the Lord,” and her influence over them
was sweet and hallowed, and most powerful. | School year, three terms of thirteen weeks each.
FALL
TERM began Tuesday, August 24, 1875.
In ber home, love was the ruling principle;
WINTER TERM begins Tuesaay, November 30,
an expressed wish was law, and compulsion
1875.
was seldom necessary.
She was remarkable
SPRING TERM begins Tuesday, March 8, 1878,
for strong faith, and power in prayer; and this
A@-Clergymen’s children and students relyin
may have been the secret of her success. She. on their own exertions for an education, receiv

For

commences

WEARE, N. H.

With a full complement of competent assistants.
Three - complete
courses of study :—Classical,
Scientific, and Ladies’ course.
School first class

on
God for wisdem and help in training the
young
immortals
committed to her care.:
One by one, she laid them at Jesus’ feet, believing he would accept the sacrifice. In
God’s own good time, her faith met with a
blessed fulfillment; and she soon saw them entering
the shelter of the fold” all but one;
he stood oul for long years, against a mother’s
tears, and prayers,—** Away from the tender
Shepherd’s care;” but, at last the dear Lord
found the wanderer, and there was joy in
heaven and on earth! And now, though in

weeks,

LINTONGROVESEMINARY,

MISS LILLIAN S. ABBOTT, Precepiress..
Miss S. ALMA PENDEXTER, Associate.
Miss LELIA E. FoLsoM, Teacher of Music.

deeply felt her responsibility, and dependence

of 12

For circulars write to the Presiden. Rev. O. E.
BAKER, or to the Principal.
augls

J.S. BROWN, A. M., Principal.
G. H. STOCKBRIDGE, A. M., Associate.

light,

adorning her profession by a well-ordered
life and godly conversation, proving herself a
blessing to all within the circle of her influence; but especially do ‘ her children rise up

Spring Term
14th, 1876.

Year,

THE INTER-OCEAN.
A CHICAGO PAPER."

ll FIRST-CLASS
and

best

for Cata-

J. 8,
GARDNER, Principal
the day when every slave will be free, and
Whitestown, On®ida Co., N. Y., July 10, 1875.
when this now despised partly will be dominant in the nation,” The fulfillment of thes
k y
EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,~FLEMwords, long before he went to his rest, mak
INGTON, TAYLOR CO.,
WEST VIRGINIA
them seem now like those of prophecy.
His
This Institution offers to
idents
)
important
X
sympathies being thus drawn out toward the
particular
informs
avd
peeuliar
advantages.
colored race, as a race poor and despised, it
ation
send
for
a
Circular
t
seemed always a privilege to him’ to be their
VE, A. M., President.
Rev, W. CoLEG
friend and helper, and his home was vever
IDGEVILL
LLEGE.—The Spring
sought in vain by the needy and helpless fugi1" Term wilkopen March 2, 1875, and close
tive, For seventeen years, he cared for one
June 10, 1875.
.
who, escaping from the cruel mandates of the
The Summer Term will.open June 15th, and
fugitive slave-law, found in his family a howe,
close September 2d.
(
:
and who, since his decease, after receiving the
The Fall Term will open September 7th, and
kindest attention from those who were. most
close November 25th.
afflicted in his death, has gone to her rest and
For Catalogue, address the Secretary, r
reward,
The daily life of Dea, Clifford was a
' My REED,
rave example of devotion to the work of his
Ridgeville, Ind.
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CONGRESSIONAL.

The Louisiana senatorship question was
discussed in the Senate, Monday, Messrs.
Thurman and Christiancy opposing ‘Pinch‘back’s admission, * A bill was’ passed to
pay the awards already made by the Alabama claims

for

commission

a final

without

adjudication

waiting

of all the

cases

pending
before
that tribunal.
In. the
House, a resolution was introduced declar-

ing that any action which Congress may
+ hereafter take on the currehcy questtdm
shall be in accordance with the specie reAn

eftort

to

suspend

the

rules and adopt the resolution was defeated
by a vote of 96 to 140.
was made on the consular
appropriation bill.

Some progress
and diplomatic

The death of Senator Petty, of Connecticut, was

announced

in the

Senate,

day, and appropriate eulogies

Tues--

pronounced.

The bill for a total repeal of the bankrupt
law was passed by the House,
178, to 57.
The act does not, however, go into effect

until January

1, 1877.

The

consular

ap-

propriation bill was further discussed, and
proper respect paid to the memory of the
late Senator Ferry.

with

the

A recent

Belgian
sons.

however, reaching a vote.
Nearly the entire session of the House was spent in discussing the diplomatic appropriation bill.
The Senate, Thursday, passed
extending for tew years .the time

completion

of the

Northern

the
for

bill
the

Pacific Rail-

road.
Mr. Norwood, of Georgia, spoke
at length on the Centennial appropriation
" bill. The time of the House was occupied

in discussing the consular
appropriation bill,

Mr.

and

diplomatic

Blaine

making

an

“able eech on the finances.
The Senate,

Friday,

passed

the

House

Centennial appropriation bill, unamended,
by a vote of 41to 15. The House passed,
by a nearly unanimous vote, the diplomatic
appropriation bill. The reductions amount
to $470,000,
until Monday.

Both

branches

adjourned

pr
-—

DOMESTIC.

Eleven persons

were

killed and many

others seriously injured in attempting to
rush out of the Opera House, in Cincinnatti, on Saturday week,
alarm of fire.

because of a false

Mexican raids into Texas continue.
A $3,000,000 fire occurred

on Broadway,

I

New York, on Tuesday night.

The

nental Hotel and a half a square

Conti-

of build-

ings were consumed.
Somers,
the alleged California

forger,

has been arrested in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
will be retarned to the Pacific coast.

and

of

killed

fire-damp

two

in

hundréd

a

per-

A Hebrew restaurant

I can’t see.”

is to be erected on

the laws of Moses.
A dandy, getting measured for a pair of
riding boots, observed, ‘‘ Make them cover

“Heavens!” exclaimed the shoesurveying

his

custom-

“I have nbt got leather enough.”
“My

son,” said a stern parent-to a seven-

year old hopeful, “I must discipline you.
Your teacher says you are the worst boy in
¢ Well,

“ only yesterday

papa,”

was

she said

the

reply,

I was just like

my father.”
A lady in Binghamton, N.Y.,is the possessor of a large Bible printed in Latin, which
is said to have once been the property of

Melancthon.
, margins
notes.

It bears his name

are

closely

written

‘and the

with

Latin

Iowa Falls is interested in the operations
of a

little

machine,

newly

patented,

that

twists cord wood out of a hay stack.
It
is intended to manufacture fuel for grassburning stoves, and it twists wisps of hay
up into knots as hard as bricks.

David

Riddlebarger

miser at Ridgefield,

is the

Ind.,

name

‘who

frozen todeath in his hut.

of a

was

found

Weston,

the

dissatisfaction with

He lived alone,

‘ Not far from

Boston.”

¢ How

do you

know?” ‘¢ Because I have for the last hour
felt like stealing something!”
.
A man and wife living at Arcadia,
have twenty-four
children,
twelve

Ind.,
boys

American

pedestrian,

the

has

defeated Perkins, the English champion, in
a walking match.
A woman was caught by the cow-catcher
of a train on the Old Colony Railroad, at
South Boston, on Monday night, and carried fifty feet. When the train stopped she
coolly walked off, without even thanking
any one for her free ride.

Lietenant-Governor Davis, of Mississippi, is to be impeached for high crimes and
misdemeanors in office.
The treasurer of Wooster county, Ohio,
is a defaulter to thé amount of $60,000,and
- has absconded.

E. C. Billings has been confirmed as
United States district judge for Louisiana,
by the Senate.
The home

non,

of Washington,

is to be put in thorough

at

the arrival of visitors to the
Exposition.
‘Ex-Representative Voorhees,

will make St. Louis his
ture.
Ex-Gov.

B.

Gratz

home

Brown

Mt.

Ver:

repair before
Centennial

has

the

publisher

tom Pilot, has failed.

resumed

of the

Bos-

Liabilities, $308,000.

Assets, $216,000.

Rev. Dr. Bushnell, of

:

Hartford, Conn.,

is expected to live but a few days.

The dispute between

:

The Lick
which

baths

Paraguay

and the

Argentine states in regard to territory has
been submitted to Presidnt Grant.
Gen. Sheridan has been summoned to
Washington for consultation on the Mexiean border question.
The Missouri Senate, Tuesday, passed a
bill requesting its representatives and senators in Congress to favor such legislation
as will seeuré a treaty by which the Black

in San

$150,000 was willed

Francisco,
in

the

for

deed of

trust, will be constructed of iron and
glass, and will consist of a wall 370 feet in
length by eighty in width.
The roof will
be arched at an elevation of seventy feet,
with adome in the center 130 feet high.
The interior will be divided into’ compartments,

for men,

boys and ladies. The tanks

will be supplied with salt water
bay, which will be heated by
rays.
Brigham Young has induced. a
of" 250 Mormons to emigrate to
fifty

of

whom

are

men,

and

from the
the sun’s
company
Arizona,

the balance

women and children.
Possibly Brigham
begins to feel that he is ¢ too much governed” and is preparing for a general forward

march

where

unknown.

inquisitive Gentiles are

C

ani
i
gl.

fu-

the practice of law at St. Louis,
The Senate eommittee on territories are
considering the bill to admit
New Mexico
as a State.
The expression of the members show that the bill will be reported
favorably.
Gold mines of surpassing richness are
reported in the Black Hills.
Patrick Donahoe,

foot.

of Indiana,

for

classes,

easy of digestion,

the ps
cells and render it digestible.
Ther ¢thestnuts of Southern Europe
are
far superior in size and perfection to those
that grow in colder climates. Though little
used

on

our

tables, they

make

desserts.
The walnut is a native
fruit is much

pickle.

used

'Ehis

delicious

of Persia, and its

in the

green

state as a

nut is very oily, and

Continent its oil, when
cooking as a substitute

on the

fresh, is
for olive

used
oil.

Switzerland the poor people use the

in
In

refuse

matter, after the oil is extracted, for bread.

Walnuts and hickory
by fancy cooks

for

nuts

are

shortening

often used
and

flavor-

ing cake; the addition of these nuts makes
a delicious but very indigestible article,
Acorns from remote

used as

food for

The “ancient

antiquity have been

both

man

Britons

and

lived

animals.

mostly on

acorns; so, says Galen, did the Arcadians.
They were prepared in many shapes, boiled
and roasted, dried and ground, and made
into bread.
At present they \are chiefly
used for fattening hogs, deer
and poultry,
though in Norway and Sweden they are
boiled and mixed with corn meal to make
bread. ©
Hazel nuts and filberts are the fruit of

the Williston Seminary,

Easthampton,

will

:

parents.

e

Ralph Waldo Emerson is to deliver the
oration before the literary societies of the
University of Virginia, at the next commencement.
5
;
The instruments
invented
by the late
Professor Winlock bring $2,000 a year to
College,

half

rounds the kernel is unwholesome,

of

which

for

five

years goesto the widow Winlock and her
children.
The University of Cincinnati received,

during the year 1875, $119,748.92,

and ex-

pended during the same time $108,806.84.
The endowment funds of the institution
amount to $125,935.78.

Adamantine...20@. 26

last thing at night covered these with dry
shavings for him to lie on.
He also remarked that he never knew a flat-footed.

but that was a good worker,— Cor.

Live-Siock Journal,

:

ADVANTAGE OF SMALL Farms.

PAINTS,

Molds. oviiiene 12 @. 15%] Lead, White—
Sperm seen Wa. 0
Parafline.

ooo.

ErgD ine

@, 26

2,

N

28 00.

of the most foolish things a farmer can do
to try to cultivate more land than he can
profitably. - It is a source of delight to

ne,

PETROLEUM.
Crad0.vs vieane sls «vans
|[Refineds,.... 18a. a
Kerosene. ........ a.
[Naptha,,.....11 @..]12

Low

Mid.....12§

@.

12%

d4..0

a.

has a garden

Print Cloths...4

@.

three

acres

from

which he has gathered his farm produce
for the winter,—realizing a handsome profit
for his labor. He said he planted about
one-cighth of an acre of corn, the cutworms destroying some portions of it,
which he afterward went over and put in
beans where the corn was destroyed, and
realized a good yield of cornand four bushels of nice shelled beans.
From less than
half an acre he dug one hundred and twenty-five bushels of fine table
potatoes,—
proving that a * little farm well tilled” is
of more profit than more acres half cared
for.— Vermont Farmer.
A Brax Bep FoR

Burns.

The

Sanita-

rian Says that in cases of bad scalds of children, in which a large

part of the body is

involved, it knows of no dressing so good
asa bran. bed; thatis, a bed of bran in

PRODUCE.

Apples, #bbl250

STO
DOMESTICS,
Sheetings and ShirtingsHeavy

1%

Vi, &N.

8451
10

@.

a

& ex

160

|

[Chotag § le
prime

|

Barn

Bricks.

The

celebrated

Bath

bricks, known in almost every commercial
market and house as *‘ brick dust,” are manufactured from the deposits of the river
Parrett, Bridgewater,

Somerset,

England.

As far as known, this peculiar kind of deposit has never been found elsewhere.
OSTRICH FARMING. ; Montgomery Queen
has purchased 100 African ostriches, and
is about colonizing them on his place near

Haywoods, a small town fifteen miles from
San Francisco. It is Mr. Queen’s intention
to raise ostriches solely for their plumage,
each bird yielding over two hundred dollars’ worth of feathers yearly.
He has invested $100,000 in the enterprise.
———
AA

and on

ITEMS.

¥ 1 ..oouiiinvecnninrvnnse os 9
SEEDS.

34

Clover, IP.1b. ....uussesnesan PPT Pn

18

SUGARS,
Crushed sugar, ¥ 1 ....ooivnnen

|

"

Timothy Seed, ¥ DUSK. «es xsss ver 293

a

Granalated

1%

H Hod

gugar, i...

AEB

Marrow..oosoe @ 200
Mediums... 125 @ 140

&

yg

aft

: we

¥ bushel

Small

In

ili

prime,¥ B. cveeiiiireineson T

Rangoon,

.

|
s

iy Ft

RICE.

“Caroling,

Cotton ¥Pu'ls.8%@. 22 1 | prime Wate'n24 @. 20
Prints...
@ TH]
friogdtodo 20 @. 28
Beans,

444

Porto Rico, ¥ gal ....covvvvnnne Seana 88 ad.
mW
New Orleans, new,
¥ gal ...ooo0iia 81 @ 4 4

fuiy
to gd, do.25 @. 80
ordinary... 20 @. 25

4} | pakers'...... 15@:

141

“G8
£0
o 50
gh

MOLASSES,

@ 875

Y....52

@

e

New, 1874, DOSE
¥ Ib 1vsversssesssnsnss

oid, hae LLL

aried, ¥ B....0 @. 10
sliced,# Jb...10 @.8 11
Butter, ¥ Ppl

9%

Medium 44.78.@.
Drills, brown..0

118

»2%
25

For shipping, ¥ 100 «...vs.. :
I
a
ol RY

od d

Rio

Gd. Middling. 18% @. 14

about

.

|Varuishes..1
30 @.800
Glue... oovee 1d @, 50

pay the land well with a good supply of fertilizing matter after the exhausting season
of cultivation is over. Asan illustration
ofthis, a gentleman was telling us that he
of

Wdite—

@.

GRAIN,

Western Corn, mixed, ¥ bush. . .. 61
Rye, Western, ¥ bush
86
Barley, State, ¥ bush
85
Oats
vavvuirnnesnsins

9

os Hud
Ye 31'S:196. 23

Middling.... 13% @. 18%

done to more advantage

can it be

.

Mineral Paints1

than to limit our-

no way

8%

Putty, in bulk 3

selves to a small number of acres,and to re-

in

'

H
:

Amber, Western, ¥ bush. ......

| Dodomoil 11a. 11%
Am. puredry 748. 7X
Do.do.inoil10 ¢ 1

18d
Ib
COTTON,
Upland, Gulf,
Qndinary...nd.. 03
Gd, Ordinary.11} @. 11%

gather flpe crops, and

Am,

un

g. 1

PICtoN. +s sn 50% 055’ | FehNohiryion@. 1k

Anthracite, ¥
bs—
retail. ....750
@ 8 00
CATRO.
++ ++,0 50 @ 7 50
COFFEE,

It is one

12%.

Do.do.in 61110

COAL.

Cannel

~

7

tory

thir to

x

28 8
Is

em

hb

good..10 @. 11

| tum dairy... 8

1

a

isem

duert

ents,

ee

OATMEAL

SOAP.

hd

| BKM youd
. 6 | The Only genuine Oatmeal
is known
Salmon—
{Cr'nb Nruitisle 10 081300 | wide as KORINSON'S OATMEAL
LYCERINE, | Hew
No. 1, # tce20 00 @21 00 |Onions,bbl...125 @ 150 | the cheapest fine toilet soap in the world,
and the

Herring—
(Peas,¥ bushel
only pe
't winter soap.
sealed,
# box 20 @. 22 | ‘Conada.... #0 @ 110 | OATMEAL SOAP,
pekld,
bbl 200 @ 575 |F res hy pushel
an

FLOUR AND MEAL. | juckuons.....50 @. 5

Uy

nois and

-

Indiana-—

and Ohio—

woogie

For Common

ext. 0Wa7rB

e

PROVISIONS.

300 8 5.50

Flour....

|

’

MASTER.

Schools and Academies.

Now in

Suscerstul use in many schools of this and other

Com. toch’ce5 00 @ 600

BaF iour

4

WITHOUT

Choice ext.625 & 825

Mic!

6610

MESERVEY'S

St. Louis ext.....@ 650
Medium ...800 &.850
Choice ext.875 @ 900 |
Westernrsup.4 00 @ 4 50

A

Ask for ROBINSON'S

The verdict of all who have used it: “It is the

Beef, M.

a

4

- | best
in use.”

88

lt

.

——

TESTIMONIALS

From the Superigichdcnt of Pulilte Instruction of
ew

Hampshire.

CONCORD, N. H., Aug. 2, 163,
| ProF. A. B. MESERVEY, NEW HAMPTON :

,

I have the satisfaction of surefully exami
| Meservey’s Book-keeping, and am fu y
ing

| thatit is a book prepared with care, properly

an

| ranged, and is well fitted to supply the place
of a
text-book wanted In our public and private schools.
| A knowledge
of some intelligivle and systematic
method ot keeping business accounts is needed

| hy every child in the State. I earnestly recom.
mend it to school officers for examination, and for
| use, to the school teachers and scholars of the
| State. Respectfully
yours,

3. W.SIMONDS, Supt. Public Instruction.

“1 shall heartily recommend it as the best that
| has come 10 my notice. Every one should have

the worTF. k.W.

H, HUSSEY,
TILDEN

formerly Principal
Nashua High School.
LADIES

SEMINARY,

West Lebanon, N. H., Dec. 15, 18.5

PROF. A. B. MESERVEY:

°

.

I have conducted a fine class of ladies entirely
| through
your practical Hook-eaing, and can sa

Lam decidedly pleased with it. The boo
-225 @ 258 | that
Feed...21 50 @2200 | Jet...
OR rg: oS 500 | Works well in the school 100m, the only place

Fine
Middlings
..23 00 g2400 |

2000 bs

HAY
’

.

where any school book can be HIRAM :

500

| R. IL. Bent..300 @ 350

Sto Ein
:
City 5c ales—retail.

ool

hod8

wid

Lawn...... 400

East&North 1300 §2100

ountry
Hay
Old, ¥ ton..,... Boros
Yew
¥ ton 3300 @3500
Salt Hay. ...17 00 2000
Straw, 100Bbs....8 »x+
HIDES AND SKINS,

Calcutta Cow, ¥ b—

re
Ky.

Blue...200

L

@ 250

| uckweat
Orchard bu.....@
...300 @
| Barley, # bu.175 @
|Rye, bushel.......8
3 heal, on nt'r3 00 ¢
[Flaxseed ...350 @

330
125
200
130
350
£99

||
|
|
|
|

“Cletta,gldl 9 4 196

1 have given

YNDON
Prof.

c

A.

Vi.

Nov.

ORCUTT.

3

MSU.

CENTER,
Vt., Nov. 20,
B. Meservey’s Book-keep-

jng
without a élearness
Master, meets
a thorough
test in the class;oom, Its
the design exactly, for
4; elementary
work, and it comprises everything
necessary to be known to the book-keeper, short
of banking.
I bespeak for it unqualified success
jn the hands of any teacher.
.8 BROWN, A. M.,

Slau ter... 14 8-145 Cantey
850 £371
Bion Lyndon Institute.
Dead green...
\
rd Seed. 12 @.
A set of seven Blanks has been
pre
ex.
B.Ayres, dry...24 @.25
urd Seed.-.12 §. 1B
pressly to accompany the Yext-book.
he retail
Rio Grande....23 @.24
SOAP.
rice of the Book kecping will be $1.10. Blacks,
Western, dry... 174
8.18% | ~aoine pm
9a
17
I. Books and Blanks may be obtained at whole
Cbesssernens 88. 9% \merican vHe e. § | sale, of the Publisher, at New Hampton. or of
Goat Skins—
Hd
.
Thom
, Brown & Co., 25 and 20 Cornhill, BosMadras.......50 @. 5}
SPICES.
ton Ta
Patoas....... 33 @. 35 | Cassia hg'ld.21) @. 22
.
C. PD. THYNG, Publisher,

HONEY.
Soves.........40 @41 |
Cuba,¥ gal..120 @ 130 | GUEFT--- ooo 5 @ 10
Nottheth90 @. 30
x, ¥ b....20 @.

New Hampton, N. H.

|Nutmegs....... 95 @. 97
Pepper. ...... 13@. 18%

HOPS.

1st sort, 1875 ..14 &.

sme

{Pimento....... 13%g.

16

14

STARCH.

:

account of its injurious -qualities almonds
should always be blanched.
This is done
by simply pouring boiling water upon the
kernels. Bitter almonds are poisonous to
all classes of animals. Though they do
not contain prussic acid, yet, when chewed, a chemical change is effected by which
prussic acid is formed.
The essence of

do.
18..8 8.10 hypeat wp....... 8.8
The English people eat 4 1-2 pounds of
LEATHER.
(Corn, ¥B......4
8. 4%
il
cheese per head,
to 1 1-2 pounds per head | Sole,B. Ayres.25 @. iE otatoe, VB... 158. IX
consumed by the people of the United
Sin000.uss 2
SUGAR.
Something to make Hens Lay, made from Fresh
Vir
in roteh 8.
(Havana, D. 8.—
Blood. Bones and Meat, dried and
ground to a
States.
r a ous 9% @. 98 | Nos. 81012..75@. 8) | sweet Meal. Keeps well. Very nutricious. Fowls
or oc sry a. 31
Nos. 13 t0 17.8%@. 9% | like it very much. Trial bags 50 cents and §1. One
Mr. Chisum, the famous cattle owner of Cc ty ry of ag
| Nos.18
to 20...95% @. 9% | hundred
pound bag $2.50. Addrees JACKSON
Rou ane,
53 @. 60 | White....... 10 @ 10%
& BOWKER, 53 North Market Street, Boston,
California, whose cattle just now number

bitter

keep the animals on their ranges.
There are in the United States 310 malt

almonds

is

a most

potent

poison,

though it is extensively used for flavoring.
In the hands of a careless or ignorant cook
it is dangerous,

and there are a great many

flavorings

could

that

well

take

altogether. .
The nutritive qualities of

its place

all edible nuts

depend on the vegetable albumen and caseine which they contain. Eaten with other
food, as at the conclusion of a meal, they
are wholesome and agreeable,and might,on
account of the oil they contain, well supply the place of pastry.
On the same ac-

count

they

are

more

suitable for winter

than for summer food.—N.
RIE

Y. Tribune.

physiology,
that the

quire

In

passage of

the ear

that task, and in the

doés

healthy

on

not

re-

undertakes:
state

fulfills

it perfectly.
Her means for cleansing the
ear is the wax, which dries up into thin
scales and peels off and falls away imperceptibly. In health, the passage of the ear
is never dirty, but an attempt to clean it
will make it so. Washing the ear out with
soap and water is bad; it keeps the wax
moist when it ought to become dry. and

scaly, and makes it absorb dust.
most hurtful

thing is the

100

But the

introduction

will

of

ers 10,000

square

feet,

and

présses down

the wax

and

flakes of skin upon the membrane of the
tympanum, producing pain, inflammation,

and deafness.
The washing should extend
only to the outer surface, as far as the fin-

gers can reach.—N.

Y. Tribune.

Live Srock.
Different kinds of stock
should be kept separate, both in the flelds
and yards. Heavy losses are always ocHills can be opened to settlement.
:
The world moves.
A Chinese young
Senator Christiancy, of Michigan, was lady has just applied to the school board of curring from allowing horses, cows, sheep,
pigs, and fowls to run in one yard, Horses
married in Washington, Tuesday, to Miss
San Francisco for a position as ‘teacher in
in their play will kick or scare cows, and
Lugerbeel.
The judge is 64 and his bride
the public schools.
a cow near her time may loge the calf in
19 years of age.
Of the 117 women now studying at the consequence ; cows will hook sheep; pigs
Moody and Sankey are now holding meetMichigan University,
foyr have chosen
will kill and eat lambs and chickens; and
ings in New York City. They commenced law, forty-seven medicine, and fifty-six
small stock are trodden on by the heaviest
last Monday evening.
:
:
.
literature and science,
animals.
In the arrangement of . the yards
Vanderbilt University,
at Nashville, for winter, this should be thought of, and
| FOREIGN.
plenty of room given each kind of stock
The Spanish government has forwarded now has two hundred students in its medto its representatives abroad a confiden- ical department, one hundred and fifty in by itself.
tial circular on the Cuban question,propos- the library, thirty in the theological, and
TENDER-FOOTED HORSES.
An old man,
ing salutary reforms in the colonies on the twenty in the law.
who had much experience in handling and
+ suppression of the insurrection.
President Woods, of the Western Uni- dealing in horses for more than half a cenThe Prussian Reichstag, Thursday, pass- versity of Peunsylvania (Baptist) having tury, said to me recently that he had never
‘ed the bill, amending
the penal code of raised $100,000 toward an endowment, Mr. known a horse to get tender-footed that
that country.
~~
: ‘William Shaw has added another $100,000, was kept loose in a shed and yard, or in a

Its foliage cov-

bears

three varieties of

six

walnut,—white,

tons

of

red,

and

black—in great abundance. Of these, the
black is the most valuable, as itis curly
in grain and as fine as the European or
South Sea Island wood.
Experiments in milking cows, twice and
thrice a day, were sufficiently in favor of

the third milking to mote
milking favorable to health.

irritates the

to

grapes annually, and is from 60 to 100
years old.
A Mexican paper says that a Mr. Gerding, who has been prospecting in that
country for cabinet woods, has discovered’

ed around.

passage

.

ROUBL «200s 33 @. 0
Finished....70 @l 20

French....140

al

60

LIME.
Rockland,¥ cask.@1
”
i"
LUMBER.

15

than double the

cost.
An analysis of
also proved the third

Refuse

Experiments show that a gallon of kerosene oil, costing80 cents, will produce the
equal amount of light with 260 cubic feet
of gas, which at $2.50 per 1,000

feet, would

cost 62 1-2 cents.
The Kansas legislature has passed a law
giving
a bounty of $5.00 per bushel for
grasshopper eggs and’50 cents for the
same quantity of young grasshoppers.
About one-third
"of the wheat grown in
the United States is produced in the states
of Minnesota, Iowa and Wisconsin, and
this one-third Is inround numbers a hundred million bushels.
Minnesota has 24,000,000 bushels surplus.

oaha Muscovado—
Friogdref 7%
Fr

to

g'd

Mass.

8.8

10.8%

8.

81

....900

TALLOW

Spruce—
;
Nos.1 &2,1100 @ 18 00
Refuse ....800 @ 1000
Hemlock Boards—

Nos. 1&2..900 @ 1050
Refuse. .... 6 50 @ 700
Fleoring Boards—
Nos. 1&2..2500 @28 00
Refuse. ...12 00 @l400

sy

Moody and Sankey,

Rendered, ¥ B.9}8. 9%
|Rough.........d 68. 8
TEAS
aA

|Gunp’der,¥
30
|Imperial....... 30
YBON.eeeeisss 28
| Young Hyson..30
|Hyson Skin...23

Clapboards—

Souchong..... 28.

125

MOLASSES
a
ne

@ 175

50

61 |

Fine X.vuvus 6

Cienfuegos.....35

@.

39 |

Sugar

@.

26 | Ext.and XX43

Porto

@.

NAILS.

Coarse...... 2.

10d to 60d ¥ 100s.

G335

OIL.

Common.

45

...40 @.

42

Linseed Am....00 @. 61 | Fineand X .42 @.
Crude
Sperm.160
@l 65
fam..... 46 @.
Do.

Whale...62 @.

7

News

Do.

# mings,

70

@1 80

Ex.

Boston.105

@l 10

Common....40

@..

0.1000e0ens20@.

Lard,
West.Ex1 05 @l1 07 |C'mbing fleeces @.
Nos. 1 & 2....67 @. 95 |California.
14@.
X08.

50
H2

Labrador Cod.60 @. 70 |Canada....... 3
@.
Bank dow.eecss 50 @. 55 | do combing....@.
Menhaden ..... 43 @. 45 [Buenos
Ayres.23 @.

H'pe32 @.

40

5
65
85

87

“

“

“
“

1225
117%

mew

119§

Five-Twenties,
1867
“"

“

1214

1868

128%

Ten-Forties
New Fives

1195
117%

‘“ Currency Sixes
Cinn, Sand. & Cleveland R. R
Phil. Wil. & Baltimore R. R,
Boston & Maine R. R
Old Colony R. R

125,
9,
62
109
1063

Vermont

100

& Mass. R. R.

Michigan Central R. Revvovsvviianiiiinninnes
Boston & Albany R. R...vconevvininiininnins

02%
120%

Chi., Burl, & Quincy R. Rocvvvvvvirirnininnns
Eastern RB. Rui vsiviriiicinvisesisnvnessnans

Boston & Lowell R. R.
Metropolitan Horse R.
Quincy Mining Co.....

116%
18%

504

PR
46%

YORK

MARKET.

Bm]

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
Tuesday, Feb. 2.

BEEF AND PORK.
Beef, extra Mess soeverannss vevnns 1200 @
Pork, new mess, ¥ bbl. ..... "
@
BUTTER.
°
State new, good to prime
.
Western, do. «ovsseueoine
Lard, steam rendered ....
C HEES
Factory
Dairies, good to prime ...... 12
Farm
Dairies, do, ceceeve prime .
ve 1%
:
COFFEE,
Java,
¥ ib. ¥ bag gold .......00s vie
Maracaibo,
¥ b., ¥ bag, gold ........ 18

COAL:

i

Anthracite (by the cargo), ........

12 80
22 0
;
@ 38

13
s HY)
@%
@ 10%

.
500@

und patronage

of the

strictly in

REMITTANCES
must be made in money
orders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When
neither of these can be procured, send the money
in a registered letter.
Money: thus sent will be at our risk, and may be
sent at our expense.
In writing to this office
ns will please desigoate their STATE, as well as town.
The Star goes to press Monday
noon, and communications for insertion ought to be here on Friday previous.
h
.
ach subscriber is particularly requested to
note the date on the label for the expiration of
his subscription, and to forward what is due for
the ensuing year, without further reminder from
8
.
3
Liberal discount is made to those who pay in
advance, and our object is to secure advance payment as the rule.
;

SPECIAL

OFFERS.

Clubs of sz or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW
SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 each,
strictly in advance, there being no arrearage on
the part'of old subscribers.
Any subscriber who will furnish the name of a
NEW ONE, can have the two copies of the paper
at $4.60, strictly in advance,
_ .
Pastors are requested to act 4s agents for the
Establishment, in obtaining subscribers, collect
ng arrearages, remitting money, &c.; and when

they do this they are entitled to ten per cent. of

the money they receive for the Star, except on
money sent for clubs; then itis proper that the
subscribers should pay the commission, if any i8,
esired.
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any
person who takes a newspaper regu:
larly from the post-office—whether directed to is

*>-r-o-v4

NEW

the direction

Reviews,

Summary,
&c., &¢.

cause of its real worth.
TERMS: $3.00 per year; or, if paid

SALES OF STOCKS—-CLOSING PRICES,
Tuesday, Feb. 8, 1876.
American Gold
112}
U. 8. Sixes, 1881
“
“1865

complete.

ad -vance, $2.60.

65
3

1000004420 @.

Neatsfoot#gdl.90 @1 15 [Cape G'd

It is under

41

80

other

Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and
is taken by many of other religious views, be

44
48

|Pulled extra..35 @.
Superfine eve 36 @

No

Miscellany,

Literary

“

Other Western—

Refined do...75 @. 78
Sperm, winter 180 @1 85

sell.

on

Literary

4H

@.

Eng. sorrel]

to

an able and pr S Sative paper; devoted
intelligence,
largely to Religiousts culture

47

Rico.....36 @. 53 [Mich., N.Y. & Vermont—

Houee...24

book

Sabbath Schools
The Family Circle,
Rural and Domestic,

(Ohioand Pennsylvania—

Muscovaglo.....32 @. 34 | Medium.....48 §.

@.

Best

ut containg departmen

55
48

Orleans...51

i

9

Picklock....52 @.
Choice XX..47 @.

New

Price #2.

300 Agents made first month. Selling by the thousands. Address
H. 8. GOODSPEED & CO,
3m3
14 Barclay Street, New York.

@ 110
@ 110
@. 60
@ 100
g. 35

Ext. Pine.3800 @4000 |Oolong........ 28.
Sap do....2000 @3500 WJapan..,...... 3g
Spruce. ...35 00 @45 00
WOOL
Shingles..... 15abdB
5

in Great Britain and America. By an Eminent Divine. Has over 600 pages and 20 illustrations.

>

iv

FOR

THE WONDERFUL CAREER OF

Powdered....... 9.10%

@ 12 50

45-wis

AGENTS WANTED

| Prmetoch’ce8’sg. 8%
[Porto Rico..... 9 0. 9%
Refined,
crushed..g.10% A
ped

Sh’p’ng b'ds15 00 @ 20 00

“

Says an English paper: ‘A sample of
condensed milk, weighing about 1 cwt.,
was exhibited at the rooms of the Society
of Arts, and an interesting experiment
made thereon.
This mammoth piece of
solidified fluid was prepared by Hooker's
process. It had been exposed to the action of the air for four years and three
months, yet its quality was so excellent
that in a few minutes it was resolved, by
churning, into good sweet butter.

|

|

Pine,clear..2200 @ 50 00 | Granulated .10% @.10§
C'rse No.5 1500 @ 20 00 | Coffee crush.8 @.9§

Ir

send a big grape vine

value over the extra
the milk in summer,

proceeding

men to

and the country possesses an abundance
of the Palma Christie, a plant upon which

the corner of a towel screwed up and twistThis

mounted

Silk culture is increasing so rapidly in
South America that the Government of
Brazil contemplates_-offering subsidies for
the scientific cultivation of the worm. The
climate is well adapted to the industry,

the Centennial Exhibition.

his treatise

by us; nature

employs

houses, with a real estate value of $10,376,500,and a capital of $13,708,000. They have
a capacity for 19,157,000 bushels, and employ 2,447 men, whose wages
amount to
$1,086,900 per annum.
;

California

Hinton gives us to understand

cleaning

80,000 head,

the worm feeds with avidity.

fn idle.

CARe OF THE EAR.

The Vermont State Normal School has
graduated 304 teachers
during the nine
years.
of its existence.
]
Out of the 832 students who attended the
leading Scottish
universities last year,
two-thirds of them were the sons of poor

Harvard

nuts annually.
~
Sweet almonds are nutritive, but difficult
of digestion.
The brown husk that sur-
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be accepted.

to fruit the cocoanut is ome of the least
productive of the palm tribe.
One tree, in
a good «soil, produces about 100
cocoa-
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and search -about his premises has thus
far revealed treasure to the amount of the cocoanut forms a delicious beverage in
$3,000 mostly, in gold.
More money is be- its native country; a large nut when fresh
lieved to be secreted.
will give half a pint of milk.
When it is
A presiding elder from Maine,—a keen,
very young, the pulp is so soft that it may
humorous, somewhat waggish man—was
be eaten with a spoon, and the shell is so
approached by a traveling companion, as _thin and transparent that it may be used as
he seemed to be sound asleep in the railway a lantern.
The oil obtained by pressure
car.
“Brother D.,” said the friend, “wake
from the kernel is uséd for burning in
up, wake up!
Do you know where you lamps and for making fine soap. There is
are?”
*‘ Yes, I know where I am, too,”
no part of the tree but is employed for
answered the elder.- - “* Where are you?”
some useful purpose, ‘though with respect

| and twelve girls, the oldest being thirty"
years of age.
The girls all dress alike, and
mayor of Portland, Me., on account of his
the family all eat at one table, the girls on
refusal to let Devlin,
the anti-Catholic
one side and the boys on the other, the
lecturer, have the City Hall to speak in.
father at the head and the mother at the
There is much

in Southern Europe chestnuts form a large

but it requires roasting or boiling to hurst

of Israel in strict accordance with

astounded,

been used for food, and at the present. day

therefore it is the most

the exhibition grounds
at Philadelphia,
where food will be prepared for the hungry

children

Nuts are true seeds and differ from fruits
in having hard shells without any soft or
pulpy inclosure.
From the earliest times,
nuts, especially acorns and chestnuts, have

ceous and the least oily of all] the nuts, and

til March.
An Indiana saloon keeper made a bad
mistake when
he advertised,
‘ Unapproachable Baltimore Oysters !”
A blind mendicant in Paris wears this inseription around
his.
neck: ‘ Dow'tbe
ashamed. to give only a sou.

kept them constantly moist
theory appeared perfectly

portion of the food of the laboring

Markets.

boxed stall ; that’ turning around and treading with their forward feet in the manure

who, besides eating them raw and ‘roasted
make puddings of them and polenta for
pastry. The chestnut is the most farina-

New Orleans had new potatoes in January this year, instead of having to wait un-

at length, without, - school.”

/ationbill was discussed

Bural and Domestic.
EDIBLE NUTS.
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Water can come and go when it is tide.
Do n't throw dirt in your teacher's eyes.
It would injure the pupil.

er:

pre-emption laws and providing for the
sale of timber pn the public lands of the
country.
The House Centennial appropri-

Lord.
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The Ontatio legislature was prorogued
on Thursday.
We
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In the Senate, Wednesday,
a bill was
passed to reimburse the bank: at St. Albans,
Vt., for money stolen by the raidérs from

rebellion.
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and threatening the whole Tmperial family
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ing that the government has no authority
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name or another's, or whether he has subscribe
or not-—is responsible for the payment.
a
2. If a person orders his paper discontinuec,

he must poy all arrearages, or the publisher may
continue to send it until payment is made, a
collect the whole amount, whether the paper 18
taken from the office or not.
¢
3. The courts have decided that refusing a
take newspapers and periodicals from the pos
ana leaving them nncalled for,
office, or removing
is prima facie evidence of intentional fraud.
8. 5. PAPERS,
papers, The Little Star
Two Sabbath school

and Myrtle, are published. alternate weeks, and10

Lesson Papers of the International Series
both adults and children.
Sample copies of any paper sent free.
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